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Has consumer activism been successful in its efforts to effect social, political,

and economic changes and to empower consumers? This research seeks to answer this

question by developing a viable evaluation framework for conceptualizing and

measuring impacts of consumer activism.

The Political Process Model and New Social Movement Theory provide the

theoretical base and conceptual context, and previous studies on social movement

outcomes provided the analytical ground for developing a framework.

The framework consists of three parts: environmental context, movement

actions, and impacts as changes in social structures (impacts of consumer activism).

Factors that influenced impacts were identified for the first two parts of the

framework, and tested on archetypal consumer campaigns in Korea.



A boycott against contaminated imported wheat in 1993 and a lawsuit against

fraudulent bargain sales of retail conglomerates in 1989 were the campaigns used to

identify the impacts. The primary sources of information were consumer organization

archives, newspaper reports, and government records. Interviews with consumer

leaders were included to validate the information from written documents.

The framework succeeded in identifying the influential factors and the impacts

of each campaign. However, campaign goals or their achievements were not an

explicit part of the evaluation. The framework was modified to incorporate explicit

goals and these broader changes. Goals stated by the two campaigns were changes in

policy and political structure. Goal accomplishments and broader changes were

campaign impacts, including consumer attitude changes, market changes and

movement (organization) growth. The campaigns sparked drastic changes in the

Korean marketplace through consumption pattern and business practice changes.

Applying this framework to additional campaigns in Korea, and to consumer

movements in additional countries, will serve to validate and/or modify this

framework as a useful tool to measure the success of consumer activism. A consistent

approach to evaluating the impacts of consumer activism in cross-cultural

comparisons contributes to our knowledge of consumer activism as a social movement.

The framework will also encourage and help individual consumer organizations

evaluate their efforts in a systematic way.
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EXAMINATION OF CONSUMER ACTIVISM AND ITS IMPACTS:
AN EMPIRICAL STUDY

OF THE KOREAN CONSUMER MOVEMENT

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.Overview

Consumer activism is one of the most vital and important social movements

because empowering consumers is a critical issue in a free-market economy.

"Consumers, by definition, include us all.. .they are the largest economic group

...affecting, and affected by, almost every public and private economic decision. Yet

they are the only important group ... whose views are often not heard" (US President

John F Kennedy, 1962). Now, more than ever there is a serious need for consumers to

have a voice and a major role in the legislative and regulatory decision-making

processes on consumer issues in the global market. Nader (2002) says,

...today, much of this economic, political, and technological power is in the

hands of global corporations wielding immense influence over our government
in very intricate ways. One industry after another, not the least being the mass
media, is dominated by increasingly fewer giant companies. The trajectory of
this power is to centralize control - using our own government, wherever

necessary, against its own people - and advance short-term commercial
interests at the expense of the elevated living conditions and realizable
horizons that should be the just rewards of all people

(http://www.crashingtherparty.org)

Consumer activism is defined as collective actions of organized consumers for

changes in pursuit of consumer interests. Consumer activism has involved social,

political, and economic changes, with building consumer power and enhancing

consumer interests as its major goals. Has consumer activism been successful in its
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efforts to effect social, political, and economic changes? What change has consumer

activism actually achieved? How successful has it been? This question entails an

important methodological question; how can impacts of consumeractivism be

assessed? To address these questions, three sub-questions should be reviewed; what

does consumer activism refer to, to what extent is consumer activism actually a social

movement, as characterized by literature, and to what extent are the theoretical

instruments and empirical knowledge of social movement research suitable for

evaluating impacts of consumer activism?

This research is designed to evaluate consumer activism and its impacts in the

context of the Korean consumer movement. In order to evaluate impacts of consumer

activism, a framework for conceptualizing impacts of consumer activism is needed.

The intent of this research is to develop a viable evaluation framework. This can be

accomplished through a review of the literature related to social and consumer

movements, the development of a framework to evaluate impacts of consumer

activism, a pilot test of the framework, and appropriate modifications based on

findings from the pilot study.

1.2. Foci

The two foci particularly important in this research are development of an

evaluation framework and the issues to be chosen for evaluation. The first refers to the

operational evaluation framework, and the second is issue oriented and related to

impacts of consumer activism. The former elaborates on how previous evaluation
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studies can serve as a basis for evaluating consumer activism, and the latter on the

problems and issues addressed by consumer movement organizations and the degree

to which they have achieved their goals.

1.3. Objectives

The ultimate objective of the research is to evaluate impacts of consumer

activism through an analysis of the Korean consumer movement. In order to achieve

the objective, the researcher will 1) develop an evaluation framework to assess

impacts of consumer activism by analyzing prior studies, 2) review the Korean

consumer movement for selecting significant consumer issues to be analyzed, 3) test

the framework in the context of the Korean consumer movement, and 4) evaluate and

modify the framework, based on outcomes noted throughout the research process.

1.4. Justification

No systematic research has been done on impacts of consumer activism in

Korea. The Korean consumer movement has developed from the late 1960s. The

Korean consumer movement has become one of the preeminent social movements in

contemporary Korea and influenced significant changes that empower consumers.

Few researchers have focused on the Korean consumer movement. Those who did

focused on an historical review or analyses of how consumer organizations function

rather than on their impacts. Although consumer impact studies exist in the US and

Europe, they are small in number. Thus, a framework for evaluating impacts of
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consumer activism in the context of the Korean consumer movement would contribute

to the body of knowledge, as well as to an Asian perspective on the topic.

The stage of development of consumer activism in Korea makes this study

particularly timely. The Korea consumer movement has entered into the

institutionalization stage since the consumer protection act was revised in 1986 (Kim

and Song, 1987). Thus, evaluating the movement and its impacts can provide

direction for its future development.

Although there is broad consensus among researchers that consumer activism

is a social movement, with few exceptions social movement theories have not been

applied to consumer activism studies. An exception is Mayer (1989) who analyzed

the consumer movement based on Resource Mobilization Theory. In contrast with

civil right movements, women's movements and environmental movements, consumer

activism has not been given attention by sociologists and it has been excluded in social

movement studies. Major social movement theories and social movement studies are

reviewed in this research in order to use them in evaluating consumer activism and its

impacts. It is expected that this research will be an opportunity for calling sociologists'

attention to consumer activism.

Since this researcher will design, test, and modify an evaluation framework for

consumer activism and its impacts in Korea, it has the potential to contribute a

systematic approach for future studies. A pioneering tool of this type could lead to

greater consistency in evaluating the outcomes of diverse efforts on behalf of

consumers in a global context.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The intent of this chapter is to investigate links between social movements and

consumer activism in order to provide a conceptual and theoretical framework for

studying consumer activism and its impacts. This chapter reviews the relevant

literature on both social movements and consumer activism as a necessary first step.

Before elaborating an evaluation framework, two questions must be considered. How

is consumer activism defined? How is consumer activism acknowledged in the

different theoretical approaches in social movement literature? Following that, two

additional questions must be considered. What change does consumer activism bring

about, and how successful is it? Such questions have frequently been raised, but they

have not been treated systemically in research on consumer activism. This chapter

consists of 1) studies of consumer activism, 2) consumer activism and social

movements, and 3) impacts of social movements and consumer activism.
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2.1. Studies of consumer activism

2.1.1. Defining consumer activism

What is `consumer activism'? This section introduces diverse concepts of

consumer activism and identifies the elements they have in common. In general,

consumer activism can be defined as efforts of organized consumers to achieve

consumer interests. Definitions and goals of consumer activism have changed over

time along with paradigm changes and shifting perspectives of consumers and

consumption. A goal of consumer activism is to enhance consumer interests by

minimizing the negative consequences of consumption and production. Consumer

sovereignty in a market is a necessary condition to achieve consumer interests.

Consumer interests include consumer rights, consumer responsibilities, effective

consumer protection systems and overall consumer well-being in a market society.

Consumer activism accomplishes its goals through political, economic (market), and

social changes. Political changes involve changing consumer protection policy and

regulation. Market changes involve changing unfair, and socially and environmentally

irresponsible business practices. Social changes involve raising public awareness and

changing attitudes and behavior towards consumer problems and issues, plus changing

consumption patterns and culture.

Both consumer activism and consumer movements denote collective actions of

organized consumers for changes in pursuit of consumer interests. This research uses
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consumer activism as a collective term indicating consumer movements. Some

researchers use `consumerism' as synonymous with `consumer movement' (Mayer,

1989; Aaker and Day, 1982). "The term consumerism was first used in the 1960s by

opponents of the consumer movement who wanted to associate consumer activism

with other dreaded `isms' such as communism and fascism" (Mayer, 1989 p. 3).

According to Mayer (1989), there is general agreement that consumerism consists of

actions aimed at protecting and enhancing the rights of buyers. Interestingly,

consumerism is often defined as "the emphasis of advertising and marketing efforts

toward creating consumers" (The University of Texas at Austin Department of

Advertising). For instance, one national survey conducted by Louis Harris and

Associates in 1977 showed that about 37 percent of respondents considered

consumerism to be synonymous with consuming, buying or using things, while two-

thirds of the respondents associated the consumer movement with organizations or

individuals fighting to protect the interests of consumers. This research distinguishes

between the two terms. This research defines consumerism as an ideology of

consumer movements and the contents of consumer activities while consumer

activism is defined as practical consumer actions to pursue consumerism.

Consumer activism in the US is often defined as interest groups' activities

focused primarily on political changes. In contrast, the Green Party in Germany,

campaigning for alternative non-consumerist lifestyles, is often described as the

umbrella group representing a synthesis of new social movements (Social Movements

& Culture, 2002). In the US, a country where consumer movements date back to the
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early 1900s, most research studies related to social movements exclude consumer

activism as a category of social movements. Although many scholars in Korea agree

to view consumer activism as a social movement, they tend to adopt the paradigms

used in the US.

The US and Korea are in different places relative to defining consumer

activism. First, there are more approaches to defining consumer activism in the US. In

the US, there exists the perspective which considers the consumer movement as not

only consumers' activities, but also government and business activities on behalf of

consumers in the consumer movement. Second, as a result of a longer history of

consumer movements, many research studies on consumer movements have been done

in the U.S., although not many studies can be found after the 1980s. Third, social

attention to consumer movements has declined during the past decade in the US. In

contrast to the US, there is consensus in Korea that consumer movements are a social

movement. Unlike the US, social attention to consumer movements has been growing

in Korea. Despite this growth in research on consumer movements, the emphases of

most research studies are on studies of individual consumer choices and behaviors, as

in the US.

The US (see Table 1)

Many aspects of the consumer movement have changed since its beginning in

the early 1900s, but the analysis within which the consumer movement is defined, that

is its theoretical framework, has remained the same (Creighton, 1976). However,
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"...from the mid-sixties to the late seventies, the scope of consumerism steadily

expanded" (Aaker and Day, 1982 p. 2).

Two different definitions exist. The first includes government and business

activities on behalf of consumers. Creighton defines,

The consumer movement is the sum of the efforts of various
individuals and groups identified with working for and promoting the

interest of the consumer. By this definition, not only consumer
organizations and consumer advocates but government promotion of
the consumer, consumer education, and even business and labor

activity on behalf of the consumer all become a part of the consumer

movement (1976 p. 1).

Similarly, Aaker and Day (1982) define, "...contemporary consumer

movement, launched in the mid-1960s... encompasses the evolving activities of

government, business, independent organizations, and concerned consumers to protect

and enhance the rights of consumers... indeed, consumerism has been defined broadly

as an organized expression for an improved quality of life" (p.2).

In contrast, the second definition considers only consumer activities as the

movement. Hermann and Mayer (1997) state that the consumer movement consists of

the organized efforts of individual citizens and private, non-for-profit organizations to

enhance the rights and collective welfare of consumers. Dameron (1978) also says,

"...the consumer movement may be described as the organizations, activities, and

attitudes of consumers in their relation to the distribution of goods and services. . .the

consumer movement displays the efforts of consumers themselves" (p 21). He further
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states that the consumer movement emphasizes the consumer's right to full and correct

information on prices, quality of commodities, and costs and efficiency of distribution,

and that the demand for information becomes one of the chiefobjectives of the

consumer movement.

Creighton (1976) distinguishes between consumer sovereignty and consumer

protection:

Consumer sovereignty is control over production and the allocation of
resources both in substance and by right. Consumer protection is
control by government over certain elements of the economy in the
name of the consumer. Because sovereignty is achieved through the
market process, which coordinates individual decision-making, and
protection is achieved social intervention for specific purpose, the
outcomes of the two are rarely the same (p. 4).

Some definitions emphasize the conflict structure between consumers and

producers. Dameron (1978) views the consumer movement as a product of economic

evolution and as an aspect of the transition from a producer' economy to a consumer'

economy by emphasizing that one wing of the consumer movement is opposed to

capitalism and the profit motive. Similarly, Katz (1976) suggests that consumerism is

a recognition that there is an imbalance of power between components of society and

an increased imbalance between consumer and producer, which has led to increased

interest in and intensity of the consumer movement.

The consumer movement is defined as a social movement. Mayer (1989) defines the

consumer movement as a diverse and evolving social movement seeking to enhance
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the economic well-being and political power of consumers. As a goal of the movement,

Mayer (1989) states that consumer activists around the world have sought to improve

consumer welfare by agitating for changes in business practices, government policy,

and the behavior of consumers themselves. Distinctively, Aaker and Day (1978)

define the consumer movement as the response ofpeople and organizations to

consumer problems and dissatisfactions.

Table 1. Definitions and goals of consumer activism in the US

Definition Goal

The sum of the efforts of various
Creighton individuals and groups identified with Consumer

(1976) working for and promoting the interest of sovereignty
the consumer as a part of economics

Dameron
The organizations, activities, and attitudes Consumer
of consumers in their relation to the rights(1978) distribution of goods and services

Public

Aaker and Day The response of people and organizations to awareness and

(1978, 1982) consumer problems and dissatisfactions consumer
protection

A diverse and evolving social movement Economic
Mayer seeking to enhance the economic well-being well-being and
(1989) and political power of consumers. political power

The organized efforts of individual citizens Consumer
Hermann and and private, non-for-profit organizations to rights and
Mayer enhance the rights and collective welfare of consumer
(1997) consumers. welfare
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Korea (see Table 2)

In common with the U.S., most definitions in Korea distinguish consumer

activism from consumer protection activities, which are governments' efforts to

improve unsatisfactory circumstances, and consider consumer activism as a social

movement (Kim and Song, 1987; Hong, 1992; Seo, 1994). Kim and Song (1987), in

their initial book studying the consumer movement in Korean history, define

consumer activism as organized activities of consumers to seek consumer interests.

Seo (1994) defines consumer activism as all activities, through collective actions, to

realize consumer sovereignty by consumers' recognition of unequal status in modem

economic society.

Lee, et al. (1994) introduces two definitions of consumer activism based on

consumerism concepts. . The first view is that consumer activism and consumerism

are synonymous concepts. The goal of consumer activism is to recover consumer

sovereignty and to seek human well-being. The second suggests that consumerism and

consumer activism have a fundamental conceptual difference. Whereas consumerism

is ideological or conceptual, consumer activism refers to practical consumer actions to

pursue consumerism. However, the second perspective also accepts that consumerism

includes practical dimensions such as consumer-friendly marketing from the corporate

side, consumer protection from the government side and consumer activism from the

consumer side. Consumer activism is defined as a means of self-protection, or action

to protect consumer interests through consumer organizations and its ultimate goals
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are protection of consumer interests and improvement of quality of consumer life (Lee,

et al. 1994).

The consumer movement is a social movement based on consumerism,

designed to settle consumer discontent in relation to transactions (Hong, 1992). A

consumer movement includes all organized or non-organized activities to protect

consumer interests and to realize consumerism for the improvement of human well-

being. Thus, the basic goals of the consumer movement are to secure consumer

sovereignty and to enhance consumer rights in order to improve consumer well-being

(Hong, 1992).

Park (2001), who terms consumer activism as a consumerist movement,

defines a consumerist movement as consumer action groups' activities in order to deal

with particular or fundamental consumer problems. Lee, et al. (1994) and Hong

(1992) elaborate on all three dimensions of the consumer movement: social, economic

and political. They agree that the consumer movement is a social movement that not

only seeks economic interests, but also pushes political power towards consumer

protection to enhance human rights, to reform social injustice, and to improve quality

of life.
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Table 2. Definitions and goals of consumer activism in Korea

Definition Goal

Kim & Song Consumers' organized activities to seek Consumer interests
(1987) consumer interests (Sobiza Konik)

All organized or non organized activities Consumer sovereignty

Hong to protect consumer interests and to and consumer rights

(1992) realize consumerism for improvement of (Sobiza Kyonri) for

human well-being consumer well-being

Seo Collective actions to realize consumer Consumer sovereignty
(1994) sovereignty (Sobiza Jukon)

Consumer actions to practice Consumer interests
Lee, et al. consumerism as a means of self- and improving quality
(1995) protection to fight for consumer interests of life

through consumer organizations

Consumer action groups' activities in Applying pressure to
Park, Y. order to deal with particular or the business
(2001) fundamental consumer problems community

2.1.2. Conceptualizing consumer activism

This section presents requirements for understanding and analyzing consumer

activism. Concepts of consumer activism essentially depend on how we perceive

consumer problems and how perceptions of consumer problems have changed over

time. According to traditional economic theory, two basic assumptions, rationality of

consumer choice and perfect competition in markets, ensure consumer sovereignty and,

accordingly, result in problem-free markets. Hence, consumer activism would not be

necessary because, "...through the analysis of utility in the theory the sovereign

consumer became a rational consumer... there is nothing standing between the
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consumer and the achievement of his own best self-interest... there is no need for any

outside regulation of the market..." (Creighton, 1976 p. 8).

Thorstein Veblen in "The Theory of The Leisure Class"(1899) challenged and

dismissed this economic analysis of rational consumers maximizing utility. Creighton

(1976) explains this:

In contrast to the rational consumer of traditional theory whose
dimensions of decision were for all practical purposes limited to price
and utility, Veblen's analysis of the role ofconsumption in society
opened up a broader and at the same time more tentative discussion of
the place of consumption in the economy. Attention was shifted from
the individual consumer's role in determining price to the consumer's
personality and his relationship to the society around him...he
abandoned the concept of utility maximization as useless for describing
how consumers really behave.. .he argued that people seek ownership,
or mere possession, of goods more than the satisfaction. . .the primary
determinant of consumer behavior is not maximization of utility but
emulation of the leisure class... (p. 11).

Nevertheless, Veblen's concepts do not immediately prepare the way for a consumer

movement (Creighton, 1976). Wesley C. Mitchell in "The Backward Art of Spending

Money "(1912) pointed out everyday problems of consumption and the inability of

people to be effective consumers. His analysis is close to the concerns of the consumer

movement (Creighton, 1976). Finally, Kyrk (1923), in her book "A Theory of

Consumption", advocated consumer well-being in the modern, mass-production

society. Her discussion of the consumer position concluded that consumers lack

sufficient information to make competent decisions about spending. "Her concern for

`independent and neutral standards' of information was exactly the concern of the
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consumer movement a few years later" (Creighton, 1976 p. 14). Creighton (1976)

supports the idea that the initial impetus for a consumer movement came not from the

economic analysis of consumption, but from loud and general complaints that the

American consumer was being cheated.

Consumerism has become an aspect of broader societal concerns since the

early sixties because of recognition that at various times and in various areas there is

an imbalance of power between components of our society (Katz, 1976). According to

Katz, an increased imbalance between consumers and producers has led to increased

interest in, and intensity of, the consumer movement (1976). Nader (1965) also sees

the consumer's problem as the epitome of the plight of the individual citizen in a

society dominated by the large corporate bureaucracies of both business and

government, and calls for the dissolution of this power.

2.1.3. Approaches to consumer activism

There are two different approaches to consumer activism (Kim and Song,

1987; Mayer, 1989). One approach is a conflict perspective and the other is a

cooperation or pluralist perspective. Goals and processes of consumer activism differ

in these two approaches (Kim and Song, 1987). The conflict model considers the

power imbalance of social economic structure which forces consumers into a

disadvantageous position and causes consumer problems, while the cooperation model

views the consumer's inability to make rational choice due to lack of information as a
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cause of consumer problems (Kim and Song, 1987). Mayer (1989) also suggests two

perspective of consumer activism as follows:

According to what can be called a conflict perspective, society is divided into

two groups with deep, enduring, and irreconcilable conflicts of interests, and
social movements arise naturally to express these conflicts. Producers and

consumers, for instance, are engaged in an unavoidable conflict in which one
party's gain is the other party's loss (Olander and Lindhoff, 1974). Producers
may hold a considerable edge in terms of political power, including a
governmental apparatus that serves their interests. But, the conflict perspective
implies, just as workers will eventually win their struggle against owners,
consumer protest will bubble up until true consumer sovereignty is achieved.
Adherents of this perspective do not marvel at the existence, persistence, and
achievements of the consumer movement (p. 6).

In contrast with the conflict perspective, a pluralist perspective provides a

different and, on balance, more convincing analysis of the dynamics of mobilizing

consumer action. Mayer explains,

According to this view, political outcomes are determined by the
interplay of numerous nongovernmental interest groups. The strength
of each group depends on its ability to mobilize political resources - for

example, to hire lobbyists, commission scientific studies, and
strategically place campaign contributions. From the pluralist point of
view, governmental actors have no prior political commitments or
interests; they simply respond to whichever coalition of interest groups

presses its case effectively (p. 6).

Pluralist theory, which holds to the assumption that political power is widely

distributed amongst the competing interest groups in a democratic society, has been

criticized by the conflict theorists in that visible exercise of power may disguise the
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fact that some groups wield power in less obvious ways, and that expressed political

preferences are not necessarily equivalent to objective interests (Marshall, 1998).

However, Mayer argues that pluralist theorists often point out that certain kinds of

interest groups are at a disadvantage vis-a-vis others, especially those that, like

consumerism, represent broad but weakly felt concerns (1989).

As the appropriate paradigm for the consumer-producer, Preston (1975) also

proposes that there is one ofconflict and exploitation, and the other of cooperation and

symbiosis, and that the latter is more desirable but not realistic.

2.2. Consumer activism and social movements

To what extent are the theoretical instruments and empirical knowledge of

social movement research suitable for evaluating impact of consumer activism? One

of goals of this chapter is to present the theoretical perspectives or approaches in

social movement research which are required in order to make this research capable of

assessing consumer activism impacts. This is challenging, as the question has never

been explored systematically. Social movement theories, and consumer activism

research based on the social movement perspective are reviewed next.

2.2.1. Social movement theories

There are several theoretical approaches to analyze and understand social

movements and they can be categories within five main trends including collective

behavior, resource mobilization, political process, new social movements, and action-
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identity. However, many scholars do not distinguish between new social movements

and action-identity theory (e.g. Buechler, 1995). These several approaches are in a

complementary rather than competitive relationship (Rucht and Neidhardt, 2002).

Each of these approaches is a synthesis of other theories because social movement

theories are closely connected with general problems of society's development

(Mamay, 1998).

Social movement studies have been dominated first by theories of ideology and

later by theories of organization and rationality (Larana, Johnston, and Gusfield,

1994). In other words, new social movement theory and action-identity theory relate to

large-scale structural and cultural changes of social movements and, in contrast, both

resource mobilization theory and the political process model analyze the how, rather

than the why, of social movements (Diani, 1992). Collective behavior, resource

mobilization theory, and the political process model have been influential in the US;

while new social movement theory and action-identity theory have been associated

with European thinking.

Social movement theories provided theoretical and conceptual frameworks

(different perspectives and ideas) for evaluating impacts of consumer activism.

Whereas resource mobilization theory and the political process model are likely to

focus more on mobilization processes and political outcomes of social movements,

new social movements theory and action-identity theory focus on the structural

determinants of new conflicts and cultural and social impacts of movements.
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Collective behavior theory

Collective behavior theory was the dominant school of sociological thought on

social movements in the 1940 and 50s. Early scholars of the 'Chicago School' in the

1920s, including Robert Park, Ernest Burgess and Herbert Blumer, developed the

analysis of collective behavior shifting attention from the motivation of individuals to

their observable actions. Collective behavior, including riots, fads, mobs, panics,

rumors, crazes, and public opinion, emerges as responses to problematic

circumstances and situations. This theory stresses the irrational dimensions of social

movements. "According to the collective behavior approach, social movements are the

symptom and manifestation of a sick society. A healthy society does not have social

movements, it has a conditional form of political and social participation" (Mamay,

1998, ¶2). Smelser supports this perspective by stating that since social movements

occur when the rate of social transformation exceeds that of a system's ability to adapt

to change, collective movements are seen as meaningful acts that drive necessary

social change (1963).

Collective behavior theory has been criticized as follows; "...while parallels

between movements and other forms of collective behavior are still studied, this dark,

irrationalist view of movements has largely been superseded by more complex and

varied approaches" (Social movements and culture, 2002 ¶ 1). Marshall stresses that

social movements must be distinguished from collective behavior because social

movements are purposeful and organized, but collective behavior is random and

chaotic (1998).
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Resource mobilization theory

The second main approach to social movements is resource mobilization

theory. Resource mobilization theory, developed beginning in the 1960s, has become

the dominant approach among sociologists in the US. Resource mobilization theory,

drawing on lessons from the economy, claims that market mechanisms, competition

and entrepreneurial spirit also play a role in movement sectors (Rucht and Neidhardt,

2002).

The resource mobilization theorists such as Tilly, Zald, and Kitschelt indicate

that social movements are rational responses to new situations and new opportunities

in society and innovative forms of political participation which create and tap new

political resources available in modem democratic societies (Mamay, 1998).

Compared to collective behavior theory, social movements are no longer seen as

symptomatic of social malfunction, but rather seen as a part of the political process.

Thus, resource mobilization theory is especially interested in direct, measurable

impacts of movements on political issues (Social movements and culture, 2002 ¶ 1).

Resource mobilizations theory views social movements as organizations

because large-scale, long-term collective action requires organizational efforts (Rucht

and Neidhardt, 2002). This theory emphasizes the resources available to social

movement organizations and the organizational skills of movement leaders for

utilizing resources. Accordingly, a movement's success depends on its resources,

especially "...economic, political and communications resources" (Social movements

and culture, 2002 ¶ 1), and the ability to use those resources. Resources include
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economic resources, ideologies, symbols, and any means that can be used to achieve a

movement's goals.

However, resource mobilization theory has been criticized that it is "...less

interested in the expressive, ideological, identity-shaping and consciousness-raising

dimensions of movements" (Social movements and culture, 2002 ¶ 1). Rucht and

Neidhardt (2002) argue that resource mobilization theory neglects the existence of

objective problems and the very different possibilities for their collective

interpretation. They further expand that neither theory centered objective problems,

nor those focused on organized mobilization efforts and collective interpretation

strategies, offer a systematic interpretation of the structural context of social

movement actions. Therefore, this is the starting point of political process theories.

Political process model

The political process model was developed, to some extent, as a reaction to

resource mobilization theory. However, the two are closely connected. The

underlying assumption is the rationality of the individual participant in both theories.

The definitions of social movement and social movement organization are similar as

well.

The political process model tries to look more broadly at the political context

in which movements mobilize their resources. The political process model analyzes

"the environment of social movements as a set of conditions, which facilitate or

restrict mobilization and movement success, taking account of factor clusters such as

access to the political decision-making system, the possibilities for coalitions with
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other actors, and the repression by state authorities" (Rucht and Neidhardt, 2002 p. 9).

The model also integrates macro-, meso- and micro-approaches (McAdam, 1982) and

emphasizes the interaction between a movement and the larger social environment.

Regarding a movement's success, the political process model suggests that it

depends on the resources of major social systems as well as the movement's own

resources (Duijvelaar, 1996). Also, the ability of social movement organizations to

collect resources depends on the support, chances and limits of their political

surroundings because the political surroundings are an expected factor of influence on

the behavior of social movement organizations (Duijvelaar, 1996 ¶ 19). The political

process model is better for understanding and analyzing movement outcomes because

the model distinguishes between the internal dynamics of social movements and the

political opportunity structure: the broad social, economic, and political dynamics that

shape the opportunity and constraints for mobilization (Tilly, 1978; McAdam 1982;

Tarrow, 1994; Kenneth, 1997)

The model takes into account three variables for the analysis of social

movements, including, "...the indigenous organizational capabilities of movements,

political opportunities structure and cognitive liberation" (Duijvelaar, 1996 ¶ 19). The

political opportunities structure indicates that the political situation in a country sets

the possibilities and limits for the developments of social movements. Cognitive

liberation refers to the importance of individual awareness raising of potential

participants.
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New social movement theory

The fourth main approach, new social movement theory, emerged in the 1960s

and 1970 in Europe. According to Larana, Johnston, and Gusfield (1994), especially in

the last two decades, the emergence of new forms of collective action in advanced

industrial societies stimulated a provocative and innovative re-conceptualizationof the

meaning of social movements. "The conditions of economic prosperityand political

stability experienced by the post-1945 cohorts in the West, allowed them to de-

emphasize material values and lead them to embrace post-materialistvalues, reflecting

'higher' aesthetic, self-realization, and creative needs" (Mamay, 1998 p. 3). Thus, he

suggests, class interests are transformed into non-class but 'universal human' interests

because new social movements are produced by new contradictions of society between

individual and state (1998). New conflicts (contradictions) no longerarise in the areas

of material reproduction channeled through parties and organizations. They arise in

areas of cultural reproduction, social integration and socialization, according to

Habermas (Mamay, 1998). New social movement theory emerged in large part as a

response to the inadequacies of classical Marxism for analyzing collective action

(Buechler, 1995).

First, Marxism's economic reductionism presumed that all politically
significant social action will derive from the fundamental economic
logic of capitalist production and that all other social logics are
secondary at best in shaping such action. Second, Marxism's class
reductionism presumed that the most significant social actors will be
defined by class relationships rooted in the process of production and
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that all other social identities are secondary at best in constituting
collective actors (Buechler, 1995 p442).

While Marxism emphasizes the fundamental economic logic and class relationship of

capitalist production as the root of collective action, new social movement theory

seeks other social logics of action based on politics, ideology, and culture, and other

social identity such as ethnicity, gender and sexuality as the collective actors

(Buechler, 1995). He proposes several important stands for new social movement

theory. First, the theory stresses symbolic action in civil society or cultural sphere as a

major arena for collective action. Second, it emphasizes the importance of processes

that promote autonomy and self-determination instead of strategies for maximizing

influence and power. Third, new social movement theorists such as Inglehart

emphasize the role of post-materialist values in much contemporary collective action,

as opposed to conflicts over material resources. Fourth, new social movement theorists

tend to problematize the fragile process of constructing collective identities and

identifying group interests, instead of assuming that conflict groups and their interests

are structurally determined. Last, the theory stresses the socially constructed nature of

grievances and ideology, rather than assuming that they can be deduced from a

group's structural location (1995).

New social movement theory views social movements as both symptoms of,

and solutions to, the contradictions inherent in the modem super-bureaucratic society

(Mamay, 1998 ¶ 2). This theory places greater emphasis on group or collective

identity, values, and lifestyles rather than, or in addition to, developed ideologies, and
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a tendency to emerge more from middle than working class constituencies (Duijvelaar,

1996).

Action-identity movement theory

The last approach is the 'action-identity' paradigm. Touraine (1981), the main

representative of the theory, considers that social movements are far from abnormal or

pathological. According to him, social movements not only prevent social stagnation,

but also promise social emancipation. Thus, all class-related social forms of

domination are challenged by social movements, which are the principal class counter-

actors (Touraine, 1981). Touraine defines a social movement as, "...the organized

collective behavior of a class actor struggling against its class adversary for the social

control of its historicity"(1981 p.77).

Touraine focuses on the new core conflict of contemporary post-industrial

society. Touraine further argues that the old form of industrial capitalism is gradually

replaced by a new postindustrial, 'programmed' society with a fundamentally different

pattern of class relations and class conflicts. Thus, the key class conflict is socio-

cultural rather then socio-economic; it revolves around the control of knowledge and

investment (Touraine, 1981).

In short, this theory sees social movements as a special type of social conflict

that is at the heart of modern society and social change, and as sources of new political

identities, in contrast to resource mobilization theory (Marshal, 1998). Touraine

(1981) asserts that, "Men make their own history: social life is produced by cultural
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achievements and social conflicts, and at the heart of the society bums the fire of

social movements" (p.1).

Table 3. Relevant social movement theories for impact studies

Theories
Important factors for Types of impacts
impacts

Resource mobilization
Organizations:
Organizations' ability to

Measures of
organizational

theory
use resources effectiveness

Political context of

Political process model
movements:
Political opportunity

Political outcomes

structure

New social movement Social & cultural system: Cultural and institutional

theory Structural conflicts impacts

2.2.2. Consumer activism as a social movement

To what extent is consumer activism actually a social movement as

characterized by the literature? This section will identify why consumer activism is a

social movement. By doing so, it differentiates consumer activism from related

concepts such as interest groups or political parties. Some recent definitions of social

movements are introduced and components of social movements are addressed in

order to clarify consumer activism as a social movement.

All definitions of social movement reflect the notion that social movements are

intrinsically related to social change. Literature on social movements states that social
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movements try to promote or resist societal and/or personal change (Huberts, 1989). In

general, social movements can be defined as organized efforts, by a significant

number of people, to change or resist change in some major aspect or aspects of

society (Marshall, 1998). Cable and Degutis (1997) define social movements as one of

the basic processes by which social change occurs in societies. Wilson defines, "a

social movement is a conscious, collective, organized attempt to bring about or resist

large scale change in the social order by non-institutional means" (1973 p. 8). Turner

and Killian consider a social movement as "collectivity acting with some continuity to

promote or resist a change in the society of which it is a part" (1987 p. 223). These

definitions highlight that social movements relate to social changes.

Other definitions focus more on the subject of social movements. Etzioni

(1991) defines social movements as especially goal-directed, purposeful activities in

which people join and participate with the overt understanding that they are working

with others to accomplish one or more explicit aims. Diani, interestingly, defines

social movements as "a network of informal interactions between a plurality of

individuals, groups and/or organizations, engaged in political or cultural conflicts, on

the basis of shared collective identities" (1992 ¶ 1).

By definition, consumer activism is a social movement. As social movements are

defined as organized efforts of people for change, consumer activism is defined as

organized efforts of consumers for change. Especially in Korea, there is no doubt that

the consumer movement is a social movement. Kim and Song (1987) describe the

following:
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In general, social movements are derived from discontent with the
existing social order or newly established systems, and respond to
conflicts. From this perspective, consumer activism was introduced to
respond to social and economic changes resulting from the industrial
revolution, and consumer discontent with a disadvantaged status in a
mass-production economic system (p 31).

Mayer (1989) introduces a different perspective,

Regardless of its definition, there is some debate about whether
consumerism is truly a social movement. Some sociologists think it is
too politically tame, too reformist in its goals, to bear such a

label ... someone using the civil rights and labor movements as a
standard might find consumerism to be lacking in widespread,
passionate, and spontaneous outpourings of grassroots consumer
discontent (1989 p. 4).

Although some social movements admittedly have been more radical than the

consumer movement and more characterized by mass action and total commitment,

Mayer (1989) argues that consumerism falls within most social scientific conceptions

of contemporary social movements. Accordingly, Mayer (1989) states, consumerism

can be defined as a diverse and evolving social movement seeking to enhance the

economic well-being and political power of consumers.

According to Marshall, there are commonalities of social movements, in that 1)

... social movements have an active organization of a group of citizens to change the

status quo in some way" and 2) "...under the broad banner of a social movement,

many individual social movement organizations (SMOs) may operate in a relatively
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independent way" (1998 p. 490). Social movements also require specific goals, formal

organization, and a degree of continuity (Marshall, 1998). Consumer activism not

only satisfies these conditions of social movements such as specific goals, formal

organization, and a degree of continuity. It also includes five factors of social

movements: "1) goal - enhancement of consumer interests, 2) circumstance -

discontented consumers and disadvantaged status of consumers, 3) process -

collective actions to improve the status quo, 4) participants - consumers, corporate

and government, and 5) program" (Kim and Song, 1987 p. 34).

Social movements, on the whole, are divided into two kinds: 1) revolutionary,

changing all or part of society, and 2) reformist, changing the behavior only of

individual members. Social movements also differentiate between reform and

revolutionary goals (Rios, 1995). Consumer activism can best be characterized as

reformist movements rather than revolutionary, but for changing society as well as

changing the behavior of individual members.

As a distinguishable characteristic of consumer activism, Mayer (1989)

says,

All social movements face serious challenges in bringing about changes,

but consumerism may face more political obstacles than most... it deals

with a broad and shifting array of issues that affect just about everyone

but in a diffuse fashion. Thus, most people favor the general goal of

enhancing consumer welfare, but almost no one feels motivated or
obligated to become a consumer activist (p. 7)
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2.3. Impacts of social movements

To what extent has consumer activism been successful in its efforts to achieve

its goals? Efforts have been made to examine consumer activism, yet research studies

on it impacts have been neglected to date. Effective factors for evaluating impacts of

consumer activism need to be considered in developing an evaluation framework. To

answer the question the above, conceptualizing `impacts' of a social movement needs

to be done.

2.3.1. Defining impacts of social movements

This research defines impacts as outcomes and consequences of efforts to

attain goals. Accordingly, impacts of consumer activism could be outcomes of

collective actions taken by organized consumers, i.e., consumer movement

organizations, to enhance consumer interests. In this research, impacts of consumer

activism also include `the degree of success'.

"The impact, that something has on a situation, process, person, etc., is the

effect that it has on it" (Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary, 1993, p.725).

Impacts are often used interchangeably with outcomes, consequences, influence or

effects in social movement literature. It should be considered that, "...this

terminological ambiguity entails, however, a loss ofspecificity and theoretical clarity"

(Diani, 1992 ¶ 2). "These ambiguities notwithstanding, numerous scholars have

looked at the determinants of movement success or failure. Therefore, most of the
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existing typologies are framed, explicitly or implicitly, in terms of success" (Giugni,

1998 p. 383). Yet, "...the literature on movement outcomes is confusing" (Cable and

Degutis, 1997 p.122).

As the review of the relevant literature reveals, social movements are seen to

be for changes or against changes. Thus the question, "what types of change do social

movements generate?" (Cable and Degutis, 1997 p. 301), can help conceptualize

impacts of social movements. Harper details the consequences of movements for

changes: "...the dramatization of social issues and the creation of social problems; the

creation of normative changes that instigate changes in social policies; and the

expansion of structural access to resources such as education, employment and

medical care" (1989 p.154). These types of changes are generally considered to be

social movement goals (Cable and Degutis, 1997).

Cable and Degutis suggest that "...outcome may refer to the achievement of

stated goals.. .more often in social movement analyses, success has meant the

achievement of explicitly stated goals" (1997 p.122). Gamson (1975), in his analysis

of the determinants of success among a random sample of movement organizations,

conceptualizes success as a set of outcomes related to the endurance of the social

movement organization as a group and the distribution of new advantages to the

group's beneficiaries.

Although many other researchers equate outcomes with the achievement of

stated goals and the success of a particular movement, and is typically gauged by

assessing how close the movement's outcome is to the stated goal, many researchers
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point out the difficulty of assessing success (Cable and Degutis, 1997; Gamson, 1975;

Walsh et at., 1993). For instance, Walsh et al. (1993) acknowledge the difficulty in

measuring social movement outcomes, noting that "...determining the success of any

social movement is problematic... "(p. 25).

However, the success of a social movement cannot also be solely measured by

the attainment of intended goals because unintended consequences of a movement

exist (Cable and Degutis, 1997). Accordingly, the failure to separate movement goals

and outcomes becomes problematic when it does not allow for the unintended

consequences of social movements (Kenneth, 1997; Paul, Mahler, and Schwartz,

1997). Kenneth (1997), furthermore, suggests that "...to understand the consequences

of movements, the researcher must dig deeper because social movements often have

multiple and changing goals as well as unintended consequences" (p. 803). "Empirical

work that focuses explicitly on the unintended consequences of social movements are

rare" (Giugni, 1998 p. 371). "...The ambiguity of social movement outcomes..."

(Tarrow, 1994 p. 170) exists because the impacts of social movements are indirect

(Kenneth, 1997).

2.3.2. Studies of social movement impacts

Research on social movements has usually addressed issues of movement

emergence and mobilization, but less attention to their outcomes and consequences

(Giugni, 1998). From the perspective of collective behavior theory emphasizing

irrationality and pathological elements of social movements, many studies have
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focused on the question: who participates and why? Within the perspective of resource

mobilization theory (highlighting needs to mobilize resources), Marshall (1998) points

out that most sociology of social movements involves the objective analysis of

organizations and processes. Thus, factors like leadership, communications networks,

available time, money, and business or political connections are seen as crucial in

explaining the growth and success or failure of social movements (Marshall, 1998).

Meanwhile, the Political process model pays its attention to the influence of a social

movement on the political process. Rios (1995), who uses the Political process model

as the framework to assess how a social movement influences the political policy

process, concludes that the influence occurs only if the movement is able to sustain its

strength past the point of institutionalization. "Most existing work focuses on political

and policy outcomes of movements, whereas few studies address their broader cultural

and institutional effects. Furthermore, we still know little about the indirect and

unintended consequences produced by movements" (Giugni, 1998 p. 371).

While success of movements has become an often discussed and researched

subject during the last decade, the same is true for possible success and failure

(Huberts, 1989). He declares two fundamental problems not yet satisfactory solved:

First, we will have to deal with the problem of describing and
measuring influence (the problem of pseudo-success and pseudo-

failure). As long as we limit ourselves to influence defined as goal-
achievement, serious doubts about the usefulness of empirical results
will remain. Secondly, we will have to be more systemic in defining the

factors, variables, or parameters, which are relevant for the influence of
movements and movements' actors. (p. 405)
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Until now, Huberts (1989) notes, researchers have selected one or more of the

following factors:

...characteristics of the groups and organizations that tried to exert

influence; characteristics of the targets of influence attempts (the

political authorities and authority structure); characteristics of the

historical context the influencer and influence were operating in

(characteristics of the political, social, cultural, and economic context

(p. 405).

However, a theoretical framework, integrating these different factors, is not yet

available (Huberts, 1989).

Meanwhile, Kenneth (1997) points out three major reasons for the limited

body of research on social movements and outcomes: (1) methodological difficulties,

(2) disciplinary boundaries, and (3) the conceptual apparatus of movement scholars.

He emphasizes "...the complex theoretical and methodological problems of mapping

the causal links between a movement, other explanatory factors, and outcomes"

(Kenneth, 1997 p. 800).

Rios (1995) suggests that the influence of social movements can be studied in

terms of the perception of groups or organizations as having been successful in

meeting their stated goals or missions. He examines five factors to assess influences of

the environmental justice movement on public policy: broad socioeconomic forces,

shifting political opportunities, collective attribution, level of social control and

indigenous organizational strength.
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Ku (1994) proposes that assessing results of the environmental movement involves

these three questions; (1) to what extent has the Korean environmental movement

achieved interests of persons or parties concerned, (2) to what extent has the

movement been able to influence public policy-making or business practices, (3) to

what extent has the movement affected overall social changes including changing

values or diffusion of the movement. As important factors having an effect on the

results of the Korean environmental movement, Ku (1994) suggests five factors:

First, the explosion of the complaints is an important resource of
environmental movement; Second, the environmental consciousness is

a useful condition for reaching the goal of the environmental
movement; third, the opening of the political opportunity structure is an
important condition of the formation and development of the
environmental movement; fourth, mass media helps diffuse the
environmental consciousness and movement; fifth, professional
activists' participation is important for the continuance and success of
the environmental movement (p. 299).

Cortright (1991) asserts that the methodologies for assessing movement

effectiveness are often imprecise. He explains that subjective impressions by

movement participants or government officials are sometimes the only basis for

judgment, and these are notoriously unreliable. Other sources of information and bases

for judgment are necessary to make a more objective evaluation of peace movement

impact (Cortright, 1991). For a more objective evaluation of the movement, he

suggests studies of public attitude. However, a question remains; "Does the peace
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movement help to create public opinion, or is it merely a product of that opinion? The

questions are closely intertwined." (Cortright, 1991)

Weinstein (1997) states that social movements experience successes, and

"...purpose, success, and failure also signal the possibility of unintended consequences

and dialectical outcomes" (p.143). McAdam (1994) puts emphasis on cultural

consequences of social movements:

... in assessing the impact of social movements, scholars have tended to

focus their attention narrowly on political or economic consequences.

Given the central importance attached to political or economic change

by most social movements, this is certainly an important topic for
systematic investigation ... given the entrenched political and economic

opposition movements are likely to encounter, it is often true that their

biggest impact is more cultural than narrowly political and economic

(p.48).

McAdam (1994) further states by stating that social movements have been the source

of some of the most transformative ideologies or belief systems the world has ever

known.

Most studies of influence or outcomes of social movements have been

restricted to one type of social movement (Ku, 1994), one type of achievement of

social movements (Huberts, 1989), or one type of social movement with one type of

achievement of the movement (Rios, 1995). Ku (1994) studied the Korean

environmental movement by examining all possible achievement. Huberts (1989)

studied political influence of social movements in the Netherlands. Rios (1995)
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studied influence of the environmental justice movement on public policy-making

process in the US.

Table 4. Previous studies of social movement impacts

Type of the Theory Factors for impacts Methods

movement applied employed

Huberts The social Resource Five factors: Content

(1989) movement in mobilization Violence & organization, analysis

the theory Alliances, political
Netherlands challenges, political

system, pluralism versus
elitism

Ku The Political Five factors: Content

(1994) environmental process Explosion of complaints, analysis

movement in model environmental
Korea consciousness, the Case study

political opportunity
structure, mass media,
professional activists'
participation

Rios The Political Five factors: Case study

(1995) environmental process Broad socioeconomic

justice model forces, shifting political Survey

movement opportunities, collective

in the US attribution, level of social
control, indigenous
organizational strength

Kenneth The civil right Political Four components of Content

(1997) movement in process movement infrastructure: analysis

the US model Leadership, organization
structure, resources, Case study

tactics
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2.3.3. Studies of consumer activism impacts

The US

Academics in the US have paid attention to political and economic impacts of

consumer activism because they generally regard consumer activism as market-based

movements or interest group activities. Mayer (1989), however, broadened

perspectives for studying impacts of consumer activism. He asserted that, from the

point of view of deriving an overall assessment of consumer movement impacts, the

greatest impediment may not be the small number of evaluations of federal policies

but rather the virtual absence of evaluations of policies implemented by state

government and private organizations. Further, he suggests that political impacts can

be the degree of influence that interest groups have in the legislative process, and

economic impacts are based on policy evaluation approximating the consumer

movement's influence and ruling out other possible influence on consumer welfare.

Bykert & Maney (1995), who defined consumer movement organizations as

interest groups, explain that the question most often asked about interest group

involvement in politics is how much influence do they really have?, and the question

is whether the processes or outcomes were different because of their involvement.

They stress that if one asked whether the American political process is different than it

would have been if organized consumer groups had not been active, the answer is

clearly yes, but when we turn to assessing their influence on the outcomes, the answer

is less clear.
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Business International (1980) suggests that impacts of consumer movements

can be described through the issues consumer groups have worked on and given

priority to such as product quality and safety, consumer information and education,

and marketing practices.

By defining consumerism as the response of people and organizations to

consumer problems and dissatisfactions, responsesby the consumer, by business, and

by government were considered (Aaker and Day, 1978).

The real issue of consumerism goes to what the consumer is saying,
and what is attempted to be accomplished... After all, in the final
analysis, neither the consumer nor his advocate makes the decision. It is
either a court of law, a legislative body, a governmental agency or a
corporation that makes the final decision. All the consumer is asking is
that his voice be raised and then heard by the decision makers (Kass,
1976 p. 176).

Thus, Kass highlights the importance of consumer representation for success of

consumerism by pointing out that "...the most significant defeat was the failure of

government and industry to implement and enforce their recognition of consumerism."

(p. 175).

Mayer (1997) asserts that the consumer movement is not without its successes.

He explains,

The appropriate yardstick of success is not the amount of financial
support the consumer movement has raised, the membership in
consumer organizations, the prominence of the consumer movement in
the national media, or even the number of pieces of legislation it has
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helped pass. Rather, the overall test should be how well the movement
has succeeded in enhancing the welfare of consumers (p 233).

Korea

There have been few research efforts to study impacts of the Korean consumer

movement. Most research on consumer activism in Korea can be divided into two

categories. The first category of research includes characteristics and situations of the

Korean consumer movement based on consumer organizations' activities. The second

includes problems and future direction of Korean consumer problems. Ryu, et al.

(2001) notes the improvement of consumer awareness leading to rationalchoices and

preferences, and increasing consumer knowledge of legal rights as impacts of

consumer activism in Korea. In addition, consumers have more opportunities to settle

their grievances as a result of the consumer movement (Ryu, 2002).
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS

Chapter three provides a description of the methodology used in this research.

It includes the research questions, the research design, data sources, and issue

selecting process. Due to lack of empirical research on consumer movement impacts,

this research is exploratory. The Korean consumer movement is considered as the

research context to study impacts of consumer activism. Significant consumer issues

(campaigns) were selected after reviewing research context. Content analysis and

qualitative interviews are employed. Data sources for content analysis are publications,

documents, and newspapers. Qualitative interviews are employed as a complementary

methodology.
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3.1. Research questions

The main research questions are, has consumer activism been successful in

achieving its goals? What changes do consumer movements seek? These research

questions entail an important methodological question; how can impacts of consumer

activism be assessed? To address this question, three sub-questions were reviewed in

chapter 2: to what does consumer activism refer?; to what extent is consumer activism

a social movement, as characterized by literature?; and to what extent are the

theoretical instruments and empirical knowledge of social movement research suitable

for evaluating impacts of consumer activism?

3.2. Research design

To answer the research question, this research design incorporates four stages:

developing an impact evaluation framework, setting the research context, testing the

framework, and modifying the framework.

In the first stage, analytical frameworks of social movement outcomes were

used to develop a new evaluation framework for consumer movements. In the second

stage, the Korean consumer movement was reviewed in order to characterize the

research context and identify major consumer issues. Many previous studies suggest

that movement issues provide the context for impact analyses. As a result, two

significant consumer issues were selected. In the third stage, the framework was tested
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on the selected consumer issues. Finally, the framework was evaluated and modified

based on the ability of the framework to perform as intended.

Table 5. Research design

Content analysis

l

I
I

Qualitative interviews

Step 1.
Developing

the
framework

Step 2.
Setting the

research
context

3.3. Research methodology

Step 3.
Applying

the
framework

10

Step 4.
Evaluating

the
framework

To complete the research design, content analysis was conducted. Content

analysis is a scientific analysis of communication messages depending on written

materials (Holsti, 1969). Major considerations in content analysis were objectivity and

generality of data, and consistency of inclusion or exclusion ofdata sources. Content

analysis in this research relies upon a two-stage approach. The first approach is based

on publications and documents obtained from consumer movement organizations,

government, mass media, and industry dating from 1970 to the present. The second is

based on qualitative interviews with key informants. Interviews are considered to be a

complement to the first approach.
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Table 6. Research methodology

Content analysis

Subjectivity

Qualitative interviews

Interviews have always been central to social movements as a means of

generating data about the activities of social movement networks and organizations

(Blee and Taylor, 2002). Thus, the researcher asked interviewees about consumer

movement organizations' activities and their outcomes. This research particularly

employed semi-structured interviews as a form of a guided conversation. Semi-

structured interview is a common methodological tool in the field of social movements,

especially useful in studies when combined with documentary methods, and when the

goals are interpretations of complex social events and processes (Blee and Taylor,

2002). The interview questions were based on the evaluation framework. First the

research was explained to the interviewee. The researcher then listened to the experts'

version of the appropriate campaign, probing for information about each area of the

framework, as necessary. At the end of the interview session, the researcher explained

the evaluation framework developed for this research. Each expert was then asked to
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evaluate the usefulness of the framework, and to make suggestions to improve the

evaluation process.

A total of five experts were interviewed (see Appendix A). For the two

campaigns, three consumer activists, a farmers' movement activist, and a lawyer were

interviewed from January to March in 1993. In selecting interviewees, the question

`who could identify outcomes of movement actions' was the primary consideration.

The interviewees may have reflected only the viewpoints of the consumer movement.

The analysis of government, industry and media documents was expected to provide

other perspectives. Also, since the two campaigns took place over 10 years ago, it was

difficult to trace back to parties who represented interests other than those of the

consumer. Interviewing those parties (e.g. corporate CEOs or government officials)

may have reflected perspectives different from those of consumer movement

participants.

3.4. Data

The data sets are comprised of publications and documents obtained from

consumer movement organizations, government, industry and mass media, as well as

the expert interviews. Because the selected issues took place in 1993 and 1989, most

data were obtained from the media and government, where records are relatively well

kept. Among participant organizations, only one leading organization kept detailed

records of the corresponding issues. All records that could be found were utilized. The

four major data sources are listed in Table 7. Consumer organizations were selected,
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rather than any other participant organizations, because of the broad appeal of their

nationwide activities and connection with the selected issues. Availability of materials

was also a major consideration in selecting these organizations. The government

agencies responsible for enforcing and revising consumer protection policy and

regulation, and the government authorities on these issues were selected. Major daily

newspapers were selected because a nationwide daily newspaper would be expected to

accurately measure public responses to consumer issues.

The most variable sources were archival collections of consumer movement

organizations that kept a record of the selected campaigns. One limitationof these data

is that they were exclusively documented by the organizations that led the campaigns.

Another source of documentation of the selected issues was reports, records and data

generated by government agencies. This researcher collected extensive newspaper

coverage for each issue. Most of that coverage was collected from newspaper

clippings in consumer organization archives. Newspaper articles on the issues

(campaigns) in major daily newspapers, those with nationwide coverage, were

analyzed (see Appendix D). Newspapers that actively participated in the campaigns

were given more careful attention.
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Table 7. Major data sources

Type Name Criteria

Consumer Citizens' Alliance of Consumer Protection, Nationwide,
movement Korea, National Council of Consumer Representativeness
organizations Organizations , etc.

The Ministry of Finance and Economy, the
Ministry of Health and Welfare, the Ministry Agencies in charge

Government of Agriculture and Forestry, the Korea Fair of consumer affairs
Trade Commission, the Korea Consumer and selected issues
Protection Board, etc.

Industry
Korea Flour Association, the Korean Representativeness

Department Store Association, etc.
Major daily newspapers in Korea such as the Nationwide

Mass media Don-a Ilbo, the Hankyoreh Shinmun, etc. Public credibility

3.5. Issue selecting process

A two-stage process was used to select two consumer issues. First, consumer

organizations' publications and newspapers were analyzed to identify the top

consumer issues. Second, qualitative interviews with key informants were followed to

confirm the consumer issues selected from document analysis. In selecting consumer

issues, their salience and importance to many consumers were primary considerations.

Representativeness, whether they are typical consumer issues, was also considered. To

allow for the best test of the framework, an additional criterion was to find issues with

differing characteristics.

The three most frequently identified issues in local and international consumer

movements are safety, fair trade practices, and energy and environment (Kim & Song,

2003). Safety and fair trade issues have been traditional issues for consumer
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movements. Energy and environment issues are relatively new to consumer

movements, but rapidly being recognized as issues having the greatest consequences,

beginning in the 1990s. Energy and environment issues are generally characterized as

social or global and therefore, this research selected two more typical consumer issues

to examine, one from safety and the other from fair trade. Two issues (campaigns)

were used for framework application: contaminated imported food (a boycott

campaign against carcinogen detected American wheat in 1993) and unfair practices

of retail conglomerates (a lawsuit campaign against fraudulent bargain sales of major

domestic department stores in 1989). It was assumed that a full and detailed

examination of two major campaigns that had differing characteristics would be

sufficient allow a rigorous pilot test of the framework.
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CHAPTER 4. DEVELOPMENT OF AN EVALUATION
FRAMEWORK

This chapter consists of two parts. The first part reviews analysis frameworks

to assess movement outcomes existing in social movement studies. The second

develops an evaluation framework for consumer activism impacts based on

frameworks reviewed. Six different analysis frameworks were examined: social

structure, movement dynamics, networks, acceptance and new advantage, movement

infrastructure, and organization. In reviewing frameworks, factors to assess movement

impacts were identified. The evaluation framework for consumer activism and its

impacts is then suggested in this chapter.
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4.1. Analysis frameworks for social movement outcomes

4.1.1. Social structural analysis

Social movement outcomes are defined as social change. They are recognized

even when the movement fails to achieve intended goals. Although many sociologists

associate outcome with the achievement of intended goals (Mitchell, 1978; Gamson,

1990), movement success should not be measured solely by goal achievement.

According to Cable and Degutis (1997), outcomes of social movements can

rely on these two questions; what types of change do social movements generate? and

how close is the movement's outcome to the stated goal? Because changes are

considered to be social movement outcomes, Cable and Degutis suggest that

movement outcomes should also include unintended consequences.

The basic idea in social structural analysis of social movement outcomes

relates to the multidimensionality of social change that appears at multiple levels of

the social structure. Cable and Degutis (1997) suggest that movement outcomes occur

at four levels, individual, social movement organization (hereafter SMO), community,

and macro structural. At the individual level, outcomes are benefits such as the

expansion of friendship networks and personal transformations (Fendrich, 1993; Cable

and Degutis, 1997). At the SMO level, outcomes are benefits such as reaching the

intended goal(s) and facilitating the endurance of the SMO (Barnes, 1987; Cable and

Degutis, 1997). At the community level, outcomes are associated with revitalization,
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and transformation of community consciousness (Edelstein, 1988; Cable and Degutis,

1997). Lastly, outcomes at the macro structural level are social change by influencing

norms and causing structural changes (Cable and Degutis, 1997). Consequently, four

variables for assessing movement outcomes are suggested by social structural

analysis: network expansion and personal transformation of individual activists, goal

achievement and endurance of the SMO, community revitalization and transformation

of community consciousness, and social change in the larger structure.

In summary, this analysis offers some clarification of movement outcomes by

asking `outcome for whom?' and by suggesting the conceptual scheme of multi-

dimensions of social change at the various levels of social structure.

4.1.2. Movement dynamics analysis

Key concepts of this analysis are interactions and processes of movements.

This analysis, suggested mainly by Giugni (1998), criticizes most previous research on

social movement outcomes using three points. First, most research has focused on the

intended effects of social movements, ignoring the dynamics within social movements.

Second, there exists a striking disparity between the large body of work on political

and policy outcomes and the sporadic studies on the cultural and institutional effects

of social movements. Third, research on movement outcomes has paid too much

attention to resource mobilization theory as reflected in studies of the role of

organizational characteristics. Giugni (1998) also points out the lack of systematic
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empirical analyses that would add to our knowledge of the conditions under which

movements produce certain effects.

By defining the organizational characteristics of social movements as internal

characteristics, Giugni (1998) distinguishes them from the environmental conditions

that channel social movement consequences. He suggests acknowledging the crucial

role of the broader political context in facilitating or constraining both the

mobilization and the potential outcomes of movements, and putting movements and

their outcomes in their larger social and political context (1998). According to Giugni,

efforts should shift from the study of the organizational characteristics of social

movements towards the environmental conditions. These efforts should take two

directions, investigating the role of public opinion, and comparative analyses to

attempt to link them to the movements' political context.

Giugni (1998) emphasizes the importance of public opinion in studying

outcomes of social movements as follows:

Social movements, particularly when they express themselves through their

most typical form of action, public demonstrations, address their message
simultaneously to two distinct targets: the power-holders and the general

public. On the one hand, they press the political authorities for recognition as

well as to get their demands met, at least in part. On the other hand, they seek
public support and try to sensitize the population to their cause. At the same

time, the most common political targets of contemporary movements, namely
local or national governments, pay attention to public opinion and fluctuations

therein (p379).
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He further states, "...changes in public opinion can help movements reach their goals

by making decision-makers more responsive to their demands" (p380).

Such observations make a strong case for taking public opinion into account as

an important external factor in the study of the outcomes ofsocial movements. This

has been done to a great extent in the United States. Public opinion has entered the

study of movement outcomes both as explanatory variable and explanandum (p379).

Burstein (1985, 1991), in his study on the struggle for equal employment

opportunity, also supports interconnections of public opinion and movement activities,

and the role of public opinion in social change. Rohlinger (2002), in the study of

organization resources, media strategies and movement-countermovement dynamics

in the women's movement, focuses especially on a social movement organization's

ability to get mainstream media coverage, and the role of the media for movement

outcomes. Media coverage can bring an issue to a large audience, which can create

public opinion. Rohlinger further urges, "media is a tool to influence political

outcomes and is regarded as important to its vision of political change" (2002, p500).

Costain and Majstorovic (1994) study the multiple origins of women's rights

legislation by focusing on the relationship between public opinion and legislative

changes. They suggest that legislation results from the joint action of social

movements, public opinion, and media coverage.

"The study of the outcomes of social movements cannot avoid taking into

account the political context in which they operate" (Giugni, 1998 p380). Goldstone

(1980) suggests a model that stresses the crucial role of a broad, system wide national
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crises for the success of social movements, while Giugni (1998) stresses the

importance of the movement's larger environment for their outcomes. The relationship

between social movements and the political environment is crucial in preventing or

facilitating movement outcomes because the effectiveness of social movements

depends on their capacity to engage in bargaining activities with allies and opponents

(Burstein et al. 1994; Giugni, 1998). Political opportunity structure is the key concept

in the political environment (Giugni, 1998). Two aspects are important in

understanding the relation between movements and their political environment, the

system of alliances and oppositions, and the structure of the state (Giugni, 1998).

Tilly (1999) schematizes three sets of variables in analyzing the consequences

of social movements: all movement claims, all effects of movements' actions, and all

effects of outside events and actions (outside influences). Because external events and

actions may produce effects that satisfy movement claims, a part of outcomes can be

seen as joint effects of movement actions and outside influences (Tilly, 1999). Rucht

(2002) classifies the effects of social movements according to two dimensions: goal-

related outcomes as internal or intended impacts and broader consequences as external

or unintended impacts. Finally, Giugni emphasizes the importance of influencing

processes of broader cultural and institutional change, because "it is less focused on

those characteristics and features shown by the phenomena currently under way and

more genuinely aimed at unveiling the processes and dynamics that allow movements

to make an impact on different aspects of society" (p388).
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In conclusion, movement dynamics analysis suggests four factors for analyzing

and understanding movement impacts: 1) the internal and organizational

characteristics of social movements, 2) movements' larger social and political

environment by examining the role of public opinion and political opportunity

structures, 3) effects of outside events and actions as an influence to movement actions,

and 4) various arenas of movement outcomes such as success (Gamson, 1990),

internal vs. external, and intended vs. unintended, or goal-related outcomes and

broader consequences (Giugni, 1998; Rucht, 2002).

4.1.3. Network approach

"Network is the set of social relations or social ties among a set of actors and

the actors themselves thus linked" (Emirbayer and Goodwin, 1994 p1447). `Centrality

in and density of the network' (Diani, 1997, 2000) and `ties with elites in social

movements' (Diani, 1997, 2000) are basic concepts and measures of networks.

Network ties in social movements involve `exchanges of resources, information, etc',

`shared personnel', `joint activities', `direct ties such as claims making or attack', or

`links to local elites'. These concepts are supported by a number of authors cited by

current research such as Ansell, Osa, Tilly, and Broadbent. Diani suggests that the

appropriate variables of network analysis for empirical approaches are centrality in the

inter-organizational network and regular ties to media and institutions (1992). Diani

also mentioned density in conjunction with centrality as an analytical variable, but did

not develop it further.
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Many socialists such as McAdam, Snow, Homans, Tilly, and the late Diani

have developed network concepts and encouraged new development of network

analysis in the study of social movements at various levels. Empirically, for instance,

Snow, Zurcher, Jr., and Ekland-Olson (1980) found that a movement organization's

network is an important determinant of its recruitment strategies and growth.

This approach begins with criticizing main social movement theories such that,

"...the resurgence of scholarly interest for social movements had focused either on the

structural determinants of new conflicts (mostly in Europe) or on mobilization

processes (mostly in the USA)" (Diani, 1992 p17). This approach claims the

emergence of new social networks and the importance of the relationship between

social movements and social networks, and suggests a paradigmatic shift towards a

network view of social movements (Diani, 1992; 1997; 2000).

The approach defines social movements as "networks of informal interactions

between a plurality of individuals, groups and/or organizations, engaged in political or

cultural conflicts, on the basis of shared collective identities" (Diani, 1992 pl). Diani

argues that this concept can differentiate social movements from interests groups,

political parties, protest events and coalitions, and identify a specific area of

investigation and theorizing for social movement research (1997). Stressing the

importance of social networks, Diani urges, distinguishes the analysis of social

movements from the analysis of social movement organizations or mobilization

processes (1997).
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In conclusion, this approach suggests that movements will be more influential

in the processes of political and cultural changes when they are able to facilitate the

emergence of new social networks. Thus, a network perspective can provide

important insights into not only internal dynamics but also overall impacts of

movements because the impacts of a given movement or movement sector are

assessed in light of changes in its components' relative centrality in various social

networks (Diani, 1997). This approach emphasizes the extent to which movement

actors are integrated in broader networks of social and political influence and provides

a different standard to assess the long-term impact of social movements (Diani, 1997).

4.1.4. Acceptance - New advantage model

Gamson (1975, 1990) studied the success of U.S. social movements based on

assessing the ability of movement organizations to achieve `acceptance' and gain `new

advantages'. Fundamentally, the acceptance and new advantage model relates to the

political process model, and implies political change. He suggests that many of the

factors within a movement's control, such as the tactics they use, the use of violence,

and organizational structure, play a role in determining whether a movement achieves

its goals (1975, 1990).

Gamson (1990) defines success as a set of outcomes. According to Gamson,

outcomes of social movement fall into two basic dimensions, acceptance and new

advantage: the acceptance by its antagonists of a challenging group as a valid

spokesman for a legitimate set of interests, and the gain of new advantages by the
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group's beneficiary during the challenge and its aftermath. By combining these two

dimensions, Gamson defines four possible outcomes: 1) full response as one that

meets many or all of its goals, and gains acceptance from society, 2) preemption as the

gaining of advantages but without acceptance, 3) co-optation as one that fails to

achieve any advantages but which gains acceptance, and 4) collapse as gaining neither

advantages nor acceptance (1990).

However, Goldstone (1980) criticizes Gamson's model by pointing out "the

irrelevance of group attributes to the chances and timing of group success" (p1041).

While Gamson found that goals, tactics, or organizational factors make a difference in

a protest group's chances for success, Goldstone found, "...the incidence of large-

scale crises, rather than the organizational or tactical efforts of particular protest

groups, determines the timing of protest group success" (p 1042). Frey, Dietz, and

Kalof (1992) reexamined Gamson's data and suggested that, although the model that

incorporates both strategy and structural constraints looks appropriate for explaining

social movement success, factors beyond the control of the movement are also

critically important. They propose two factors that matter to success of movements:

environmental factors, that is the historical period during which the movement is

active, and organizational factors, that is the dynamics and tactics of the organizations

(e.g., goal change, factionalism) (1992).

Although Gamson's basic model has been criticized by others, acceptance and

new advantage allows for additional insights to the social movement process. This

model limits its scope by defining movement outcomes as success in achieving
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expressed goals and focusing movement outcomes on political changes in the public

policy process. Thus, this model has been criticized in that, "it brought the focus on

the organizations instead of on the broader cycles of protest, which may include

various movements whose combined effect might be more important than the impact

of a single challenge group" (Giugni, 1998 p. 383).

4.1.5. Movement infrastructure model

This model, suggested by Kenneth (1997), focuses on the relation between

social movements and political outcomes based on a political process model. Because

both internal and external factors affect the impact of social movements, the political

process model has great potential as a result of its dual focus on these internal

dynamics of movements and the broader dynamics ofpolitical and economic

institutions (Kenneth, 1997). Kenneth examines the impacts of social movements

through a multi-layered study of the Mississippi Civil Rights Movement from its peak

in the early 1960s through the early 1980s.

Three issues that are critical for analysis of social movements and outcomes

are considered: the importance of timing, resistance strategies, and selection of

movement outcomes. Because the importance of timing is especially salient when

studying movement outcomes in which the relations among variables change over

time, analyses of the outcomes of a social movement must plot the shifting levels of

mobilization against the varying impacts of the movement over a broad time span

(Kenneth, 1997). Interestingly it is suggested, as the second critical issue, that
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movement outcomes can be understood only through an analysis of the efforts to

subvert, undermine, or co-opt the movement (Barkan 1984; Kenneth 1997). A third

issue relates to the choice of outcomes to study and how to measure them. Kenneth

(1987) suggests that the optimal strategy is to use multiple indicators at different

points in time. Further, regarding this issues, he argues that the failure to separate

movement goals and outcomes become problematic when it does not allow for the

unintended consequences of social movements (Paul, Mahler, and Schwartz, 1997;

Kenneth 1997). "Establishing whether a movement achieves its explicitly stated goals

is important, but to understand the consequences of movements, the researcher must

dig deeper because social movements often have multiple and changing goals as well

as unintended consequences" (Kenneth, 1997 p 803).

Kenneth states that one of the major difficulties in studying the outcomes of

social movements is determining exactly what outcomes to examine. He proposes a

movement infrastructure model as the optimal strategy, using multiple indicators as

mentioned above. The model determines outcomes that match the stated goals of a

movement based on four components of movement infrastructure: leadership,

organizational structure, resources, and tactics. This model can be seen as similar to

Wolfson's social movement organization analysis. Although Kenneth assumes that

major outcome arenas must fall within the overall purview of the movement, two

analytical problems are considered; first, social movement goals change and second,

there may be unintended consequences of movements. He also pays attention to the

process of movement building through the elaboration of formal and informal network.
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Finally he suggests several variables such as movement, countermovement, politics,

and context for the analysis of different outcome arenas across subunits of the

movement.

4.1.6. Social movement organization analysis

The key concept of social movement organizations (SMOs) is effectiveness

that derives from resource mobilization theory. Wolfson (1988) asserts, "a number of

factors may influence the effectiveness of formal organizations in general, and

organizations devoted to social change in particular" (p25). Thus, he believes that

focusing on social movement organizations is an appropriate research strategy in

analyzing the consequences of a contemporary American social movement, although

he agrees that there are four types of social movement impacts: individual activists,

social movement organizations, government authorities and other elites, and broad

patterns of social changes (1988).

Factors influencing the impacts of social movements are divided into two

categories: 1) characteristics of the organizations themselves, and 2) characteristics of

the environments in which organizations operate. The first category, organizational

characteristics, involves seven factors: structure, goals, tactics, age, revenues,

membership, and coverage. The second category, the organizational environment

(Wolfson, 1988; Hannan and Freeman, 1989; Scott, 2003), is divided into two factors:

the political environment and non-governmental organizations.
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Many scholars have stressed the importance of the political environment in

which movements exist (e.g., Gamson, Tilly, McAdam, and Kitschelt). The political

environment involves responses of government authorities to SMOs by repression,

facilitation, or granting concession, important elements in the success, or failure of

social movements. Among the suggested approaches to studying the political

environment, the political opportunity structure has been paid the most attention.

Political opportunity structure relates to the relative degree of openness or

permeability of the system (Wolfson, 1988) because SMOs can have input to policy

during the policy formation and/or during its implementation (Kitschelt, 1986). The

organizational environment also includes other formal organizations and non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) that support or oppose SMOs goals. These

organizations can be grouped into "the social movement industry" (Zald and

McCarthy, 1987 p21) and the organization opposition.

In conclusion, structure, goals, tactics, age, revenues, membership, and

coverage (breadth of issues) are included as organizational characteristics and political

and NGOs relations in the SMOs environment are both identified as important factors

in determining the extent of social movement impacts. Each factor above is important

in analyzing consequences of social movements. However, their importance may vary

from movement to movement. Thus, examining only the most important of these

factors assessing the impacts of a movement is suggested.
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Table 8. Dimensions of analysis frameworks for social movement impacts

Movement
infrastructure &

Oreanization

The Political Process
Model/ Resource

Mobilization Theory
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Table 9. Analysis frameworks for social movement outcomes

Frameworks Key concepts (1) & Factors (2) Impacts

Social
structural
analysis

Movement
dynamics
analysis

Acceptance-

new
advantage
model

1. Multidimensionality of
social changes

2. Multiple level of structure
such as the individual, the
SMO, the community, and the
macro structure

1. Processes and dynamics of
movements

2. Social (public opinion),
political context (political
opportunity structure), and
organizational characteristics

1. Relationship between
various organizational
variables and the success of
social movements for political
change

2. Organizational factors and
environmental factors

o Network expansion and
personal transformation of
individual activists

o Goal achievement and
endurance of the SMO

o Community revitalization and
transformation of community
consciousness

o Social change in the larger
structure

o Processes of broader cultural
and institutional changes

o Various arenas of outcomes
(internal vs. external and
intended vs. unintended)

o Success as political benefits
o Political changes
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Table 9. Continued

Frameworks Key concepts (1) & Factors (2) Impacts

1. Relationship between social
movements and social networks

Network 2. Emergence of new social networks, o Political and cultural

approach centrality in various social networks, changes
regular ties to media and institution, &
density in participation of different
organizations

1. Internal dynamics of movements
and broader dynamics of political and o Stated goal

Movement
economic institutions achievement

infrastructure 2. Four components of movement
o Political outcomes
o Unintendedmodel infrastructure such as leadership,

organizational structure, resources,
consequences

tactics

o Individual activists
1. The effectiveness of social o Social movement
movement organizations for social organizations

Social changes o Government
movement authorities and other
organization 2. Organizational characteristics and elites
analysis the organizational environment o Broad patterns of

social changes
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4.2. The evaluation framework for consumer activism impacts

The aim of this research is to develop a framework that specifies impacts of

consumer activism. Based on the review of social movement frameworks, this

framework incorporates three sets of factors for analyzing and evaluating the impacts

of the consumer movement: environmental context of the movement, the movement

actions, and impacts of the movement (see Table 11). Each factor is discussed relative

to appropriateness and relevance for use in evaluating outcomes of consumer activism

(see Table 13).

Table 10. A structure of social movements

MovementSociety

Changes i
.4
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Table 11. A structure of consumer activism and its impacts

I

Environmental context
(emergence of issues)

Impacts
(outcomes)

------------
I Responsiveness-----------

Movement actions
(mobilization of
the movement)

This framework begins by examining the emergence of consumer issues

through the environmental context, and mobilization of the movement in response to

each issue. Relative to the consumer campaign being analyzed, the input factors are

generated by the environment and in movement actions, while the output factors relate

to consequences. Each category involves several factors as table 12 shows.
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Table 12. Influencing factors for consumer activism impacts

Category Sub-category Key concept Factors

Social & economic forces

Political opportunity structure
Environmental

tt
Vulnerability Outside events and actions

excon
Preexisting activities of the
consumer movement
Leadership

Infrastructure Organizational structure
Resources
Tactics
Inter-organizational networks with

Movement
Networks Efficacy and

NGOs
Ties with institutions

actions efficiency (occupational, educational, etc.)
Interaction with the public (media)

Movement Negotiation process with

dynamics government authorities
Negotiation process with other
power-holders (business, etc.)
Cultural effects
Social value changes (consumers

Responsiveness attitude)

Impacts Changes of powerholders Political changes (policy and
policy making process)
Market changes (business practice)
Changes in consumer movement
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4.2.1. Environment context

The environmental context of social movements channels movement

consequences (Giugni, 1998). Environmental context is the historical period before

and during which the consumer movement is active. Thus, environmental context in

the framework includes social, economic, and political conditions where the consumer

movement is situated, and relative to the specific issues that develop.

Because factors beyond the control of a social movement are critically

important for explaining outcomes (Frey, Dietz, and Kalof, 1992), evaluation should

begin with the larger social and political environments. In addition, the environmental

context of the movement is specifically important. First, conditions in the

environment may result in segments of society that are especially vulnerable to the

actions of organized groups. Understanding environmental context of a specific

campaign can elucidate the vulnerability, seriousness, and magnitude of a situation

when consumer issues emerge. Environmental conditions and timing can also

influence the probabilities of success for any campaign.

Environmental context involves four factors as follows: 1) social and economic

processes, 2) political opportunity structure, i.e., openness of government and policies,

3) outside events and actions, i.e., outside influences, and 4) preexisting activities of

the consumer movement. These four factors are examined to answer when, what, and

how a consumer issue emerges. Particularly, numerous researchers suggest that
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political opportunity structure plays a crucial role in facilitating or constraining both

the mobilization and the potential outcomes of movements (Giugni, 1998).

4.2.2. Movement actions

Factors included as movement actions focus on internal and organizational

characteristics of the consumer movement. Three sub-sets of factors within movement

actions are analyzed, focusing on their efficacy and efficiency. These include 1)

infrastructure of the consumer movement, 2) networks of the movement, and 3) the

movement dynamics.

Infrastructure of the movement emphasizes building and sustaining strong

movement organizations as an important determinant of successful long-term impacts.

Thus, four factors within the movement's control, such as leadership, organizational

structure, tactics, and resources, play an important role in determining whether a

movement achieves its goals.

Ability of the movement to facilitate the emergence of new networks

influences political and cultural changes (Diani, 1997). Networks in the movement

involve exchanges of resources and/or information, joint activities, shared personnel,

and direct ties. The framework examines centrality in and density of the inter-

organizational networks with other NGOs and occupational or educational institutions.

This movement dynamics section focuses on processes and interactions with

the public, government authority, and other powerholders, since activities related to

intra-dynamics are covered in the analysis of networks. Responses from government
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authorities are important elements in movement outcomes. The effectiveness of social

movement negotiation with other power-holders', e.g., industries, depends on their

capacity to engage in bargaining activities with allies and opponents (Burstein et al.

1994; Giugni, 1998). Media coverage brings an issue to a large audience, helping to

create public opinion. Media is a tool to influence political outcomes (Rohlinger,

2002). Thus, this section of the framework includes `interactions with themedia' in

movement dynamics.

4.2.3. Impacts

By examining two sets of input factors, outputs are recognized. Because social

movements strive for change, impacts of the movement rely on two questions, as

suggested by Cable and Degutis (1997). First, how close is the movement's outcome

to the stated goals? Second, what type of change does the movement generate? Thus,

impacts of social movements fall into two broad arenas: goal-related outcomes and

broader consequences (Rucht, 2002). Goal-related outcomes imply success of

movements whereas broader changes can include unintended consequences. Also,

impacts can be categorized into internal and external impacts. While internal impacts

involve changes in movement organizations, external impacts consist of social,

political, or economic changes. Also, impacts can be characterized by type of social

institution: cultural, social (public attitude), political and/or economic impacts.

This framework examines impacts, dividing them into two categories: internal

and external. Changes in movement organizations are internal impacts. Changes in
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culture, social value (consumer attitudes), policies, and market and business practices

are categorized as external impacts. This framework includes the factor of `changes in

movements' because outcomes of the movement may benefit organizations by

enhancing its reputation as a viable organization, and facilitating longevity of

organizations, for example.

Generally speaking, consumer movements are designed to respond to market

inefficiencies and unethical business practices. Thus, the framework specifically

includes `market changes' as an outcome. Movement outcomes at the community

level are associated with the revitalization of the community and transformation of

community consciousness. The framework contains `consumer attitude changes',

including consumer participation in consumer protection activities, or consumption

behavior change. Particularly, consumer attitude changes are examined through two

variables, public opinion and media coverage, focusing on to what extent and how the

movement actions produce changes in the perceptions consumers have of a given issue.

McCarthy suggests that four factors of movements account for the extent of cultural

impacts: the breadth of the movement's goals, the degree of success achieved by the

movement, contact between previously segregated groups, and the extent of the

movement's access to established cultural elites in society. "All other things being

equal, the more extensive its goals, the more likely that a movement will be a force for

cultural change" (McCarthy, 1994 p53). The framework evaluates cultural effectsof

the movement, based on two factors among those four: the breadth of the movement's
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goals, and the degree of success achieved by the movement. In view of the dynamics

of social movements, unintended changes are also considered.

Table 13. An evaluation framework of consumer activism impacts

Environmental contexts
o Social & economic forces
o Political opportunity structure
o Outside events & actions
o Preexisting activities of the

movement

A

Movement actions

o Infrastructure
o Networks
o Movement dynamics

u

Impacts

o Cultural effects
o Consumer attitude changes

o Political changes
o Market changes
o Changes in movements

4
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CHAPTER 5. THE KOREAN CONSUMER MOVEMENT: the
research context'

5.1. Origin of consumer activism

What date should we use to identify the origin of consumer activism? It

depends on how we define consumer activism. How we define consumer activism also

determines how we identify impacts of consumer activism. In general, there are two

perspectives to trace the origin of consumer activism. The traditional perspective of

consumer activism traces the origin of consumer activism from the beginning of the

consumer cooperative movement, while the modem perspective traces its origin from

the appearance of consumer movement organizations (hereafter CMOs).

This research distinguishes the origin of consumer activism from the beginning

of modernized consumer activism. Consumer activism is defined as organized efforts

of consumers to response to market failure and its consequences in the free market

system. If consumers organize their purchasing power for their economic well-being,

or against a political power, this could be referred as a form of consumer activism.

Meanwhile, modem consumer activism must satisfy three conditions: significant

industrialization processes and the respective mass consumption, rising market failures,

and organized consumer responses. Thus, consumer activism begins with appearance

' Sources can also be found in Appendix B.
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of CMOs because they represent organized consumers' efforts necessitated by the

above conditions.

The origin of consumer activism, historically, can be traced back to the

consumer cooperative movement `Rochdale Society of Equitable Pioneers' in Britain

in 1844. During the period of Industrial Revolution in Britain, there was extensive

exploitation of the industrial workers, and in response, workers organized the

pioneering consumer cooperatives. The cooperative movement was to assure quality

and to offer protection against fraud and exorbitant pricing (Wame, 1993). Although

the first consumer cooperatives had appeared in the USA in 1830, before the start of

the Rochdale group in Britain, the movement practically disappeared after a short

existence (Gabler, 1939). While "one of the components of the consumer movement in

the United States and elsewhere is the cooperative movement" (Angevine, 1980 p3 1),

"when consumer product testing came into its own, the modem age of the consumer

movement began" (Wame, 1993). From this perspective, modernized consumer

activism can be traced to 1936, when Consumers Union of the USA was introduced.

However, the first local Consumers' League was founded in New York City in 1891.

Following that, the first national consumer organization, the National Consumers'

League, was formed by local groups in 1898. The early activities of the Leagues

focused on conditions in the garment, food and textile manufacturing industries, and in

retailing and the service trades, and relied on moral pressure rather than on consumer

boycotts to obtain results (Harris, 1975).
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5.2. Beginning in the 1960s

The history of the consumer movement in Korea can be traced to the 1960s,

one decade after the Korean War. However, the origin of the cooperative movement in

Korea dates back to 1920, well before industrialization began. The Choson Laborers

Cooperative was formed on behalf of laborers in 1920 and initiated boycott and saving

campaigns to enhance members' economic well-being (Lee & Lee, 1996). However,

it is difficult to state that the Choson Labor Cooperative was the origin of the

consumer movement in Korea, since it was formed to join the nationalist movement

for Korean independence against Japanese imperialism. Whether the Choson Laborers

Cooperative movement could be seen as the origin of the consumer movement

depends on when Korea began industrialization. Korea had not actually been through

an industrialization process during the Japanese colonial period, 1910 to 1945.

Although the Japanese regime played some role in Korea's modernization, the Korean

standard of living was actually reduced during the colonial period (Macdonald, 1990).

A modern administrative and economic system replaced the political structure of the

Choson Dynasty (Macdonald, 1990). However, Japanese staffed all key positions in

government and major businesses. Also agricultural and industrial productions were

directed to serve the needs of Japan (Macdonald, 1990). The Korean War, 1950 to

1953, devastated the country and destroyed the industrial plants. The Korean economy

returned to prewar levels by 1957 (Macdonald, 1990), but Korea was still a typical

underdeveloped, largely agrarian society up until the 1960s. During the 1960s, the
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Korean economy boomed, experiencing a first and rapid industrialization process.

Korea was transformed into a modern industrialized country after the success of

export-oriented industrialization over the next three and a half decades (The Bank of

Korea, 2000).

The consumer movement in Korea was initiated by national women's

organizations during the 1960s and the 1970s (Kim & Song, 1987; Lee & Lee, 1996).

General women's organizations, interested in all major problems which concern

women, have since added a number of consumer activities to the agenda. In 1964, the

National YWCA ofKorea (hereafter KYWCA) formed a consumer protection

committee within the social problems department and launched complaint services for

improving low quality products. This is often considered the beginning of consumer

movements in Korea. In 1968, the consumer protection committee became

autonomous and a consumer complaint center was established under the KYWCA. In

1977, the first consumer congress with the theme of `a consumer movement is a

human rights movement' was held. This organization had launched public opinion

surveys and symposiums on harmful food products, and exhibitions and fairs of poor

quality products such as nylon stockings, powdered milk, Ramen (instant noodles),

and sweet jelly of beans. The Korea Women's Association (hereafter KWA) formed a

consumer complaint center in 1965 and first-published a bimonthly magazine

`Consumer Protection' in 1967. This is also often considered the beginning of the

consumer movement in Korea. This organization had started product fairs and

consumer attitude surveys from 1968. The Korean Federation of Housewives Clubs
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(hereafter KFHC) launched a consumer protection movement in 1969. The Korean

National Council of Women (hereafter KNCW) founded a consumer protection

research committee in 1970. And the National Council of the Housewives Classes

(hereafter NCHC) opened and ran a consumer protection center in 1972. National

Council of the YMCA of Korea (KYMCA) founded the Seoul YMCA Citizen's

Mediation Center (hereafter CMC) in 1978, which focused its activities on citizen

sovereignty and consumer protection. As the first independent consumer organization

with consumer problems as its sole purpose, the Korea Consumer Protection

Association was organized and registered by the Ministry of Trade and Industry in

1968. However, this organization failed after a short existence. Consumers Union of

Korea was founded in 1970, but it actually started activities in 1978.

Table 14. Beginning of the consumer movement organizations

Year Name of organization founded
1964 The national YWCA of Korea formed Consumer protection committee and

launched complaint service
1965 The Korea Women's Association formed consumer complaint center

1967 KWA first-published a bimonthly magazine `Consumer Protection'

1968 KYWCA organized autonomous consumer protection committee & consumer

complaint center
Korea Consumer Protection Association founded

1969 Korean Federation of Housewives Clubs launched consumer protection

movement
1970 Consumers Union of Korea founded

Korean National Council of Women founded consumer protection research

committee
1972 National Council of the Housewives Classes opened the consumer protection

center
1978 Seoul YMCA Citizen's Mediation Center founded

National Council of Consumer Protection were founded by five women's

organizations
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To satisfy the three conditions of consumer activism, the modem consumer

movement in Korea began when the Korea Consumer Protection Association in 1968

and Consumers Union of Korea (hereafter CUK) in 1970 were formed. They were

formed to solve consumer problems in the interest of consumers. Since the 1960s,

industrialization has progressed in Korea, resulting in serious consumer problems.

Consumers were thus encouraged to organize their efforts to protect themselves.

However, general women's organizations, especially KWA and KYWCA, led the

Korean consumer movement by the 1970s. Although they were not independent

consumer organizations, they had initiated a variety of consumer activities through

publication, testing, education, and campaigns. The consumer issues and problems

they dealt with during the 1960s and 1970s included product quality, price stability,

saving, food safety, consumer protection policy, transportation services, the

disadvantaged consumer's welfare, corporate management for consumer protection,

and waste management.

In 1976, five women's organizations, KNCW, NCHC, KFHC, KYWCA, and

KWA gathered and founded a single entity of consumer movement organizations, the

National Council of Consumer Protection Organizations (currently the Korea National

Council of Consumer Organizations, KNCCO), in order to execute the movement

more effectively and use government financial supports efficiently. This is the first

nationwide federation of consumer organizations. The KNCCO published the first

copy of the monthly magazine `Consumer' in 1978.
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In general, international consumer movement organizations such as

International Organization of Consumers Unions (currently Consumers International,

CI) and consumer organizations in developed countries such as Consumers Union of

the USA stimulated consumer movements in developing countries including Korea.

The importance of spreading the consumer movement to developing nations was

acknowledged at the third Cl Congress held in Oslo in 1964, and it was resolved that

the next convention would be tied in with the needs of developing countries (Morse,

1993). As a result, a follow-up seminar was incorporated in the fourth Cl Congress

held in Israel in 1966 and was attended by delegates from Asia, Africa, and Latin

America (Morse, 1993). A delegate from women's organizations in Korea also

participated in this meeting for the first time in consumer movement history (Kim &

Song, 1989). With this as momentum, the Korean consumer movement began to join

international consumer activities. In 1969, Esther Peterson, a leader of the US

consumer movement, visited Korea and gave a lecture on consumer protection for

women organizations' staffs and women journalists. In the same year, Colston E.

Warne, president of Consumers Union of the USA and founder of Cl, also visited

Korea and encouraged the organizing of consumer movement organizations (Kim &

Song, 1989). In 1976, KWA invited the Cl staff to visit, and held international

seminars.

As Colston E. Warne stated,
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The people attracted to the world consumer movement in developing countries

are not poverty-stricken, low-income people. They are, rather, people of some

considerable affluence whose consciences are touched by the needs of the

country. They are trying to improve the social legislation and to assist the

country into getting into the twentieth century in retailing practices (Morse,

1993 p214 - 215).

Colston E. Warne clearly explained differences between consumer movements in

western countries and developing countries.

In Europe, the USA, and Australia, the consumer movement is a middle class

effort dealing with the refinements of the affluent society. Within the
technologically advanced countries the consumer movement has lost close

contact with low-income groups. It would not be too much to say that

consumer testing characteristically exists and finds its central following among
already competent consumers. It is least appreciated in areas of the world

characterized by devastating poverty (Morse, 1993 p214 - 215).

The consumer movement in Korea was not an exception. Although in the

1960s Korea's economy was in the stage of a vicious cycle of poverty, and the

majority of Korean consumers remained at the absolute poverty level, the Korean

consumer movement introduced a western fashion of consumer movements.

Consumer activities of women's organizations were not much concerned about

problems of low-income groups or poverty. Rather, to support national economic

growth and government economic policies, their activities developed savings and

population issues. "Reflecting Korea's difficult economic situation, the consumer

movement promoted conservation, frugality, and savings" (Lee & Lee, p370). Main

consumer activities in the late 60s and the early 70s were focused on helping
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consumer complaints, revealing poor quality products, and encouraging consumers in

rational buying. Although their activities were not spread out nationwide, and were

mostly limited to the capital city, they began to receive attention from the public,

government, media, and professional groups.

Table 15. Main activities of the consumer movement at the beginning

Year CMO Activity

19 5 -KYWCA -Submitted petition to the government for preventing incoming
foreign capital and smuggling

1968 KWA Launched consumer product fairs, consumption trends survey

KYWCA Launched public opinion survey, symposiums on harmful food
products, product exhibitions, fairs, & research projects

1969 KWA Held consumer survey on food, milk product fairs

1970 KYWCA Submitted petitions to low quality food product makers (bean

sprouts) &
Launched fairs (nylon stocking, powdered milk, Ramen, sweet

jelly of beans)
KWA Held soft drinks fairs, poor quality products exhibitions

1971 KYWCA Held national consumer assembly & the first national seminar

on consumer protection
Published consumer information books
Survey on quality of cosmetics (Masan Choongang cream case)

KWA Held meeting for rice price stability

19 22 KWA Suggested draft of consumer protection law
KNCW Founded population project committee

1973 KYWCA Organized first consumer monitor club
KFHC Started projects for population problem

1975 KWA Consumer survey and public hearing for legislation of consumer

protection law
Held Korea & Japan consumer protection Seminar

1976 KWA International seminar for consumer protection (CI Van Wijecom

was invited)
KFHC Started scholarship project for poor children

1978 KYWCA Established Mobile consumer complaint center
Launched National Council of Consumer Protection
Organizations
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KWA Children toy fairs
CUK Compared water filtration systems and suggested

standardization
1979 KYWCA Published consumer education material for elementary school

students
KWA International seminar for corporate management and consumer

protection in the international era (CI Anwar Fazal was invited)

Research waste management
CUK Filed complaints to prosecutor office on phony cosmetic

company
Tested fluorescence of toilet paper, and micro-organisms in milk

Politically, the 1970s were the period of the Yusin Constitution when social

movements of any type were abolished and the press was censured (Lee & Lee. 1996).

Thus, only conservative or pro-government organizations such as some women's and

religious organizations could continue their activities. At that time forming new

movement organizations without government permission was not allowed. This

implies one reason why women's organizations, which already existed, had led the

consumer movement, and why new, active CMOs did not emerge during the 1970s,

even though Korean consumers were faced with large numbers of serious consumer

problems because of industrialization processes.

Consumer protection activities of the Korean government started when Sinjin

Car Corporation was accused by the National Assembly in 1968 of making excessive

profits in inspection of the government offices. At the event, the government

proposed consumer protection policy drafts for the first time in Korean government

history. The government also founded the first office of consumer affairs, `Sobi
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Saengwhal Gido-Ban (Consumer Life Guide Unit)' under the Women's Bureau

(currently, Welfare & Women's Policy Bureau) in the Ministry of Health and Social

Affairs (currently the Ministry of Health and Welfare) in the same year.

In 1973, President Chung Hee Park, at the President' Annual State, gave emphasis to

the need for a consumer resistance movement in connection with price stabilization. In

1977, the government proposed a draft of a Consumer Protection Act to the National

Assembly. The Consumer Protection Act was passed in December 3, 1979, and went

into effect in January 1980. It was amended five times, in 1986, 1996, 1997, 1999 and

2001. In late 1996, the government decided to designate `December 3' as Consumer

Protection Day in order to promote awareness with respect to consumer rights, and to

induce public interest in consumer protection. More importantly, in October 1980, the

Republic of Korea Constitution was amended to include legal rights of consumer

movements.

Article 124; The State shall guarantee the consumer protection

movement intended to encourage sound consumption activities and

improvement in the quality of products under the conditions as

prescribed by Act (the Republic of Korea Constitution).

Consumer affairs were transferred to the Consumer Administration Division

under the Bureau of Price Policy in the Economic Planning Board (currently the

Ministry of Finance and Economy) in 1978. Finally, in 1994, the Korea government

formed an independent consumer affairs office, Consumer Policy Division, under the

Welfare & Customer Policy Bureau in the Economic Planning Board.
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In 1987, the Korean government established the Korean Consumer Protection

Board (hereafter KCPB), a purpose-specific public-service corporation operating

under the Ministry of Finance and Economy in accordance with the revised Consumer

Protection Act. The objectives of establishing KCPB were to protect the basic rights of

consumers, promote the rational patterns of consumption and, at the same time,

contribute to the sound development of the national economy.

5.3. Development in the 1980s

With the completion and success of Korea's fourth, Five-Year Economic

Development Plan, from 1962 to 1981, Korea's economy retained a strong pace of

growth, and exports increased at a rapid rate. Remarkable economic progress

improved the standard of consumers' lives. Within a short period of three and a half

decades, Korea was transformed into a modern industrialized country. However,

government-led industrialization, export-led growth, growth-oriented policies, a labor

exploitation structure based on low wages, and the formation of a large

conglomerates-dependent (so called Chaebol) market structure had created noticeable

side effects for the entire nation and forced sacrifices onto workers and consumers.

Indeed, the high-speed industrialization and rapid economy growth promoted the

development of the Korean consumer movement.

With the achievement of economic development, the public and society started

paying attention to their own welfare and quality of life. The government also had to

make a shift from economic growth to stabilization in order to minimize the side
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effects of growth-oriented economic management, plus and political corruption and

turmoil. Under these economic and political circumstances, the Korean consumer

movement went through a transition phase in the 1980s.

The amendment of the Korean Constitution, including legal rights of consumer

movements, and enactment of the Consumer Protection Act provided an institutional

context for the development of the consumer movement. The emergence of a new type

of consumer movement organization promoted a transitional advancement of the

movement. In the 1980s, the Korean consumer movement drastically changed its

direction and the focus of its activities.

Citizens' Alliance for Consumer Protection of Korea (hereafter CACPK) was

founded in 1983 by 13 professionals from the academics, the legal profession, labor

groups, media, and social movement groups, for the purpose of specialization and

advancement of consumer movements. The direct involvement of both female and

male professionals who had, prior to this time, only partly supported consumer

activities has importance in the history of the Korean consumer movement.

Particularly, distinguished leadership in this organization made a great contribution to

the consumer movement becoming a large and predominant civil social movement in

Korea. Leaders from Consumers International and Consumers Union of the USA also

played a role in the establishment of CACPK. The close relationship between these

leaders paved the way for the internationalization of the Korean consumer movement

issues and a strong and active involvement of the movement in international consumer

issues.
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The Korean consumer movement in the 1980s can be identified by four

characteristics: intensifying consumers complaint services, expanding local groups,

increasing international cooperation, and a paradigm shift on consumer issues. First,

the CMOs strengthened their activities by providing consumer-counseling services in

order to solve consumer grievances and help consumers in weak positions. Most

CMOs provided these services and that is still one ofmain activities and also

uniqueness of the Korean consumer movement. The government has been financially

supporting this since the KNCCO were formed. Second, the CMOs expanded their

size and organized local groups. In total, about 10 nationwide and 150 local consumer

movement organizations emerged up to the early 1990s (Choi, 1993). Third, they

actively participated in international consumer movements and had a close

relationship with CMOs in other countries, especially Japan and the USA. A leader

from CACPK was elected as the Far East Asian representative in the International

Breast Feeding Action Network in 1985. This organization became a council member

of Consumers International at the 12th Cl Congress in 1987. CUK founded Asia

Pacific Health & Smoking Association in 1989. Last, there has been a paradigm shift

from the consumer issues dealt with in the 1980s. The CMOs embarked on issues of

multinational corporations, monopolistic business practices, product safety standards,

and legislative consumer protection systems.

The government began responding to the consumer movement organizations'

efforts and openly acknowledged the importance of consumer protection from the late

1980s. The government amended the Consumer Protection Act, including 7 consumer
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rights, in 1986 and founded the Korean Consumer Protection Board in 1987. The

Provision on Compensation for Consumer Complaints was enacted in 1989.

As a result of the CMO's efforts, consumer affairs' professionals in business

formed the Organization of Consumer Affairs Professionals in Business (OCAP) in

1984 in order to improve the quality of customer service in Korea. The OCAP

declared its objectives as protecting the basic rights of consumers, promoting rational

patterns of consumption, and contributing to the sound development of the national

economy. The Society of Consumer Affairs Professionals (SOCAP) was founded in

1973 in the United States and the ACAP (Association of Consumer Affairs

Professionals) in Japan in 1980. Main consumer movement organizations' activities in

the 1980s are as shown in the table 16.

Table 16. Main activities of the consumer movement in the 1980s

Year CMO Activity

KYWCA Published consumer education material
1980 Standardization of compensation for laundry damage

CUK Banned ultrasound testing and production
Standardization of one serving of Bulgoggi (meat)

CUK Tested compressed cookers

1981 KNCW Held public hearing for market transaction orders

Campaign for protection of homeless tenants and amendment of
KYMCA Housing Rental Protection Law

Tested `iced noodles' for colon bacilli
1982

KYWCA Launched green consumer movement campaign on reducing
waste

CK Campaign for breast feeding promotion
1983

Tested honey and prohibited false honey
CUK

Ran weekly TV program `consumer report'
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1984 Opened young consumer center and mobile consumer center for
CUK the disabled
KYWCA Launched campaign for collecting mercuric batteries

Campaign to reduce foreign debt and increase saving
KFHC Campaign against the sale of low quality chemical soy source

1985 CK Declared Patient's right
Tested melanin table dishes for formaldehyde
Tested compressed gas burner and standardized the safety

CUK mechanism
Founded public recall of Shin Hung products
Submitted Control Act on General Clause to the Economic
Planning Board and the Act was passed by the National

CK Assembly
1986 Campaign for less consumption of MSG

Tested gold products and requested standard licensing of gold
CUK dealers
KYMCA Campaign for the amendment of Comprehensive Car Insurance

KFHC Campaign for `drink less'

1987 Survey on and campaign against hazardous medicine use in
CK Korea and suggested prohibiting them to the government

KNCW Consumer education for recycling waste

CUK Campaign on anti smoking

1988
KNCW Campaign for right taxi fare

Campaign for amendment and enactment of Regulation about
KYMCA Pyramid Marketing Damages

KFHC Campaign against the use of illegal drugs

Filed criminal and civil lawsuit against fraud bargain sales of

CK
department stores
Tested and launched boycott campaign against carcinogenic

1989 American grapefruit
CUK Research on imported products

Research on consumer understanding for Saccharine and
KCEC** imported goods
KNCW Research on consumer awareness of waste recycling

KYMCA Campaign protesting excessive consumption

* * Korean Consumer Education Center
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5.4. Progress in the 1990s

In the 1990s, CMOs made significant progress and enjoyed its golden age in

accordance with increasing Korean consumers' quality of life, transitional economic

and political changes, and information technology innovations. Consumer issues

underwent another paradigm shift. While the movement in the 1980s had focused on

consumer rights and sovereignty, the movement in the 1990s began to focus more on

consumer representativeness in political decision-making and consumer

responsibilities for social change and environmental sustainability. Energy and

environment issues, the culture of excessive consumption, international fair trade

issues, and safety from chemicals (e.g., GMO, Endocrine Disruptors) became main

concerns of the movement. Networking the consumer movement with other

predominant social movements, such as environmental movements and economic

justice movements, was actively practiced. Leading organizations of the consumer

movement were exclusively changed in the 1990s from general women's

organizations to independent consumer movement organizations with a single purpose.

After `the Great People's Democratic Struggle of June 1987', as a political

compromise of President Tae Woo Noh, Korea experienced political developments

and important social and economic changes. Finally, in 1993, Korea elected the first

nonmilitary president Young Sam Kim and had the first democratic government in

more than 30 years. President Kim initiated political and economic reforms in the
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early 1990s. These political liberalization processes encouraged the progress of the

consumer movement.

In 1994, the Korea government formed an autonomous consumer affair office,

Consumer Policy Division, under Welfare & Customer Policy Bureau in the Economic

Planning Board, and expanded its activities. The Consumer Protection Act was

amended for the second time in 1996, effective beginning April 1, as a result of

consumer organizations' campaigns. In 1999 and 2001, the Act expanded consumer

rights to information and strengthened local consumer protection in accordance with

the beginning of the local-government era. In 1999 the government also revised

regulations for consumer damage compensation, and the amended regulations

included new provisions for compensation in areas such as pet purchases, automobile

repairs, and laundry services. In the same year, a set of new and revised consumer-

related laws passed the National Assembly, such as the new Consumer Cooperative

Act, the Fair Advertising Act, the Door-to-Door Sales Act, and the Quality

Management Promotion Act. Although the recall system was partly enforced since

1991, the revision expanded the products and procedures relevant to recalling

defective and hazardous products and services.

The Korea economy in the 1990s faced an intensive transition because of its

"high-cost, low-efficiency" domestic industrial structure, international competitive

pressures with the launch of WTO, and acceleration of the open market (the Bank of

Korea, 2000). These new domestic and overseas economic environments, especially

the open market, markedly influenced the consumer movement.
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Since the United Nations Commission on Environment and Development (UN

CED) declared Agenda 21 for sustainable development in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil, achieving sustainability through promoting sustainable consumption and

production has been the main goal of the international consumer movement. The 14th

Consumers International Congress in 1994 also adopted the resolution that consumer

organizations make every effort to promote sustainable consumption in order to

achieve sustainable development. This international trend greatly influenced the

Korean consumer movement as well.

Table 17. Main activities of the consumer movement in the 1990s

Year CMO Activity
Campaigns for sound living environment

KYWCA Launched `sound life movement'
Campaign for separated collection of waste, and energy saving

KFHC Campaign for joint purchase of organic agricultural products
Campaign against water pollution in Pal-dang lake
Tested methanol in medicines

1990
CK Legislated consumer/ producer mutual agreement on `the

prohibition of powdered milk advertisements and changing
labels'

KNCW Anti over-consumption campaign
Opened consumer markets for recycling and reducing resource

KYMCA consumption
KFHC `Save the river' campaign

Legislated the bill on the prohibition of infant formula
1991 CK advertisements in the media

KNCW Opened thrifty market
Campaign for green vacations, Campaign for collecting paper
packages and reducing waste, Campaign for using Korean

1992 KYWCA agricultural products and required tests of carcinogenic
elements in imported agricultural products
`Collect milk packs' `reducing the disposal amounts' `recycling

KFHC of resources and separated collection' campaigns
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Research and Campaign against hazardous medicine and

CK pesticides, Campaign for standardization of pesticide residue in
wheat, Campaign for sustainable agriculture
Opened kitchen garbage treatment plant

KFHC Campaign for price stability at Thanksgiving
Campaign against US grown wheat containing carcinogenic
pesticides, Launched farmer and consumer solidarity for

1993 sustainable agriculture and consumption
CK Tested pesticide residue in processed wheat food

Research and campaign against irradiated food
Campaign for sustainable energy
Evaluated garbage volume based collection fee system for

KYWCA domestic application model
Campaign for government policy reform and consumer

1994
KFHC awareness on Rice import

Formed the committee for sustainable consumption and
CK production, Tested lead on toys and cosmetics
CU Tested heavy-metal substance from vegetable squeezer

KYWCA Education for the young consumer
1995 KFHC `Love the Earth and save our land' campaign

KYMCA Campaign for consumer rights in Information Technology Era

KFHC Green light campaign, Campaign for reducing kitchen garbage

Tested sodium nitrate on vegetables, Boycott campaign Haiti
1996

CK and Nabisco products, Held producer-consumer mutual
agreement on energy efficient products

KFHC Campaign on smart consuming and saving the economy
Campaign against over consumption

1997 CK Recall Daewoo car `Nubira'
KYMCA Campaign for safe playgrounds

Energy conservation and efficiency campaign
CACPK Campaign for local consumer movement revitalization

Campaign for chemical safety
1998 Green

Consumer Green Energy Campaigns
Network Eco-office Campaign
(GCN)

Sustainable energy use campaign, Campaign against GMOs
CACPK Campaign for chemical safety

1999 Campaign for requiring sales receipts, or using credit cards to
CUK avoid hiding revenues
GCN Green consumption campaign for youth
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK2

6.1. A boycott campaign against contaminated imported wheat in 1993

6.1.1. Summary

The campaign to ban American wheat contaminatedwith a carcinogen

originated on February 2, 1993 with the announcement by the Ministry of Health and

Social Affairs (currently the Ministry of Health and Welfare). The Ministry had

detected a carcinogen present at more than 132 times the allowable standard, in 10,900

tons of American wheat. The wheat was imported by four flourmill companies

including Daehan Flour Corporation, Shinhan Flour Corporation, Singeukdong Flour

Corporation, Youngnam Flour Corporation at January 11.

Busan National Quarantine Station inspected 10,906 tons of white

wheat for residue of Thiophanate-Methyl. They detected 6.617 ppm

(standard amount 0.05ppm) of residue for agricultural chemicals and
declared inappropriateness for food use. The wheat was imported by 4

flourmill companies including Daehan Flour Corporation from U.S.A.

on Feb. 2, 1993 and was in custody at the bonded warehouse of Busan
Harbor (Official document, the Ministry ofHealth and Social Affairs,

Feb. 2, 1993)

2 Sources of quotation can be found in Appendix C.
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Busan National Quarantine Station (hereafter BNQS) is an affiliated organization of

the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs (hereafter MOHSA) and is responsible for

the quarantine of imported agricultural products. MBC (Methyl Benzimidazole

Carbamate, alias Carbendazim) is known as the carcinogen generated within 1 - 2

days after spreading Thiophanate-Methyl. Thiophanate Methyl is a post-harvest or

agricultural chemical used to prevent the deterioration of wheat during storage and

transportation. It is known that it could cause deformed babies if it were ingested at

more than the allowable standard by women. It can also cause cancer and

pharyngealodynia, sputum, skin eruptions, and ocular conjunctivitis in humans (Maeil

Business Newspaper, Feb. 4, 1993; MEDICAST, Feb. 13, 1993).

The MOHSA made `the inappropriateness decision for food use of the wheat',

and ordered it destroyed or returned. In addition, the MOHSA put 4 flourmill

companies on the blacklist and took disadvantageous actions against them. As an

example, they were required to perform three or more safety inspections for other

imported items, rather than the requisite one inspection, until safety of the imported

item was assured beyond doubt (The Segye Times, Feb. 4, 1993). Moreover, the

government excluded those companies from applying for a provision that exempts

inspection of any accepted good if it is subsequently imported within one year.

However, the Korea Flour Association (hereafter KFA), the deliberating

organization of flourmill companies, announced claims to the press on Feb. 4 that first,

the corresponding wheat was shipped from Portland harbor to Busan harbor after it

had been tested by the Oregon Department of Agriculture of the USA (ODA) and
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second, it was absolutely impossible to buy American wheat if the domestic allowable

standard were applied to American wheat.

According to the KFA announcement on Feb. 4,...10,906 tons of
American wheat (1,330 million KW) that were given the decision of
inappropriateness for food use had already been inspected for 24

inspection items including Methyl Bromide, Parathion, MBC by the

ODA and obtained "Non-detected" results for the above-mentioned 24
inspection items. Additionally, the U.S. Wheat Associates, Inc. laid

down the most stringent trade condition, that no claims could be raised

if there were no abnormalities in their inspection results, even if the
corresponding items were given the inappropriateness decision from
subsequent inspections by other governments. And therefore, it was
impossible to return such wheat at this time ...(The Dong-A Ilbo, Feb. 5,

1993).

Meanwhile, the Citizens' Alliance for Consumer Protection of Korea (hereafter

CACPK) initiated the campaign on Feb. 6, calling for `the complete abandonment of

the corresponding American wheat' and `strengthening the quarantine system for

imported agricultural products'. Its campaign motivated activities by other social

movement organizations on this issue. CACPK formed `the investigation committee

for contaminated imported wheat' and conducted a field investigation in Busan harbor

on Feb. 6. As a result of the investigation, CACPK found two lies in the KFA's

assertions. First, contrary to the KFA's claim, the wheat had arrived at Busan harbor

before the ODA completed their testing. This fact was revealed by analyzing the ODA

certificate of laboratory analysis, and the shipping invoice.

According to the certificate of the U.S., the completion date of analysis

in the Oregon laboratory was Jan. 21 and the date of arrival at Busan

harbor was Jan. 8, 1993. That is, they performed the sampling on Dec.
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18, 1992 and made a shipment on Dec. 22, 1992. The corresponding
wheat had arrived in Korea prior to finishing the analysis in the U.S.
laboratory. It is an unconscionable trade practice to import agricultural
products without confirming the contamination degree of agricultural
chemicals and the safety of imported wheat (CACPK news release
`Report on field investigation', Feb. 8, 1993).

Second, even though the KFA insisted that it was impossible to import wheat if

domestic allowable standards were applied, the statement, "analysis performed to

evaluate conformance with South Korean Food Law import requirements" (the ODA

certificate of Laboratory Analysis,) was written clearly in the certificate.

The assertion of the KFA misled the people. According to the U.S.
certificate, it was specified that the analysis was performed in
accordance with Korean Law and it was written that there were no
detected agricultural chemicals. ... If the assertion of the KFA were
true, the U.S. analysis results presented by the KFA could possibly be
false (CACPK news release `Report on field investigation', Feb. 8,

1993).

With these developments, the campaign expanded beyond the safety issue to

the issue of corporate immorality and unjust trade practices with the U.S. The BNQS

investigated the inspection certificate of the ODA that was submitted by the KFA (The

Segye Times, Feb. 9, 1993). As a result of the investigation, the BNQS ascertained

that the U.S. issued the false certificate without performing the inspection in

accordance with the Korean law, even though it was specified on the certificate that

the wheat was tested to meet the import requirements of Korean Food Hygiene Law

(The Segye Times; The Kukmin Daily, Feb. 9, 1993). Moreover, it was revealed that
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the U.S. ignored the inspection requirement and made a shipment of the American

wheat (The Segye Times, Feb. 9, 1993; The Kukmin Daily, Feb. 9, 1993).

CACPK held a public seminar on the subject of `How to protect the safety of

imported wheat' on Mar. 12, inviting government officials, flourmill companies,

consumer representatives and the press. At this seminar, the KFA admitted the fact

that they conveyed the wheat to Busan harbor before the safety inspection was

completed and that,

Because the inspection for agricultural chemical residues would be
performed at the import harbor in Korea, the importers made a special

request to the grain dealer (Marubeni) for the ODA to issue the
inspection certificate noting that products had passed the Korean
standard of agricultural chemical residues (the KFA, March 12, 1993).

Because all American grain dealers refuse to take responsibility for a guarantee

that wheat will meet the Korean quarantine standard, the KFA insisted it was

impossible to buy wheat in accordance with the domestic standard. The KFA also

insisted that it was not possible to return it due to international grain import-export

standard practices, or to dispose of the enormous amount of wheat due to the

economic loss. The KFA claimed that the wheat should be reclassified through re-

investigation, and diverted into purposes other than for food. Flourmill companies

filed administrative litigation on Apr. 2, 1993 against the decision of the BNQS.

The MOHSA tested the wheat four more times as requested by the KFA.

Consequently, the request of importers was accepted and the government at the
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Economic affairs Cabinet meeting on July 30 authorized the diversion of

approximately 10,000 tons of American wheat to non-human food uses, primarily for

livestock. In addition, the government decided to compensate flourmill companies for

part of the loss (712 million KW), which was incurred as a result of the diversion into

feed, by the remission of the storage fee (The Hankyoreh Shinmun, August 1, 1993).

In response, consumers, farmers and environment organizations raised a

forceful objection to this approval. Thus this Campaign reached the second phase.

Distrust of government policy and safety concerns for the ecosystem became

paramount, while concerns of unsafe imported wheat, corporate immorality, and

unjust trade practices were secondary. The issue came to evoke concerns of the whole

society. The press criticized the government decision and supported the activity of the

consumer movement. The press also raised doubts about pressures from major

American grain dealers (The Hankyoreh Shinmun, August 1, 1993).

CACPK and the Korea Catholic Farmer's Meeting issued a statement and

launched a campaign for the withdrawal of the `feed diversion plan' of American

wheat on August 3, 1993. CACPK, the Korea Catholic Farmer's Meeting,

Hanwoomul Consumer Cooperative and the National Organic Farming Council held a

meeting on August 5 and decided to launch a joint activity for preventing all uses of

the wheat. In total, 34 organizations including consumers, women, farmers and

environment movements inaugurated the `Citizens' Union for stopping the use of

carcinogen detected wheat' (hereafter Citizens' Union) on August 10. The Citizens'

Union declared the objectives of the campaign as: the recall of the feed diversion plan,
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disposal of the entire quantity of wheat, and the strengthening the quarantine system of

imported agricultural products. It decided to launch the boycott against the companies

and revive the movement for domestic agriculture if the objectives were not fulfilled.

The Citizens' Union requested an interview (negotiation session) with the

Minister of Health and Social Affair on August 10. The leaders of Citizens' Union met

the Minister of Health and Social Affairs, the director of the hygiene bureau in the

MOHSA, the director of the food distribution bureau in the MOHSA, and the chief

arbitrator for the international economy of the Economic Planning Board (hereafter

EPB) on August 17, 1993. On August 19, 1993, the Citizens' Union submitted a

petition to the President, the Minister of the Economic Planning Board, the Minister of

Health and Social Affairs and the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries that requested

`the disposal of the wheat, and the collection of wheat owned by Youngnam Flour

Corporation which had been removed from quarantine storage. On September 20,

1993, the Citizens' Union sent an official document to the Minister of the Board of

Audit and Inspection to ask for investigation of the government's decision to deduct

7.2 billion KW from the total amount of 10 billion KW owed in storage fees.

On August 27, 1993, the MOHSA had published `the notification for the

revision of the allowable standard of agricultural chemical residues for agricultural

products' that lowered the standard for wheat. Subsequently, the campaign developed

its third phase. The Citizens' Union shifted their activities to call for `withdrawing the

reduction of the allowable standard' and `reinforcing the existing standard'.

Meanwhile, on September 7, the CACPK released the following test results to the
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press, that `agricultural chemicals were detected in wheat flour, noodles, breads and

confectioneries'. Wheat flour, noodles, breads and confectioneries that were tested

turned out to contain 2 or 3 kinds of agricultural chemicals.

This campaign issue was abandoned after a year (August 1993 - January 1994)

because of the position of the government and companies involved who believed that

the feed diversion was inevitable for national interests (Official document of the

MOHSA, March 14, 1994).

6.1.2. Environmental context

6.1.2.1. Social and economic forces

The opening of the agricultural market

The government had carried out the open-door policy for international trade

along with the economy stabilization policy from the beginning of 1980. Based on the

economy stabilization policy, the government expanded its preferential supports to

monopolistic industries, reduced labor wages, and began to control the price of

agricultural products. Accordingly, the discontent and the sense of crisis were

enhanced among the labor and the farming communities. From the mid 1980s the

government set out to perform its open policy for agricultural products. In spite of the

objection from a majority of farm owners and workers who worried about the collapse

of a weak domestic agricultural industry, the open-door policy for agricultural and

livestock products was rapidly advanced. While the liberalization rate for imports was
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about 60% in the mid 1980s, it increased to 84.7% in 1991 and 90.7% in 1993 (CEO

information, 2002 trend 10, Jan. 3, 2002). Asprice fluctuations became serious due to

the increase of agricultural product imports, the farm population rose up in opposition

to the open-door policy.

The import-dependent structure and wheat consumption increase

Besides the concern for the weak domestic agricultural structure, the speeding

up of the open door policy also raised the problem of food security. In 1989, Korean

farmers provided 39% of Korean grain consumption. The rate decresed to 34% in

1992. The self-sufficiency rate of wheat at 0.02%, was the lowest among grains

(Statistical yearbook for agriculture, forestry and fisheries, 1992). As food

consumption patterns of consumers changed, wheat consumption rapidly increased

and wheat became the second major staple food after rice (the Ministry of the

Agriculture and Foresrty, 1992). Consumer and farmer organizations insisted that, if

Koreans became dependent upon imported food products, food security would be

threatened and it would eventually threaten the national health due to chemical

contamination of imported agricultural products. Thus, they launched the anti-market

liberalization (open market) movement. Meanwhile, farmer organizations sought to

expand domestic wheat production to increase self-sufficiency (Korean Wheat Revival

Movement, 1992)
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Revitalization of the social movement

The origin of the Korean social movement dated back to the independence

movement of 1910 under the Japanese rule. If this movement against Japanese

imperialism were defined as the independence movement, the social movement after

liberation could be characterized as the democritization movement against the

dictatorship. Social movement organizations led the anti-government movement for

democritization under the despotic military government for over 30 years from the

1960s. As freedoms of association and speech were deprived and the social movement

was suppressed, only a few conservative religious or women's movements could

legally perform their activities.

The despotic military government was externally eradicated by the 'Great the

Great People's Democratic Struggle of June 1987'(hereafter the June struggle). The

Noh administration (President Tae Woo Noh), formed after the June struggle,

announced the '6.29 declaration' that guaranteed direct presidential election,

amendment of the constitution, and freedom of association (a major human rights

issue). However, as the Noh administration also originated from the military

government, the direct election of the President was realized only in 1992, after the

Noh administration wound up its service, creating `the democratic government of

President Young Sam Kim'.

After the June struggle, the social movement had a shift. The social movement

shifted from the democritization movement of the student and the working classes
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against the dictatorship into a new civil social movement which aimed for the

improvement of human rights; quality of life of consumers, women, and the disabled;

environment conservation; and economic justice. The activitists who had led the

democritization movement until the 1980s played the leading role in the civil social

movement. One of the most progressive and popular women's movement

organizations, Women 21, was organized through the collaboration of 21 member

organizations in 1987. The Federation for the Expulsion of Pollutants, the first and

largest environment movement organzation in Korea, was formed in 1989. The

Federation was reorganized by unifying 8 regional environmental organizations, and

was renamed as the Korea Federation of Environmental Movement in 1993. The

Citizen's Coalition for Economic Justice, the first and representative multiple issue-

oriented organization for economic justice, was also formed in 1989. In 1993, Baedal

environment institution (currently Green Korea United), the second largest

environment movement organzation, was introduced. These new organizations

became active in the beginning of the 1990s.

The Farmer Movement

The farmer movement originated from the independence movement and

developed into a democratization movement. Like other social movements, it shifted

into the civil social movement after 1987. From the middle of the 1980s, the farmer

movement developed into two types: the political struggle against government

supported monopolistic industry, and the organic farming movement (Young Hoon
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You, interview). Beginning in 1988,as the market opening for imported agricultural

products expanded, the farmer movement developed against the import of agricultural

products. With the price fluctuation of red peppers in late 1989, `2. 13 Youido

farmer's grand opposition' on Feb. 13, 1990 paved the way for the popularization of

the farmer movement (Young Hoon You, interview). In 1990, the Korea Farmers

League, an alliance of farmer movement organizations, was established. In September,

1990 35,000 farmers gathered to oppose the UR negotiation (GATT, Uruguay Round).

In February 1993, a mass meeting of farmers was held again to protest the UR

negotiations. As the importation of agricultural products expanded along with the

progress of the UR negotiations, the farmer movement insisted the Korean

government not participate in negotiations for a more open market, and criticized the

anti-farmers attitude of the Korean government in the process of the negotiations

(Korea Farmers League, 1993).

The Consumer Movement

The consumer movement changed greatly from the late 1980s. Up to the

middle of the 1980s, the consumer movement dealt with issues of consumer's

complaints, removal of inferior goods, and developing consumer protection policies.

From the late 1980s to the beginning of the 1990s, the movement handled issues of

food safety for imported agricultural products, the unfair trade practices of

multinational companies or conglomerates, and environment protection. It played a

prominent role in active social and market changes. In 1987, CACPK launched the
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fact-finding survey for hazardous medicines and agricultural chemicals of

multinational companies, and demanded the government ban their use. This could be

characterized as a symbolic case of the paradigm shift in the issue orientation of the

consumer movement.

The market change, caused by the open market for imported agricultural

products, brought about a substantial change in the consumer movement. Consumer

movement organizations began to devote themselves to secure the safety of imported

agricultural products. The National Council of Consumer Protection Organizations

(currently National Council of Consumer Organizations), an alliance of 10 consumer

movement organizations, declared `Current Korean Economy and the UR negotiation'

as its annual theme for 1990. In 1992, consumer movement organizations 1) launched

a campaign for promoting domestic agricultural product consumption, 2) tested

imported agricultural products (YWCA of Korea), and 3) initiated a campaign to expel

hazardous agricultural chemicals (CACPK). InNovember 1992, CACPK investigated

the domestic use of agricultural chemicals that were prohibited or were not registered

for use in the US. As a result, they found that 7 components of agricultural chemicals

that were prohibited or not registered for use in the US were openly used in Korea.

CACPK urged the government to ban the use of these chemicals. Particularly, CACPK

conducted a campaign against the US, insisting, "it was unethical and antisocial to

export banned agricultural chemicals to the Third world countries and to possibility

cause damage to human beings and the environment" (CACPK news Release, Nov. 10,

1992).
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According to `Reports submitted to Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry
Committee of the US Senate' from Pesticide Action Network (PAN), it
turned out that agricultural chemicals that were banned, unregistered or
restricted for use in the US were exported to Korea.. .In the US, the
manufacturer, the chemical component, the shipper, the amount of
shipment and the destination were not explicitly described in the name
of protecting the confidentiality of companies. For example, 32.9% of
agricultural chemicals shipped in 1990 were vaguely expressed
as 'Order' without any explicit indication... In particular, it was
shocking that, in March and May of 1990, the Korean government
authorized the manufacture and sales of the chemicals Carbosulfan and
Haloxyfop-methyl that were not registered in the US as of 1990
(CACPK news release, Nov. 10, 1992).

6.1.2.2. Political opportunity structure

The emergence of the democratic government

As a consequence of the June Struggle, a democratic government was

established for the first time in Korea and Young Sam Kim was elected as the 14th

President on Feb. 25, 1993. President Kim declared `the creation of a New Korea',

according to governmental guidelines, with the promise of reformation. The Kim

administration enforced a 'real-name' (no fictitious accounts) financial system;

reformed various political laws including laws for election of public officers, political

party operations and the use of political funds; and condensed administrative

structures. After the emergence of the democratic government, political renovation

and other reformative actions were undertaken. However, government efforts to
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improve the structure of agriculture and fisheries, and open the rice market in

accordance with the UR negotiation, invited national resistance.

There were no remarkable civil social movements but rather radical social

movements before the June Struggle (Seo, 1998). The democratic government

supported civil social movements in direct and indirect ways, and helped the

movement to expand its activities and influences (Lee, 1999).

The government's consumer policy

In the 1990s, the government had to first break away from government-led

industrial support and the producer-oriented economic structure. Following that they

needed to establish a new economic development strategy including `the vitalization

of the market economy through efficient consumer choices' and `the reinforcement of

national competitiveness', while dealing with the situation of the open market.

Accordingly, the fundamental objectives for government's consumer protection policy

in the 1990s was summarized as follows: first, realization of the consumer protection

policy to keep up with the more advanced welfare states, second, improvement of the

consumer protection system consistent with changing socioeconomic situations such

as governmental decentralization, and the open-door policy (Korean Government,

1993).

The government set up a detailed plan for 1) reinforcement of consumer

protection by extending consumer education to increase consumers consciousness of

their rights, 2) improved provision of consumer information, ` 3) economic
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revitalization, and the inducement of improved competitiveness by means of expanded

consumer protection systems, and 4) efficiency of administrative functions for

consumer protection' (Korean Government, 1993). This meant that the recognition of

the Consumer Policy of Korea had reached a crucial turning point (Shin and Sah,

1994). However, consumer policy in the early 1990s was still neglected or limited,

without being acknowledged as an important, independent entity relative to policy

formation.

After 1990, consumer policy had not been selected as a major
component of the government's economic policies ...In conclusion,
consumer protection was not regarded as a major economic policy of
Korea, ...and it was alienated from what were considered the superior
policies (Shin and Sah, 1994 p 22).

In 1993, the government announced their annual plan for major consumer

protection policies. The plan included 1) enhanced consumer's right to know by

expanding the provision of product information, 2) prevention of consumer damages

and the improvement of compensation, 3) development of the consumerprotection

policy in accordance with globalization and the open market, 4) enhanced consumer

policy for provincial (or local) consumers, and 5) strengthening of the self-control

capacity of consumers. The government subsidy for consumer organizations was

increased and the Provision on Compensation for Consumer Complaints was also

expanded in 1993.
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Regarding the government's efforts for food safety, Korea did not establish the

Food Hygiene Act until 1962. The US established the Pure Food and Drug Act and the

Federal Inspection Act in 1906 and Japan set up the Food Hygiene Act in 1947. The

MOHSA started the inspection of agricultural chemical residues for imported products

in accordance with Article 16 of the Food Hygienic Law beginning Jan. 1, 1992 and

inspected for 24 chemical items.

Consumer representativeness

Based on the Consumer Protection Act established in 1980, the government

created the consulting body to deliberate on principal policies for consumer protection

and the improvement of consumer life. The Minister of Finance and Economy took

charge of this committee. Ministers of relevant departments (Ministry of Government

Administration and Home Affairs; Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Education;

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry; Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy;

Ministry of Information and Communication; Ministry of Environment, Ministry of

Health and Welfare; Ministry Construction & Transportation; and the chairman of Fair

Trade Committee, the president of the Consumer Protection Board, and 3 appointees

by the Minister of Finance and Economy, chosen from a group of consumer related

experts and representatives of economic circles were members of the committee.

However, this committee was not convened on a regular basis, so there was no

channel for the consumer voice in policymaking. In practice, the system to represent
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consumer interests in decision-making and policy processes was not implemented

until the beginning of the 1990s.

Political influences of the farmer movement

From the 1990s, the farmer movement was striving to solve farming related

problems by electing sympathetic representatives. Using provincial assembly elections,

the general election and the presidential election of 1991 and 1992, farmer activists

attempted to enter the National Assembly and got involved in political activities. They

also actively staged a sit-down demonstration in front of the government buildings and

the National Assembly. While these efforts were not fully successful, they had an

important role in initiating the political empowerment of farmers.

6.1.2.3. Outside events and activities

Prior to the wheat inspection incident with the US, a similar situation occurred,

with Australia as the exporting country. In the Australian wheat incident in June 1992,

Thiophanate Methyl that was more than 16 times the allowable standard was detected

in wheat unloaded at Mokpo harbor (Joongang Ilbo, Feb. 4, 1993; Dong-A Ilbo, Feb. 4,

1993). In that instance the wheat was returned to Australia, and the Ministry of Health

and Social Affairs took credit for responsible handling of contaminated wheat on

behalf of Koreans, and improving the inspection process. It is because of this

improved process that the chemically contaminated wheat from the U.S. was

discovered. This was the first time the MOHSA detected toxic agricultural chemicals
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in imported wheat since MOHSA started the inspection of agricultural chemical

residues for imported products on Jan. 1, 1992.

On Feb. 5, 1993, it was reported that, in 1992, 331 items of imported food

were given the inappropriateness decision and disposed of or returned. This was a

49.2% increase compared to the previous year (242 items in 1991) according to the

BNQS (Dong-A Ilbo, Feb. 5, 1993). It showed consumers that imports of food not

appropriate for consumption by humans were increasing.

During the same time as the Campaign against American wheat described

earlier, food companies had illegally distributed imported agricultural products

without government inspection. On June 1, 1993, it was revealed that large domestic

food companies illegally took from the BNQS a large amount of imported wheat and

corn that had not been inspected for agricultural chemical residues (News Release by a

member of the Health and Society Committee in National Assembly and congressman,

Hae Chan Lee, June 1, 1993). Twelve of the largest food companies in Korea, such as

Miwon Food Industry, Cheiljedang Corporations (CJ), and Donga Flour Corporation,

had imported about 38,000 tons of wheat and corn between April 1991 and February

1993. These companies were also suspected of `diverting animal feed to food use' and

of conspiracies with storehouse companies and custom officers. Consumer

organizations urged the companies to apologize to consumers for their unethical and

illegal behaviors (CACPK New Release No.18, June 2, 1993). This incident was

highlighted by the press, shocking the public and provoking consumers' distrust and

anger toward food importers. It also served to recall public attention to the Campaign
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against American wheat. Because this incidence was happening during the campaign

against American wheat, it helped increase public (consumers and press) attention to

the campaign and distrust toward the government system in the quarantine and

inspection of imported agricultural products.

6.1.2.4. Existing activities of the consumer movement

There had been various disputes since the mid 1980s about the safety of

imported products that had increased as a consequence of the open market. Most

consumer movement organizations were paying attention to safety issues of imported

products and striving to provide information and education to consumers (National

Council of Consumer Protection Organizations, 1996).

The consumer movement for safety of imported agricultural products had

begun with the boycott campaign against American grapefruit in June 1989. The

Korea Research Institute for Agricultural Chemicals tested agricultural chemical

residues in American grapefruit at CACPK's request. As a result, Ala, the carcinogen,

was detected in American grapefruit at more than the allowable standard on June 16,

1989. On June 21, the US embassy in Korea announced that Ala was not permitted for

use on grapefruit in the US so no evidence of use was in existence. Consumer

organizations refuted the announcement of the US embassy.

We were angry and disappointed that the US embassy did not humbly
accept the inspection result of the consumer organization... yet put
political pressure upon the private consumer organization (Statement of
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the CACPK against the US embassy's announcement, Report No. 18,
June 22, 1989)

The US denied the result without any scientific evidence and put
pressure on the Korean government.... We urge the US to immediately
stop this unscientific and immoral behavior... we declare a nation wide
boycott against American grapefruit together with all national
consumers to protect our lives (National Council of Consumer
Protection Organization, Korean Council of Women's Organizations,
YWCA of Korea, National Cooperative Federation of Housewives'
class, Korean Federation of housewives Clubs, Consumers Union of
Korea, CACPK, Korea Institute of Public Interests, Korea Training
Center for Consumers, Korea Women Association, National Council of
the YMCA of Korea, June 28, 1989)

The US government denied the test results, and a conflict between the Korean

consumer movement organizations and the US government developed. On June 28,

1989, 10 of the largest consumer movement organizations in Korea initiated the

nation-wide boycott for protesting the unreasonable attitude of the US embassy. The

boycott campaign against the American grapefruit was judged to be the most popular

and successful boycott in the Korean consumer movement history. Consumers

actively participated, and consumption of American grapefruit significantly decreased

during the boycott. The boycott resulted in consumer attitude changes toward

imported agricultural products, and distrust of the Korean and US governments

increased.

The farmer movements started the Korean Wheat (Woorimil) Revival

Movement beginning in 1991. The Korea Catholic Farmer's Meeting, one of the

leading organizations of the Campaign against American wheat, organized this earlier
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campaign. The movement aimed at increasing food (wheat) self-sufficiency in Korea.

It also worked toward protecting life and health of consumers and farmers against the

open market policy, unsecured consumer safety, severe destruction of the environment

and ecosystem, and collapse of the rural farming community (Market Place for The

Domestic Wheat, 1991). Promoting `buy domestic wheat' was one of the main

activities in the campaign. The campaign successfully provided farmer organizations

with an opportunity to pay attention to issues of contaminated imported agricultural

products. Thus, farmer organizations were ready to collaborate with consumer

organizations on the campaign against American wheat.

6.1.3. Consumer movement actions

6.1.3.1. Infrastructure of the movement organization

Leadership

Leadership in this campaign included both individual and organizational

leadership. Leaders came from CACPK, which initiated and mainly led the campaign,

and Citizens' Union, organized specifically for this campaign. The campaign

developed in three phases and had different leadership at each phase, corresponding to

goal changes during the campaign.

CACPK began the campaign with the fact-finding field investigation at the

Busan National Quarantine Station on Feb. 6, 1993. CACPK succeeded in obtaining

objective grounds against flourmill companies' assertions through rapid investigation
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at the beginning of the campaign. CACPK immediately announced the results to the

press: deception on the part of flour companies' assertions, the possibility of a false

inspection certificate by the US, and the faulty inspection and quarantine system. This

announcement generated great attention by the press and other social movement

organizations. The campaign started with this public attention.

The leaders in Citizens' Union were the most influential social movement

activists in Korea. Thus, their participation in this campaign was attractive enough to

catch attention of the media and greatly influenced public opinion. They provided

strong leadership to the campaign. Most of these leaders led a progressive

democratization movement in the 1980s and shifted to a civil social movement after

1987. Another strength in the campaign was that Citizens' Union had professional

consumer activists as its leaders. In particular, CACPK Executive Director

successfully played the role of a mediator among the 34 member organizations from

all different social movement types. She induced other social movement leaders and

organizations to participate in this campaign.

During the Campaign, leadership shifted according to the dynamics of the

issues involved. At first, the campaign targeted consumer safety and thus a consumer

organization, CACPK, initiated the campaign. After CACPK found the KFA's

deception and the false certificate issued by the US ODA, the campaign extended its

targets to corporate immorality, the Korean government's improper policy, and the US

unfair trade practices. As the issue was extended, other types of social movement

organizations started to get involved. In this second phase, and right after the
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government announced the feed diversion of American wheat, the KCFM joined as a

leading group along with CACPK. Leading groups were extended to six organizations

after Citizens' Union formed. The last phase started when the government lowered the

allowable standard of agricultural chemical residues, there by shifting the Campaign

back to safety issues. CACPK led the campaign until it ended.

Organizational Structure

Although Citizens' Union was a big organization aiming for temporary goals,

it had an efficient structure to carry out the campaign with speed. All 34 organizations

assembled on August 10. Prior to this date, CACPK, the KCFM, Hanwoomul

consumer cooperative, and the National Organic Farming Council jointly agreed to

stop American wheat use. Citizens' Union consisted of 11 organizations at the national

level and 23 organizations at the local level. CACPK served as secretary of Citizens'

Union. CACPK represented consumer organizations while KCFM represented farmer

organizations. Citizens' Union formed a subcommittee of six major organizations to

perform the administrative functions. These six leaders from six organizations became

the co-presidents of Citizens' Union. Among the six leaders, CACPK was in charge.

Each organization had different organizational characteristics and

achievements. Because of these differences, Citizens' Union could draw on various

tactics and resources useful for the campaign. CACPK was a leading consumer

organization beginning in 1983. CACPK had accomplished important food safety

issues including campaigns for stopping use of hazardous drugs and agricultural
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chemicals, boycott against HAITAI-NAVISCO products, No-GMO (Genetically

Modified Organism), and the boycott against American grapefruit. CACPK had

initiated a campaign for sustainable agriculture beginning in the 1990s. CACPK won

50 Communities Award by Friends of the UN, in recognition of their contribution to

creating common unity. CACPK has strong leadership and networks in international

consumer movements. CACPK has been a council member of Consumers

International since 1987 and the CACPK president was elected the vice president of

Consumers International in 2000.

The KCFM had been a representative farmer movement organization since its

establishment in 1966. It had led a social movement for political and economic

democratization for over 30 years. The KCFM initiated the Korean Wheat Revival

Movement and started a campaign against the market opening for imported

agricultural products in 1991.

Korea Cooperative Federation (currently Korea Consumers' Cooperative

Federation), the largest consumer cooperative in Korea, started their activities in 1979.

More than 70 consumer cooperatives are currently operating in rural and urban

communities. The Federation initiated a campaign for promoting domestic agricultural

products and organic food consumption beginning in the 1980s.

Women Link, established in 1987, has been a leading progressive women

movement organization for a gender-equal democratic society. It accomplished

campaigns for equal employment rights, revision of the family law, and legislation of
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the sexual violence Act. Women Link has also launched a consumer cooperative

campaign for food safety and sustainable rural communities.

Two national environmental organizations, the Korean Federation for

Environmental Movement (hereafter KFEM) and the Environment and Pollution

Research Group (hereafter EPRG), joined Citizens' Union. The KFEM, the first

environmental movement organization in Korea, has supported campaigns for

promoting sustainable agriculture in Korea since 1992. As of 2000, it became the

biggest environmental organization in Asia, encompassing 46 regional offices and

73,000 members. Environment experts established the EPRG in 1989. The EPRG had

successfully practiced scientific approaches to an environment movement. It has

proposed environment policies and conducted scientific research on environmental

pollutants.

The YMCA of Korea, a general social movement organization, joined

Citizens' Union. The YMCA carried out dynamic activities for sustainable

development along with CACPK. The YMCA has also supported campaigns for

sustainable agriculture.

Resources

This campaign successfully utilized external resources which, in this study,

were the resources which came from social movement organizations and activists

other than the consumer movement. While this issue began as a consumer issue,

CACPK motivated farmers', women's and environmental organizations to become
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involved as the issue broadened. CACPK invited the leading social movement

organizations in Korea to join in the Campaign. For instance, the KCFM was the

legitimate organization for the Korea farmer movement. The KFEM was the largest

and oldest organization in the Korean environment movement. The Korea Consumers'

Cooperative Federation was the biggest consumer cooperative association made up of

20 regional organizations. This new and powerful group, Citizens' Union drew

attention from the government and media.

The imported wheat issue developed from a single-issue, that is consumer

protection from contaminated American wheat, to more complicated multiple issues

such as unfair trade with the US, counter actions of flourmill companies, and the

government's lukewarm attitude and shifting positions. Under these circumstances,

CACPK decided to link with farmer organizations to effectively develop the campaign.

The Korean Catholic Farmers Movement also suggested a joint activity to CACPK

because imported food safety was one of the greatest concerns for farmer

organizations. It was an opportunity for farmer organizations to promote consumption

of domestic agricultural products. Citizen's Union also attracted the support of the

media, both because of the popularity of the issue with consumers and the esteemed

reputation of its leaders.
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Table 18. Member organizations of Citizens' Union

By scale Name
Organization Citizen's Alliance for Consumers Protection, Korea Catholic
at national level Farmer's Meeting, National Council of the YMCA of Korea,

(11) Korean Consumer Cooperative, Women Link, Committee of
domestic wheat producers, Pan-national Assembly for the
protection of the domestic wheat, National Organic Farming
Council, Hansallim Consumer Cooperative, Environment and
Pollution Research Group, Korean Federation For
Environmental Movement

Organization Bupyeong Consumer Cooperative, Anyang Bareun Consumer
at regional level Cooperative, Handoore Consumer Cooperative, Hanwoomul
(23) Consumer Cooperative, East Seoul Consumer Cooperative, East

Consumer Cooperative, Nokwon Consumer Cooperative,
Wonbulgyo Consumer Cooperative, Bareun Consumer
Cooperative, Ansan Consumer Cooperative, Bucheon Hanmaeul
Consumer Cooperative, Nongdo Consumer Cooperative, Han-

am Consumer Cooperative, Bucheon Hanwoori Consumer
Cooperative, Bupyeong Hanmaeul Consumer Cooperative,
Hankyoreh Consumer Cooperative, Bupyeong Consumer
Cooperative, Pureun Consumer Cooperative, Wonju Hansallim
Consumer Cooperative, Gang-nam Hansalim Consumer
Cooperative
Hojeo Consumer Cooperative, Bom-nae Consumer Cooperative
Gyeongnam Hansallim Consumer Cooperative, etc.

Tactics

Citizen's Union employed various tactics to launch an effective and efficient

campaign. This campaign employed the conventional tactics of consumer movements

rather than the more active tactics in social movements such as protests or street

demonstrations. These include field investigation, public meetings, public

announcements, press conferences, interviews, scientific tests, and lobbying. To attract

public attention, public meetings were employed. Press conferences and public
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announcement were used to appeal intentions of consumer organizations and make

claims heard and visible.

Fact-finding and providing scientific evidence are essential for a strong

consumer campaign. Particularly for consumer safety issues, scientific evidence is

very important. This is one reason that product testing is a main activity of consumer

organizations. CACPK was successful in fact-finding through the field investigation

just two days after the incident happened. When flourmill companies deceived

consumers by providing false information as to when the wheat had been inspected,

and claiming that no chemical residue had been detected in the U.S. inspection,

CACPK could respond promptly based on its field investigation. Furthermore,

CACPK revealed the fact that the US issued a false certificate. Consequently, the field

investigation developed new issues for the campaign such as corporate immorality and

the US unjust trade practices.

CACPK held a public seminar on the subject of `How to protect the safety of

imported wheat'. Those invited were government officers from the MOHSA, flourmill

companies, consumer representatives and the press. The seminar attempted to induce

social movement organizations and the press to join this campaign and urged the

government to enforce inspection policies. This seminar contributed to raising public

opinion about safety ofAmerican wheat.

Citizens' Union announced public statements to the press at each phase of the

campaign. During the first phase, CACPK and the KCFM made these statements; `we

are opposed to diverting American wheat into animal feed', `the government should
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promptly withdraw the plan for feed diversion of American wheatand deduction of

the flour mill companies' financial loss'. During the second phase, Citizens' Union

announced their stand on the issue on August 10, 1993 as follows.

Feed diversion of the carcinogen detected American wheat should be
withdrawn. We, consumers cannot be certain of the safety ofwheat...
The government decision, based only on volatility of Thiophanate
Methyl, should be proved (or ensured) by more scientific and
professional research. It is very dangerous to simply depend on
opinions of a few inspection organizations. We deeply worry about the
government quarantine system for imported agricultural and livestock
products. If wheat that was once given the inappropriateness decision
from the government were determined to be safe after 6 months, how
could consumers believe the government inspection result? After the

open market, huge quantities of agricultural and livestock products
were imported to domestic markets. Under this circumstance, it must be
a really serious problem to threaten national health and life if the
government quarantines system had such defects. This decision of the
government prioritizes importers' interests over the national health and
life. The government betrayed public trust by changing the decision. As
revealed by the press, the government provided importers a privilege of
repeating inspection and deduction of their storage fee. The
government was befuddled about its priority of policies. The
government has to take a more responsible attitude for solving
problems. This incident gave serious damages to nearly all consumers
and particularly livestock farmers. The government did not express an
apology through public announcement, yet the government tried to
justify its decision. This was absolutely not a proper attitude of the
government. With this opportunity, we launch activities to watch over
the safety of imported agricultural products. For this, we organize a
joint organization together with farmer and consumer organizations and
develop positive activities (Public statement No.1, the Citizens' Union
for stopping the use of carcinogen detected wheat, August 10, 1993).

Citizen's Union also held a press conference on August 10. This press

conference was planned to encourage collaboration with the press and gain public
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attention. In total, 20 newspapers and broadcasting systems from major daily

newspapers, professional journals and national broadcasting systems, such as the

Kyunghyang Shinmun, the Kukmin Daily, the JoongAng Ilbo, the Newspaper for

Korean farmers and fishermen, and the Korean Broadcasting System, participated in

the conference. At the conference, the CEO of the Hanwoomul consumer cooperative

inaugurated the Citizen's Union, the secretary general of the KCFM read the press

release, and the vice president of CACPK outlined future directions of the Citizen's

Union' campaign and solicited support from the press.

Citizens' Union actively lobbied the government authorities. On August 10,

Citizen's Union requested a negotiation session with the Minister of Health and Social

Affairs. On August 17, 1993, representatives of Citizen's Union met with the Minister

of Health and Social Affairs. The director of the hygiene bureau in MOHSA, the

director of the food distribution bureau in MOHSA, and the chief arbitrator for

international economy of the Economic Planning Board joined the meeting at the

Minister's request. The chief arbitrator was primarily concerned about Korea's

position in international trade, while Citizen's Union represented Korean agricultural

and consumer interests. The government authority admitted that there was a

`discriminatory contract with the US' and that they were experiencing `trade pressure

from the US' in relation to this incident. Citizen's Union and the government agreed

on strengthening of the quarantine system, but they could not agree to feed diversion

or deduction of the storage fee.
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Citizen's Union submitted a petition to the President; the Minister of the

Economic Planning Board; the Minister of Health and Social Affairs; and the Minister

of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries on August 19 to ask for disposal of the

contaminated American wheat and recovery of the wheat removed from the quarantine

storage by Youngnam Flour Corporation. At the same time, Citizen's Union asked the

Board of Audit and Inspection to investigate the decision of the Ministry of the

Economic Planning Board to compensate the wheat importers for storage fees.

Citizen's Union performed information gathering activities in order to respond

to unreasonable government actions such as feed diversion and alleviating the

allowable standard of agricultural chemical residues. As scientific evidence for the

feed diversion decision, the MOHSA presented four domestic research institutes'

opinions of the half-life period of Thiophanate Methyl (TM).

It was reported that, as time passed after agricultural chemicals had
been applied on agricultural products, TM continuously decomposed
and became diluted. The time for decline or disappearance varied
depending on environmental conditions or types of agricultural
products (the official document of the Ministry of Health and Social
Affairs 65430-950, August 19, 1993).

Citizen's Union obtained information from Japan Nippon Soda Corporation, the

manufacturer of TM, that indicated the government provided incorrect evidence.

The government's assertion, simply based on opinions from research

institutes, that TM decomposed and disappeared, was not true ... even
Nippon Soda corporation did not have any data about the half-life
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period of TM after the harvest and only tested the half-life period for
the growing period ... (Petition to the President, August 19, 1993)

When the MOHSA announced to alleviate the allowable standard of

agricultural chemical residues on August 27, 1993, Citizen's Union was again

successful in providing scientific evidence. The government explained the reason for

the revision as follows;

Our current standard for agricultural chemical residues that had been

established in 1988 and 1990 was exceptionally strict in comparison

with those of FAO/WHO, the US, Japan and so on. Therefore, it could
result in trade conflict for free trade of agricultural products... (Revision

Notification of the allowable standard of agricultural chemical residues

for agricultural products, Food Division: 500-3074, August 27, 1993).

CACPK immediately began to obtain relevant information such as international or

regional standards of agricultural chemical residues from various sources. As a result,

Citizen's Union pointed out two problems of the government's decision. First, the

government adopted the standard of the US, that is an export country, although Korea

is a typical import country. For example, while the `Carbaryl' standard in European

countries such as the UK, Germany, France and EC was 0.5 ppm, the MOHSA

adopted the standard of the US (3 ppm), which is 6 times higher than that of European

countries. Second, an incorrect standard was applied. For Malathion, there was a

wheat related standard (2 ppm) in the WHO reference. Nevertheless, the MOHSA

applied the standard of cereal grains (8 ppm) by explaining that there was no relevant

standard (Public Statement of CACPK, Sep. 1, 1993).
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CACPK also announce that results of the test for agricultural chemical residues

in wheat flour, noodles, breads and confectioneries done by the National Institute of

Health of the MOHSA. It turned out that 2-3 kinds of agricultural chemicals remained

in flour products even after processing into final retail products. The press extensively

reported the test result. The news that agricultural chemicals remained in staple foods

shocked consumers and provoked their attention to safety issues of imported wheat.

Citizen's Union encouraged consumer to make written and phone call protests against

flourmill companies.

6.1.3.2. Networks

Citizens' Union collaborated with international organizations for information

gathering activities as mentioned above. When the MOHSA revised downward the

standard of agricultural chemical residues, contrary to the request of Citizen's Union,

Citizen's Union requested information from international consumer organizations and

they immediately responded. Various organizations, such as the Pesticides Trust in

U.K., the Pesticide Action Network (PAN) of North America, PAN Asia and the

Pacific, and PAN Germany supported Citizen's Union's activities by providing

information. The collaboration with international organizations was led by CACPK.

This collaboration was possible because CACPK had been actively involved in

international consumer movements and maintained strong international networks as

mentioned earlier.
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Citizen's Union also established networks with related domestic institutes such

as the National Cooperative Federation of the Livestock Industry (hereafter the

NCFLI). The NCFLI was a cooperative association of Korean livestock farmers

established to promote the livestock industry. Citizens' Union requested on August 6

the NCFLI not accept American wheat. The NCFLI replied that they supported

Citizen's Union campaign.

As livestock farmers and consumers seriously worry about the feed

diversion..., we would like to make clear that we do not accept the

American wheat .... The fundamental standpoint of the NCFLI is that
agricultural chemical detected wheat should not be used even as animal

feed ... We were not taking over American wheat for feed before the

government's guarantee and the national consensus were formed
...(official statement of the NCFLI, August 12, 1993)

6.1.3.3. Movement dynamics

Media

From the time the news `carcinogen detected in American wheat' was

announced on Feb 3, the press actively reported this incident. Most of the major daily

newspapers in Korea simultaneously reported the result of the field investigation

conducted by CACPK on Feb 8, 1993. At the press conference for announcing the

Citizens' Union establishment held on August 10, a total of 21 major newspaper and

broadcasting systems were in attendance. As the issue was prolonged and the
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government took an uncompromising attitude by making the excuse of trade conflict,

attention of the press weakened.

Government authorities

Citizens' Union continued to interact with the government authorities through

seminars, meetings, or official letters. CACPK invited the government authorities

related to this incident to a public seminar on March 12. The Director of the Hygiene

Bureau of the MOHSA and the director of National Plant Quarantine Service in the

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery (hereafter MOAF) participated in this

seminar. This was the first time that the government made a statement to the public

about this issue. The seminar was intended to present to the government the consumer

standpoints on this issue. At the seminar, the government assured that inspection

results were accurate. The government ensured that the government would strengthen

the quarantine system and introduce a Green Reporting System, which would require

producers to label the types of chemicals they used in growing their products.

A direct talk with government authorities was arranged on August 17, based on

a Citizen's Union's request. This was also the first time that social movement leaders

and government authorities had direct talks on a specific consumerissue. The talk was

arranged one week after the request of Citizens' Union, and it showed how the

government was sensitive to the issue and to Citizens' Union's actions. Minister of

Health and Social Affairs, director of the Hygiene bureau, director of the food

distribution bureau, and chief arbitrator for the international economy of the Economic
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Planning Board attended as representatives of government. At the talk, the government

promised to strengthen the quarantine system, merge administration of the quarantine

system between the MOHSA and the MOAF, and reconsider the standard of

agricultural chemical residues for animal feed. In addition, they admitted that wheat

imports were discriminatory contracts and that they experienced trade pressure from

the US. As a result, Citizens' Union reached its goal of strengthening the quarantine

system and verified its assertions of the US pressure and unfair trade practices.

Submitting a petition and official letters to the government, Citizens' Union

tried to achieve its goal of withdrawing the government decision of feed diversion.

However, the action did not make progress. Citizen's Union submitted a petition to

the President, the Minister of the Economic Planning Board, the MOHSA and the

MOAF. Only the MOAF replied to the petition on August 27. However, the document

only confirmed the government decision (Official document No. 51507-65 of the

MOAF, August 27, 1993). On September 20, Citizen's Union sent the official

document to the chairman of the Board of Audit and Inspection, but there was no

response. As a result of consecutive requests of Citizens' Union, the Economic

Planning Board finally invited Citizen's Union to a conference on September 21. The

deputy coordinator of the Economic Planning Board, the director of the Livestock

Bureau in the MOAF, the director of the Hygiene Bureau in the MOHSA, the Doping

Control Center of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, CACPK,

the KCFM, the Successor's Association of Farmers and Fisherman, the Korea Diary

Association, the Korea Swine Association, the Korea Poultry Association, the NCFLI,
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the Korea Feed Association, Shinhan Flour Corporation, Singeukdong Flour

Corporation and Daehan Flour Corporation participated in this conference. But this

conference was arranged for justifying the government decision. Despite strong

arguments, the request of Citizen's Union was denied.

6.1.4. Impacts of the movement

6.1.4.1. Goal achievement

As clearly expressed in the name of `Citizens' Union for Stopping the Use of

Carcinogen-Detected Wheat', the primary goal of the campaign was to completely

dispose of this American wheat. CACPK and Citizen's Union constantly insisted that

the American wheat should not be used either for food or animal feed. They urged that

it be returned or disposed of. Another goal of the campaign was strengthening the

quarantine system of imported agricultural products. A part of the quarantine system

was changed as a result of the campaign. However, the American wheat ended up

being used as animal feed. Thus, the primary goal was not achieved.

6.1.4.2. Consumer attitude changes

Consumer attitude changes appeared as active consumer participation in the

Korean Wheat Revival Movement and its `buy domestic wheat campaign'.

Consumers' participation in the movement grew rapidly during and after the campaign

in 1993 (the headquarters of the Korean Wheat Revival Movement; Young Hoon You,

2003). The campaign members (producers in association with domestic wheat buyers)
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exceeded 65,000 persons in 1993 and 100,000 persons in 1994. The National Festival

for Domestic Agricultural Products was held on September 10, 1994. Driven by the

success of the Korean Wheat Revival Movement, the Korean Bean Revival Movement

was launched.

Citizens' Union informed and educated consumers about contaminated
imported wheat and attempted to draw attention of consumers to our
domestic wheat.... Consequently, the campaign against American
wheat demonstrated the danger of imported agricultural products. The
Korean Wheat Revival Movement used the campaign as PR source. As
a result of the campaign, sales of domestic wheat doubled in 1994
(Young Hoon You, interview).

The campaign changed consumer propensity for imported agricultural products

(Kwang Pha Kang; Young Hoon You, interview). US assistance after the Korean War

had created Korean consumers' fondness for foreign goods, especially American-

made products, in spite of Korean consumers' nationalistic tendencies (Lee & Lee,

1996). However, the campaign against American wheat changed consumers'

preferences for American-made products, especially American agricultural products.

According to a survey conducted by a consumer organization in 1996, 79.2% of

respondents answered that domestic agricultural products were superior to imported

agricultural products. Also, 42.6% of respondents answered that they would buy

imported agricultural products only if they were better in quality and cheaper.

Throughout the campaign, consumers recognized the fact that these

contaminated agricultural products were imported, but the government could not
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properly protect them, not only from unsafe products but also from export countries'

pressures. Furthermore, it became a chance for consumers to realize that the US

government worked against consumer safety in other countries for the sake of its

corporate interest.

6.1.4.3. Market changes

Impacts of the campaign appeared in markets in two ways. Annual wheat

consumption per person decreased in 1993, the year of the campaign (see Table 19).

Food companies complained of their sales drops because of continuous news such as

agricultural chemicals detected in imported wheat, noodles, breads, and

confectionaries. At the same time, the sales of domestic wheat doubled. Domestic

wheat production increased 5 times in 1993 and 14 times in 1994 (the Korean Wheat

Revival Movement, 2003).

Table 19. Annual wheat consumption per person

year 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97

Wheat consumption (kg) 29.8 31.2 32.6 29.9 32.5 33.9 33.8 33.7

Source) Major statistics for agricultural and forestry industries, the Ministry o
Agriculture and Forestry, 1998

Second, food companies started introducing new products made ofdomestic wheat.

For instance, Pulmuone Co. started to produce noodles made of domestic wheat in
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February 1994, a product that was well received by consumers and led this company

to greatly expand.

6.1.4.4. Political changes

The government strengthened the quarantine system for imported products as a

result of the campaign (Kwang Pa Kang; Young Hoon You, interview). The

government announced that they improved the quarantine system beginning in 1994.

The inspection equipment, staff, and number of contaminates tested for, were

increased (The Korean Government, Consumer Protection Measures of 1994). At the

request of Citizens' Union, allowable standards of agricultural chemical resides for

animal feed and the Green Reporting System were introduced and enforced in 1994. In

addition, the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries expanded the Country of Origin

labeling system of imported agricultural products in order to increase consumer

information.

6.1.4.5. The consumer movement changes

This consumer safety issue developed into a broader, social issue as it

progressed to a nation wide consumer campaign. When the government ordered four

flourmill companies to return, dispose of, or divert the use of the American wheat, the

Korea Flour Association did not accept the inspection result and rejected the

government decision. The KFA refused all of these actions under the pretext of

`international grain import-export standard practices' `trade conditions with the US
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exporters' and `economic loss'. The KFA pressed the government for re-investigation

of the American wheat and filed administrative litigation against the government

decision. The incident became a dispute between wheat importers and the government.

The field investigation of CACPK changed this situation. It revealed hidden facts

behind the incident and uncovered other important issues such as unfair business and

trade practices.

This campaign created a new organization, Citizens' Union through the

convergence of the social movement and the consumer movement in Korea. Both

movements came from different historical perspectives. For the past 30 years, the

farmer movement had been a progressive social movement protesting dictatorship and

advocating government recognition of alienated farming communities, while the

consumer movement had aimed at improving economic conditions and consumer

protection in line with government aims. This disparity between producer and

consumer, and between progressive and conservative ideals, made it difficult for these

two movements to work together. Thus, they had no experience of joint activities until

Citizens' Union was formed.

Political democratization and economic open market policy after 1987 forced

the farmer movement to shift its targets toward protecting farming communities from

international markets, and strengthening farmers' political power. Direct economic

damage to domestic farm households, caused by the open market policy, had emerged

as a new serious issue. This became an opportunity for the farmer movement to

become deeply involved in the consumer movement for protection of the consumer,
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the producer and the environment through consumption and production of safe

agricultural products.

This joint movement in this campaign became a landmark case in the Korean

social movement for three reasons. First, it was the first time in the history of the

Korean consumer movement that all different types of social movement activists and

organizations participated. Second, it was also the first time so many movement

organizations joined in a specific consumer campaign. Third, the most popular

activists and influential organizations in the Korea social movement were united.

After the campaign, a new joint organization of producers and consumers

emerged. When Citizens' Union ended its activities, it decided to convert Citizens'

Union to `the Movement Alliance for Environmentally Sustainable Agricultural

Production and Consumption'. Since it was established in 1994, the movement

alliance has actively worked to protect consumers from unsafe imported agricultural

products and promote the production and consumption of organic agricultural products.

In the same year, Korea Agriculture Revival Movement was established and it

conducted various activities for safety of imported food by providing education

programs and opening direct domestic trade markets.

Citizen's Union paved the way for a reunification of farmer and consumer

organizations in April 1995 when the government announced the enforcement of 'the

entry prior to inspection' system. For the purpose of protesting this system, 35

consumers and farmer organizations reformed the joint organization, to insist on the

safety of imported food (Young Hoon You, interview)
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6.2. A lawsuit campaign against fraud sales of retail conglomerates in
1989

6.2.1. Summary

Ten major department stores priced items at discount rates of 30-70% on the

basis of prices which were inflated. For instance, when Lotte Department Store ran a

30 - 50 % sale on women's clothing, a garment was marked down to 198,000 KW

with an original ticket price marked much higher, at 282,000 KW. However, it turned

out that the garment's original price was 198,000 KW, and it had never been priced at

the higher level (Dong-A Ilbo, Jan. 10, 1989; Seoul Sinmun, Jan. 10, 1989; Hankook

Ilbo, Jan. 10, 1989).

This issue was revealed on January 10 and 11, 1989 as newspapers reported

minutes of the 287th Fair Trade Committee of the Economic Planning Board held on

December 28, 1989. The Korea Fair Trade Committee ordered the 10 department

stores to correct their unfair trade practices and to apologize to consumers via the

newspapers.

It came out that all major national department stores have cheated

customers by falsifying the sale price throughout most of the bargain
sales period, and had actually quoting the original price as the sale price

(Hankook Ilbo, Jan. 11, 1989).

Also, by taking advantage of their market power, they force their
suppliers to purchase designated department store goods to pay for
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goods delivery, impose a heavy burden of advertising on the suppliers,
and/or forced them to take back goods that sold poorly. Because of this
tyranny, unreasonable profits were made. It is common that almost all
department stores violated the legally fixed duration ofbargain sales
(fewer than 90 days per annum are allowed) (Dong-A Ilbo, Jan. 10,

1989).

These facts were uncovered as the result of research on the actual
situation of unfair trade practices that targeted 10 national large-sized
department stores between November 7 and 15 of the prior year
(Hankyoreh Shinmun, Jan. 11, 1989).

Consumer organizations held a street demonstration demanding compensation

of consumer damages and starting a boycott against the 10 department stores on Jan.

11. Korea Consumer Organization Council, with its 10 member organizations, had

executed boycotts against the 10 department stores. The Democratic Justice Party,

which is the government party, and the Democratic Party and the Republican Party,

which are opposition parties, also issued statements criticizing the fraudulent bargain

sales. The Democratic Party organized a fact-finding committee on Jan. 14. On March

20, Citizens' Alliance of Consumer Protection of Korea (hereafter CACPK) brought a

civil action along with 52 people representing a thousand consumers who had

submitted evidence of damages.

On Jan. 11, CACPK organized the consultative legal counsel and filed a

complaint with the Prosecutor-General's Office against the 10 department stores,

accusing them of deceiving consumers with exaggerated ads and falsified prices of

sale items. On Jan. 21 the Prosecution started a full-scale investigation into the alleged

fraudulent sales (The Korean Herald, Jan. 21, 1989).
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The department stores are suspected of having altered original price

tags to lead buyers into believing that they were buying on-sale items at

discounted rates while actually selling the goods at original prices (The
Korean Herald, Feb. 10, 1989).

The CACPK legal counsel started to receive complaints of consumers

damaged by its bargain sales from Jan. 12. On Feb 9, the counsel filed complaints for

a criminal suit to Seoul District Prosecutor's Office against 6 department stores in

Seoul. From 27 Mar. 1989 until Jan. 22, 1990, 13 hearings were held before the judge.

Department stores were vindicated as non-guilty of the charge in the first trial in the

Lower Court on Feb. 19, 1990. The CACPK counsel appealed the sentence to the High

Court on Feb. 20. From Mar. 21 until Aug. 26, 1990, 5 hearings were executed.

Department stores were again acquitted of the charge in the second trial. CACPK held

a public meeting regarding the judgment of acquittal on September 16 and aroused

public opinion again.

The Supreme Court remanded the case for retrial to the High Court on

September 14, 1992. Welcoming this action, CACPK held a public meeting again on

October 19, 1992. On December 12, 1992, the CACPK counsel won the criminal

lawsuit in the High Court. On August 3, 1992, the Supreme Court found 6 department

stores guilty of fraud related to fraudulent bargain sales.

On March 20, 1989 the CACPK legal counsel also brought a civil action

against department stores for consumer damages caused by the fraudulent bargain

sales. For this civil suit, a total of 52 consumers who submitted corroborative facts and
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power of attorney became accusers, and Midopa, Lotte and Shinsegye department

stores were the accused. On October 30, 1992, the High Court of Justice ruled in favor

of the plaintiffs in the civil lawsuit. Also, the Supreme Court allowed compensation

for the 52 customers.

Both criminal and civil suits prevailed against the department stores. CACPK

had won lawsuits against the department stores for their fraudulent bargain sales.

Lawsuits against department stores took place over 4 years and 7 months, and ended in

a victory for CACPK. This action ended the lawsuit campaign.

6.2.2. Environment context

6.2.2.1. Social and Economic forces

Monopolistic structure of the retail industry

The history of department stores in Korea is short. A Japanese Department

Store `Miskoshi' was introduced in Korea in 1906, but the first modern department

store was `Hwashin' in 1929. Large domestic department stores entered the market

only after the 1960s. Shinsegae Department Store started the first bargain sale in 1967.

Until the mid 1980s, department stores made up only 4.6% of all retail

industries and their distribution structure was that of the traditional market. With the

`Law of Wholesale and Retail Sales Promotion' enacted in 1986, the retail industry

was modernized, and reorganized into two types; the `traditional market' and the

`department store'. As the international markets opened in the 1990s, the Korean retail
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industry faced a turning point. The government passed the `Law of Distribution

Industry Development' to deal with these trends. The structure of the retail distribution

industry was subsequently reorganized into three major types; `Discount stores, Non-

shop sales such as telemarketing, and Department stores'.

Large domestic enterprises (or conglomerates), enhanced by the government

export-led policy after the 1970s, built up monopolistic and oligopolistic markets by

introducing large department stores. Department stores owned by these conglomerates

grew over 20% per annum as along with the increase of national income and growth of

urban population.

As the Korean retail distribution industry became concentrated, serious

problems arose, such as `threatened survival of middle and small-sized retailers',

`abuse of power over middle and small-sized suppliers', and `unfair competition'.

Especially unfair competition and trade by large retailers appeared as a major issue for

consumer organizations beginning in the early 1980s because they could directly

damage customers.

Unprecedented prosperity and unfair practices of department stores

A department store boom started from the 1980s and department stores greatly

expanded their sales each year.

Korean department stores have far greater sale margins and more than

doubled net profits relative to Japan, which has the most developed

department industry in the world....Gross sales of 24 domestic
department stores showed 36% growth, KW 502.2 billion in 1984,
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compared to 367.7 billion in 1983....In 1985, it grew by 30%, KW
654.8 billion compared to the previous year. Subsequently, the gross

sales increased by 53% passing KW 1 trillion in 1986....Last year, it
passed KW 2 trillion, recording its growth rate at over 50% (Public
Health Daily, Mar. 9, 1989).

Department stores had repeatedly engaged in unfair trade practices and the

government had frequently uncovered them. For example, the Seoul City government

had disclosed the violation of the legal bargain sales period on the part of 10

department stores in Seoul in November 1986. Unfair and illegal sales by department

stores were reported again by Seoul City government in January 1989. These constant

unfair and illegal practices provoked strict criticism by the public when the Fair Trade

Committee revealed them on Jan. 10, 1989.

It is not just yesterday or today that a department store plays a trick
with its bargain sales. Department stores have been in trouble for a long
time (Kukmin Daily, Jan. 12, 1989).

This kind of cheating is a generalized technique for sales promotion in
department stores ... (Hankook Ilbo, 11 Jan, 1989).

Even though it has been pointed out that department stores have
profiteered through its bargain sales ...Department stores continued to
cheat customers and it was exposed once again by the Government
(Hankyoreh Shinmun, Jan. 11, 1989).

Consumer attitudes on department stores

According to `The survey on the use of department stores in Seoul' by the

Korea Department Stores Association in December 1986, 79% of respondents
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answered that bargain sales of department stores were too frequent. While 33.3%

responded that they were not interested in the bargain sales, 36.2% were somewhat

interested in it and 18% very interested. When asked about discounted prices during

bargain sales, 54.7% said there is a small reduction in price and 30.1% responded the

sale price is not cheap. This showed consumers' low expectation of bargain sales.

Consumer preference changes

Before the 1960s, during national poverty, consumers were concerned first

with price rather than quality of products. With rapid economic growth in the 1970s

and 1980s, consumers came to consider quality before price, and responded to

department store promises of higher quality goods. In the late 1980s, over-

consumption trends became noticeable and a social concern.

6.2.2.2. Political opportunity structure

Political democratization & professional group participation in social movements

Political democratization had progressed since the June Struggle of 1987. With

this, the Korean social movement transformed from an anti-government movement for

political democratization into a civil social movement for improved quality of life.

This switchover led to revitalization and democratization of social movements. It also

increased professional groups' participation in social movements, as their political

actions had previously been restricted.
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The government's fair trade policy

Monopolistic and oligopolistic structures of domestic markets had worsened in

the 1970s. Monopolistic and oligopolistic companies produced no less than 80% of

total industrial goods in 1979. Finally, the `Law on Restriction of Monopoly and

Oligopoly and on Fair Trade' was enacted in December 1980 in Korea.

During this time, the price stabilization policy in force became ineffective

against monopolistic practices. There were no laws restricting monopolies in the

1970s. Accordingly, the government legislated the `Law on Price Stabilization and

Fair Trade' in 1975 as a legal foundation to control price increases that were instigated

by suspicious prearrangement, cartel, or cornering and hoarding. While the law was

designed to stabilize prices, it failed to control monopoly formation. Therefore, the

government needed to legislate a new law, separating price stabilization from fair

trade.

President Doo Hwan Chun's administration, which took the reins of

government through a military coup d'etat in 1980, legislated a `Law on Restriction of

Monopoly and Oligopoly and Fair trade' (hereafter The Fair Trade Law) focusing on

restriction of large-sized enterprises (or conglomerates). This action was motivated by

a new government's desire to demonstrate a strong commitment to reform. Beginning

in 1986, the Fair Trade Law was revised to be more effective. The Korea Fair Trade

Committee had been formed in April 1981, as the first Fair Trade Law was enacted, in

order to enforce the law. However, the Committee had remained as an organ of
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consultation of the Economic Planning Board and had no decision authority. Thus, in

the case of department store fraud, this committee could take no action against them. It

did not become an independent central administrative organ until 1994. This explains

the rampant violation of the Fair Trade laws during the 80s.

6.2.2.3. Outside events and activities

In general, Korean laws failed to control the sale actions of large department

stores. Consumer organizations and the press had consistently criticized unfair

practices of these department stores. For instance, as early as November 1986, the 10

department stores in Seoul violated the legal period of bargain sales even though the

Fair Trade Law prohibited department stores from conducting bargain sales in excess

of 90 days. The Seoul City government requested the Economic Planning Board to

reduce the bargain sale period to 40 days. This violation had raised public criticism

and mistrust of large department stores.

Bargain sales in department stores, which are set at original

prices.. .have continued throughout the whole year, ignoring the legal

period. ... Customers are hurt by this (Kyounghyang Daily, Jan. 21,

1987).

The legal bargain sale period is useless. -Department stores conduct

316 days of bargain sales for various reasons (Maeil Business

Newspaper, Jan. 20, 1987).
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In response, the government took minimal action to restrict bargain sales of

department stores. The government's action was ineffective, and unfair and illegal

bargain sales of department stores were again disclosed by Seoul City in Jan 1989.

(The government)... reduced the bargain sale period to 7075 days
instead of 90days per annum.... (and) disclosed a list of unfair trade

practices to the public (Dong-A Ilbo, Feb. 25, 1987).

Eight department stores violated the special sale period of 90 days.

...They conducted 350 days at maximum during the last year. Seoul

City threatened severe punishment consistent with The Fair Trade Law

(Seoul Daily, Jan. 6, 1989).

Department stores' bargain sales throughout the whole year greatly
exceeded the legal 90 days... Hyundai Department Store conducted
bargain sales for 350 days and New Core Department Store for 336

days during the last year (Dong-A Ilbo, Jan. 16, 1989).

Following the settlement of the bargain sale fraud suits in 1989, a second type

of fraud surfaced. On February 15, 1990, the Seoul District Public Prosecutor's Office

revealed that 8 major department stores in Seoul including Lotte, Hyundai,

Youngdong, Grand, New Core, Jinro, and Hanyang sold imported beef as Korean beef

(Seoul Daily; Dong-A Ilbo; Maeil Business Newspaper; Hankyoreh Shinmun;

Hankook Ilbo, Feb. 16, 1990). Imported beef has been frozen and can be sold at

prices much lower than the fresh (never frozen), Korean-raised beef. Thus, department

stores earned excess profits from this falsification. Because this incident happened a
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year after the department stores' fraudulent sale in Jan. 1989, the press criticized that

this was another fraudulent bargain sale.

Before the breach of the last fraudulent sales is over (out of our minds)

and is still pending legally, the beef issue is now divulged....These
department stores have been connected with land speculation and

immoral incidents in the past, and are now named over and over again

in this beef incident. It is an outrage that large-sized department stores
now fall under suspicion, despite their prior advertised management
goals of reputation and loyalty (Maeil Business Newspaper, Feb. 17,

1990).

This incident enrages consumers... because the department stores,
which caused great public criticism on the fraudulent bargain sale of

the last year, have again ridiculed consumers with another trick...
(Seoul Daily, Feb. 17, 1990).

The fact that not only one or two but almost all large-sized department

stores conspired in the fraud beef sale deepened the anger of consumers

because they have a fresh memory of the fraudulent bargain sales of

last January.. .It is unforgivable (Hankyoreh Shinmun, Feb. 18, 1990)

`Imported Beef Sale in the name of Korean beef incited hot public opinion to

eradicate fraud sales of department stores. It also stirred up public opinion against the

bargain sales case pending in the lower Court. In that earlier case, the lower courts

issued a verdict of 'Not Guilty' on February 19, 1990. However, publicity on 'Beef

sale' fraud resulted in legal claims that pushed the bargain sales case up to the

Supreme Court, which ultimately issued a "Guilty" verdict for both criminal and civil

suits.
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6.2.2.4. Preexisting activities of the consumer movement

Consumer organizations' activities against unfair trade practices of department

stores had been launched during the 1980s. Consumers Union of Korea conducted a

survey on consumer awareness of bargain sales with 950 consumers living in Seoul

during July and August 1980. As a result, 61% of consumers responded that

discounted prices were not cheap, and 45% was dissatisfied with their purchased

goods. Given as a reason for not taking advantage of bargain sales, 59% of consumers

said that discounted goods are of low quality. These responses demonstrate that

consumers' distrust in bargain sales of department stores already existed. In July and

August 1985, Korea National Council of Consumer Protection Organizations

(currently Korea National Council of Consumer Organizations) revealed that 3 major

domestic department stores, Lotte Shopping, Midopa Department Store and Shinsegye

Department Store, were fabricating clothes expressly for bargain sales. The claim of

'discount' was done to attract consumer sales. Korea Wives Club had conducted

surveys on bargain sales of major department stores in Seoul every year since 1984.

They found that department stores exceeded the legal 90 days per year of bargain sales

and sold bargain sale items at the original price as early as 1986 and again in 1987.

These consumer organizations educated consumers so that they would not be cheated

by arrogant large-sized retail distribution industries, with limited success. And they

requested action by the Korean government. However, they did not yet actively and

formally protest illegal and unfair trade practices of department stores.
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6.2.3. Consumer movement actions

6.2.3.1. Infrastructure of the movement organization

Leadership

Two types of leaders existed in the campaign, consumer advocates and

professional lawyers. A young consumer activist and eight young lawyers led a

lawsuit over a four-year period, finally winning the civil suit and criminal action

against the department stores.

A plan to prosecute the department stores was proposed by the executive

director of CACPK (Jai Ok Kim, current President). The plan was put into action

immediately through discussion with a lawyer (Dong Hwan Kim), who was the

president of CACPK at the time. Immediate and concrete plans on the issue, along

with existing public criticism, laid the groundwork for success. The CACPK president

and executive director organized the legal counsel composed of 8 lawyers on Jan. 11.

These eight lawyers were practicing law and running their law offices at that time. As

the issue developed, they joined CACPK's campaign against department stores' illegal

practices by request of the president.

The executive director Jai Ok Kim, who was one of founders of CACPK and

has been a main leader of the Korean consumer movement for 20 years, took charge of

the campaign. President Dong Hwan Kim led the legal counsel. Kim was often called

the Korean Ralph Nader by the press, and he had been taking an active role in the
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consumer movement for 11 years prior to 1989 (Chosun Ilbo, Feb. 14, 1989).

Secretarial leadership came from the two leading groups; Lawyer Sun Ho Yu was the

secretary of the legal counsel, and researcher Jung Ae Kim, who had formally studied

the Consumer Laws, was the secretary of the campaign for CACPK.

Organization structure

This lawsuit was promoted by a single consumer organization,CACPK. At the

beginning of the incident, large consumer movement organizations executed a boycott,

a street demonstration, and/or a public meeting. However, no new single structure was

formed to carry out the campaigns. CACPK, a non-profit consumer organization with

5, 000 members, had headquarters in Seoul and one local branch.

Resources

The ability of CACPK to mobilize resources and legal professionals, and to

organize the legal counsel with 8 lawyers in one day from the start of issue, were the

key factors that enabled this campaign to be successful. It was lawyer Dong Hwan

Kim who won the young and highly motivated lawyers over to his side. The legal

counsel was composed of Dong Hwan Kim and his colleagues who support his

activities. As one of the founders and the first president of CACPK, Dong Hwan Kim

had the experience necessary. He had made a great contribution prior to 1986 by

organizing professional lawyers, professors of law, and lawyer groups in the

enactment of the General Clause of a Contract Law. The groups drafted and proposed
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this law to the National Assembly. This Law passed in 1986. The department store

sale issue was the second time CACPK successfully collaborated with professional

lawyers on behalf of the consumer.

Tactics

During the campaign, in addition to the new strategy using legal tools, various

conventional and protest tactics were used, including a street demonstration, public

statements, press conferences, a boycott, and public meetings. This campaign made

use of all possible tactics used in consumer movements.

Consumers Union of Korea held a street demonstration with posters, on which

were written `Consumers angered by false bargain sales', `Fraudulent commercialism

of department store tramples rules of commercial transactions', and `Let's recover

consumer rights by returning department store customer cards' in front of Lotte,

Midopa, New Core, and Hyundai Department Store. Consumers Union distributed

leaflets in front of Shinsegye, Lotte, and Midopa Department Store, saying `do not go

to department stores until unfair business practices are stopped. CACPK, Consumers

Union, Korea Institute of Public Interest, Korea Women Association announced a

public statement in order to press the government authorities to take responsibility for

ignoring department stores' illegal behaviors and consumer abuses. The Korea

National Council of Consumer Protection Organizations and 10 member organizations

started a boycott against 10 department stores.
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From Jan. 11, CACPK and Consumers Union began to receive consumer

complaint reports demanding damage compensation. There were 726 consumers who

reported complaints and of these, 290 consumers submitted written statements of

damages as a basis for civil action. In addition, the Korea National Council of

Consumer Protection Organizations received more than 2,000 cases of consumer

complaints in January (GyoungHyang Daily, Jan. 14 1989).

CACPK is accepting consumers' reports for consumer damages, with

more than 300 cases over 3 days. Consume complaints are failing like

rain ... Complaints reported at Consumers Union reaches 288 cases in

total as of Jan. 17, 3 p.m. ... (Korea Welfare, Jan. 23 1989).

Korea YWCA held a public hearing on January 19. In this hearing, the

government authorities, mid-level managers from 6 department stores in Seoul, and

consumer representatives participated. Participants from the department stores

justified their seeming violation of the Fair Trade Law and future measures. The

department stores made an excuse that the appearance of holding bargain sales for the

whole year was caused by the sequential nature of their own sales and the brand

company's sales periods. They announced that that they would totally prohibit false

sales and observe a legal sale period (Monthly Consumer, Feb. 28, 1989). A secretary

in the Fair Trade second Division of the Economic Planning Board promised to

strengthen surveillance of department stores, induce a self-control system of

companies, revise the Notification on special sales of the retail industry, and reduce

the bargain sale period before February or March (Monthly Consumer, Feb. 28, 1989).
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One year later, the representatives of 10 Consumer organizations held a meeting for

`Improvement of Department Store Business' on June 30 1990, inviting

representatives of department stores and the government officers in charge, such as the

Special Business Department of the Economic Planning Board and the Consumer

Protection Department of Seoul City. They were seeking consensus among the invited

groups.

CACPK filed lawsuits as its major tactic against the department stores.

CACPK filed a criminal suit on Feb. 9 and sued department stores for damages caused

by the fraudulent bargain sales on March 20. For this civil suit, a total of 52 consumers

who submitted corroborative facts and power of attorney became accusers, and

Midopa, Lotte and Shinsegye department stores were the accused. The legal counsel

of CACPK handed the legal work.

6.2.3.2. Networks

Networks with other NGOs were not actively initiated for this campaign. There

were joint activities among consumer organizations at the beginning of the campaign,

but the activities lasted only until CACPK filed the lawsuits.

When the fraud sales issue was revealed, many consumer organizations started

boycotts, street demonstrations, or public announcements against department stores.

These organizations included Consumers Union of Korea, the Korean Women

Association, the Korean Institute of Public Interest, the Wives' Class, the Wives' Club,

and the YWCA of Korea. The Korea National Council of Consumer Organizations
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executed joint boycott campaigns with its 10 member organizations against the 10

department stores. Accordingly, most consumer organizations joined the protest, but

only for a short time. Consumer organizations joined again to insist that the

Prosecution appeal when Seoul District Court dropped fraud charges against

department stores. Ten consumer organizations announced apublic statement against

the Court's decision.

6.2.3.3. Movement dynamics

Media

CACPK had a strong interaction with the media. Participation of the press in

the campaign was prominent. The press constantly reported the campaign activities,

giving publicity to the driving organizations and leaders as well. Support from the

press lasted until the CACPK lawsuits were won. The press was a consistent resource

for this campaign. The news about fraudulent bargain sales was reported more than

320 times through all national newspapers, magazines, and broadcast media (CACPK,

1993). Newspaper articles clearly supported consumers.

Citizen' complaint calls are flooding in to consumer organizations at
over 50 times the daily average and consumer organizations are
preparing their actions.... Consumers who are aware they have been

fooled by the department store are asking to be reimbursed the
difference between the inflated price and the price they paid. And, the

public opinion is in support of a criminal punishment that could strike a
serious blow to department stores, such as suspension of that business.

(Chosun Ilbo, 14 Jan 1989)
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Department stores said, "Complaint calls are flooding in after this news
reported, so we decided to publish an announcement of apology and to
remove bargain sale promotion placard at the entrance of department
stores". However, ridiculously, the department stores asserted that
consumers have severely over reacted since items exposed as unfair
trade practices goods were only 2-3 among 600 thousands (Chosun
Ilbo, Jan. 14, 89).

Government authorities

Concerning the fraud sales, the Democratic Party held a' Policy Forum on Fair

Trade and Consumer Protection' a month after the fraud sales were prosecuted on Feb.

11. The Party, the Economic Planning Board, and CACPK debated the Fair Trade

Laws in earnest (Hankyoreh Shinmun, Feb. 16, 1989). In the debate, the vice president

of CACPK, Oh Seung Kwon, professor of the Law School in Kyounghee University,

alleged that,

The Law that has been executed since 1981 has not been successful in
restriction of monopoly and oligopoly formation. The current fair trade
committee should be independent from the Economic Planning Board,
and industry and consumers should work together" (Hankyoreh
Shinmun, Feb. 16, 1989).

Doo Hyun Oh, the representative from the Fair Trade Committee, took a clear position

that there was nothing in the law to correct, even though it seemed defective

(Hankyoreh Shinmun, Feb. 16, 1989). This aroused adverse criticism by other

participants at the forum. However, Oh's argument reflected the Fair Trade

Committee's position toward CACPK's demand to revise the law.
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After the first verdict of `not guilty' (Feb. 20), in favor of department stores,

criticism from the consumer organizations and the press was becoming more and more

angry in tone. Because of this, on March 2 the Seoul City government announced that

it would organize a `Joint Investigation Team', in cooperation with consumer

organizations, to systematically seek out unfair transactions of department stores

(Hankook Ilbo, Mar. 3, 1990).

Judicial authorities (the Government Prosecution)

The Prosecution had kept up an active investigation on behalf of consumer

organizations after the CACPK filed criminal action. The Prosecution investigated the

department stores and revealed their profiteering of up to 45% in earnings rates. The

Prosecution reported that the Office of National Tax Administration would collect

additional penalties on this profiteering. During the investigation, the department

stores kept denying the accusations, saying that it was a simple administrative error in

business, not intended to cheat consumers (Hankook Ilbo, Jan. 21, 1989). However,

during the investigation of confiscated materials from the department stores, the

Prosecution found their memos, which included statements such as; `there is no

leeway to defend ourselves on our bargain sales as found by internal investigation',

and `there is a way to escape only if we know the law thoroughly' (Hankook Ilbo, Jan.

21, 1989). These memos proved that department stores had acknowledged their illegal

behaviors. They believed they could avoid legal punishment, and actually attempted
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to avoid it. It clearly illustrated that the law was deficient, although the Fair Trade

Committee denied it.

The Prosecution had difficulty applying laws and regulation to this case

(Chosun Ilbo, Jan. 24, 1989; Hankook Ilbo, Jan. 24, 1989). Although the false prices

were undoubtedly covered under the fraud law, related judicial precedent led to the

`not guilty' decision.

The reason the Prosecution is in agony, even though it confirmed the
fraud, is that some exaggeration in commercial transactions has been
tolerated as a habitual practice ... and that the unique precedent of the
Supreme Court (rendered on July 6, 1960), said that `actions to
advertise middle quality products as high, and to price deceptively by
adding 50% to the real price are not fraud based on normal trade
practices (Chosun Ilbo, Jan. 24, 1989).

However, the Prosecution looked at these practices as illegal, considering that current

commercial customs were remarkably different from the 60s, and the public had

placed their trust in department stores.

The Prosecution stressed that legal judgment in this case can be the
turning point to establish commercial transactions based on trust, not to
mention reducing consumer dissatisfaction and punishing unfair
business practices. It implies that, according to the investigation results,
the Prosecution has a clear plan of criminal punishment for the people
in charge (Chosun Ilbo, Jan. 24, 1989).
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At last, on January 30, the Prosecution concluded that the fake bargain sales came

under the classification of fraud, and decided to ask for criminal punishment for the

representatives and managers in charge (Dong-A Ilbo, Jan. 30, 1989).

On February 8, 1989, the Prosecution, retreating from its 'firm' position,

announced that this case couldn't be considered fraud and it should be solved by

revising the `Laws on Restriction of Monopoly and Fair Trade'. This change in

position gave rise to suspicions of political pressure, even among legal circles

(Kukmin Daily, Feb. 8, 1989). On February 9, the Prosecution requested a warrant of

arrest for fraud against the 6 mid-level managers in charge (Dong-A Daily, Feb. 9,

1989). Arresting the mid-level mangers, and not the primary representatives of

department stores, was condemned by consumer organizations as a totally

inappropriate action. The mid-level managers were selected as scapegoats in this issue.

Since they claimed to be innocent of all knowledge about the fictitious pricing the

Prosecution backed away from the charges. The Prosecution said they could not take

criminal action without the Minister of the Economic Planning Board issuing an

accusation (Dong-A Ilbo, Feb. 9, 1989; Hankyoreh Shinmun, Feb. 9, 1989). However,

the Economic Planning Board expressed its position, through an unofficial route, that

it would not accuse department stores (Hankyoreh Shinmun, Feb. 10, 1989).

Critical public opinion against the Prosecution and the Economic Planning

Board, as well as rumors about suspicious bribes, was getting stronger.

The rumor is widespread that there has been collusion between the
Economic Planning Board and Department Stores... Persons from the
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Prosecution strongly deny the rumor, but heads of the office in charge
of investigation expressed their opinion last month that, at least for

small department stores, application of fraud would be possible, even
against the CEOs. It is noteworthy that the Prosecution, because of fear

of antagonism between the two authorities, asserted that the
investigation of bribes offered by department stores to executive
members of the Economy Planning Board is actually impossible
(Hankyoreh Shinmun, Feb. 10, 1989).

The accuser, CACPK protested that the Prosecution had betrayed consumers'

expectation that this investigation could be a first step to correct unfair commercial

transactions of department stores (Chosun Ilbo, Feb. 14, 1989). Consumer

organizations, including CACPK and Korea Women Association, condemned the

attitudes of the Economic Planning Board and the Prosecution. The Democratic Party

insisted on conducting a thorough reinvestigation (Dong-A Ilbo, Feb. 11, 1989).

Seoul District Court, on February 19, dropped fraud charges against the 6 mid-

level managers. Seoul District Court announced,

The accused did not take part in the irregular sales for their own
personal interests, but in their position as middle managers during their
regularly assigned duties Therefore, the representative of the
department store or the department itself should be punished if fraud

were to be determined ... It is for certain that the irregular sales violated
the Fair Trade Law... It is regrettable that this case cannot be criminally
punished because there was no accusation by the Minister of the
Economic Planning Board, which is requisite for punishment under the
Fair Trade Law...(Chosun Ilbo, Feb. 20, 1990).

Immediately after that, 10 consumer organizations including CACPK announced a

joint statement and insisted the Prosecution appeal. (Refer to the Statement).
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Even though it is clear that the department store systematically
committed fraud, the Court did not uphold fraud... Consumers were
indignant, based on their common sense understanding of the situation.
The Prosecution should indict the chief executives immediately as
being responsible for the fraud, as we have already insisted. It is
dereliction by the Minister of the Economic Planning Board that he did
not take any action against the department stores as we have insisted
several times. The Minister ought to immediately prosecute the chief
executives of the department stores that took unfair actions. We warn
that this judgment will promote illegal price frauds in department stores
in the future and we will watch the appeal, together with 40 million
consumers. This Consumer Protection Council will make up `the
Committee for counter plan against the department stores' illegal
actions' and take an active part in legal and systematic movements in
the revision of the Fair Trade Law (the Statement, the Korea National
Council of Consumer Organizations, Feb. 19, 1993).

The Prosecution lodged an appeal of Seoul District Court's `not guilty' decision on

Feb. 20, 1990. After one year lapsed with no trial, CACPK insisted the trail be held on

Mar 18, 1991. Six months later, another verdict of `not guilty' was rendered by the

appeals court.

Department stores

Since the department stores denied compensation when CACPK demanded it

for consumers, CACPK prepared a civil action. Before filing a civil suit, CACPK sent

an official document to 5 department stores to motivate them to compensate

consumers, Lotte, Shinsegye, Hyundai, New Core, and Midopa Department Stores on

February10. Department stores sent an official document on February 20 that they

would not accept the consumer compensation plan suggested by CACPK (Distribution
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Economics Daily, Mar. 4, 1989). Accordingly, CACPK sued department stores for

damages caused by the fraud bargain sales on March 20.

As sales dropped to half of normal after the fraud sales (Dong-A Ilbo, Mar. 17,

1989), department stores were trying to recover. Bargain sales and event promotions

were entirely stopped and advertisements were restricted by the department stores

themselves (Maeil Business Newspaper, Apr. 10, 1989). Almost every week,

department stores made an announcement though the press that they had changed their

business attitudes. On February 24, department stores announced that they would

promise fair management by shifting their management strategy (Daehan Economic

Daily, Feb. 24, 1989). On March 6, they announced that they would drop the price of

goods by 1015% and cut event promotions and bargain sales sharply (Maeil Business

Newspaper, Mar. 6, 1989). On March 17, department stores announced that they

would reduce the bargain sales period to 40 days per annum, indicate discount rates,

reduce advertisements, and expand consumer complaint centers (Dong-A Ilbo, Mar.

17, 1989). On May 11, department stores created divisions fully in charge of serving

consumers and regularly sent post cards to their customers if they had had a complaint

(Maeil Business Newspaper, May 11, 1989).
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6.2.4. Impacts of the movement

6.2.4.1. Goal achievement

The lawsuit campaign achieved its goals by gaining civil and criminal damages,

and resulting in revised Fair Trade Laws. CACPK, the leading organization on this

issue, criticized immoral trade practices of large-sized plutocratic department stores

and aimed to punish the department stores, charging criminal fraud (CACPK

Statement on Bargain Sales of Department Store, Jan. 11, 1989).

By abusing consumers' minds... ripping off consumers... we get angry
because these department stores are not minor but eminent department
stores run by conglomerates. (Their behavior)... affirms the lack of
business ethics (Hankook Ilbo, Jan. 12, 1989).

The government also became a target of criticism. The press criticized the

government's modernization policy for the retail industry, and preferential policies for

large department stores that resulted in these incidents.

The arrogance and illegality of large-sized department stores mean the

lack of morality and oversight of conglomerate (Chaebol) enterprises,

but it is a result of wrong-minded government policies for

modernization of the distribution industry in a broad sense. (Chosun
Ilbo, Jan. 12, 1989)

They are monstrous entities that, for several years, have refused to
accept consumer organizations' claims or the administrative orders of
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Seoul City and the Economic Planning Board against unfair

transactions ... (GyoungHyang Daily,Jan. 14, 1989).

CACPK criticized the Fair Trade laws as being weak, since the provision for

`Notification of unfair business practices on special sales of the distribution industry'

lacked "teeth". They asserted that, because of the lack of strong penalty provisions, the

Fair Trade Law should be revised (November 1989).

...the government ought to scrap this childish behavior and immoral

fraud. (Hankook Ilbo, Jan 12, 1989)

Penalty provisions for these department stores, such as correction

advice, correction orders and apology announcements are ineffective;

and prosecution by the judicial authorities against non-fulfillment of
correction orders is only a small monetary penalty ...so the penalty

provision of the Fair Trade Law should be much stronger than current

(Hankyoreh Shinmun, Jan. 11, 1989).

Another problem is that the Fair Trade Committee aroused suspicions.

By hiding detailed data it is suspected that they were knowingly
standing on the side of the department stores, ... the government's
unsatisfactory actions call for consumers' resistance (Chosun Ilbo, Jan.

11, 1989).

It's not a problem of an inadequate system, but lack of a sincere desire

to eradicate unfair business practices such as fraudulent bargain sale.

... Sincere measures of the government are demanded. (Kukmin Daily,

Jan. 12, 1989).
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6.2.4.2. Consumer attitude changes

Through the campaign, consumers learned that, if they united, they could

protect themselves, even though the opposition was a large-sized enterprise. CACPK

judged this campaign to be a victory of consumers against giant department stores.

"...Throughout the successful campaign against the giant and immoral department

stores, consumers were highly delighted and developed new recognition of consumer

movement organizations" (Jai Ok Kim and Vo Kyung Song, 2003). In this campaign,

consumer attitude changes clearly appeared in the market place. The media reported

that consumers changed their attitudes towards department stores; "...numbers of

department customers rapidly decreased..." (YoungJung Shinbo, Jan. 23, 1989),

"...department stores are empty... customers changed their attitudes..." (Seoul

Economic Daily, Jan. 24, 1989). Because of the sharp sales drop, department stores

had to make an effort to recover consumers' trust.

6.2.4.3. Market changes

Sales of department stores rapidly dropped after the fraud bargain sales were

exposed. On the first day, when the news on fraud bargain sales was reported,

customer volume dropped by about 30% (GyougnHyang Daily, Jan. 14, 1989). Sales

per day of department stores fell by half (Korea Economic Daily, Jan. 21, 1989; Dong-

A Ilbo, March 17, 1989; Maeil Business Newspaper, May It, 1989). It was even

reported that shops in department stores were empty (Seoul Economic Daily, Jan. 24,
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1989; Maeil Business Newspaper, Feb. 1, 1990). For 1989 as a whole, most

department stores suffered negative growth for the first time in their business histories

(Maeil Business Newspaper, Feb. 1, 1990). Thus, the unprecedented record of growth

rates over 20% per annum and over 50% for 1986 and 1987 was broken. "It was tough

going throughout the whole year ... due to the bargain sales stir, and many department

stores recorded a deficit (Maeil Business Newspaper, Feb. 1, 1990)". For instance

Lotte department store, with the largest sales in Korea, decreased sales by half in 1989

compared with the previous year. Shinsegye, the second largest store, had a decrease

by one fifth in sales compared with 1988.

The media reported that consumers changed their attitudes towards department

stores (Seoul Economic Daily, Jan. 24, 1989). To deal with sales drops and

consumers' attitude changes, Korea department store association wrote a self-

regulation code to recover consumers' trust (Dong-A Ilbo, March 17, 1989).

Department stores announced, on May 1989, that they had made an autonomous

agreement for fair competition among department stores in order to promote a sound

competitive environment by offering reliable information on goods and life styles to

consumers, and to establish fair commercial transactions with other department stores

(Hankook Ilbo, Dec. 24, 1990). Also, they restricted the bargain sale period to 40 days

per annum through self-regulation (Dong-A Ilbo, March 17, 1989; Hankook Ilbo, Dec.

24, 1990). They also stopped all types of bargain sales for months (Maeil Business

Newspaper, April 10, 1989).
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Department stores made an effort to improve their involvement and interests in

consumer protection. Department stores started to introduce or extend an exclusive

office for customer serves and protection as an effort to recover consumers' trust after

the incident.

Shinsegye department store introduced a larger consumer service (or

complaint) center, expanding the existing customer section, and is

actively working on consumer complaints... The center has a prior

authority over other departments within the department store... Lotte

and Midopha are introducing the new consumer service offices too...

(Maeil Business Newspaper, May 11, 1989).

Business practices and market changes appeared not only in department stores.

Manufacturers started changing their business strategies. For instance, because of the

large sales drop, popular brand name clothing companies discontinued supplying

department stores in an attempt to decrease their dependence on them for sales (Maeil

Business Newspaper, April 1, 1989). Thus, department stores faced not only a

decrease of sales, but also the disintegration of a high quality fashion image.

To deal with this situation, department stores started making their own

brands. It had been a common trend in most developed countries, such

as the USA, and it now became necessary for domestic department

stores. The fraud sale incident made it happen faster... (Maeil Business

Newspaper, April 1, 1989).
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6.2.4.4. Political changes

As CACPK demanded that a legal period of bargain sales should be shortened

to 30 days from 90 days in order to prevent consumer damages from fraud, the Fair

Trade Committee of the Economic Planning Board revised the Notification on special

sales' and began enforcement on May 1, 1989. Inaccordance with the revised

Notification, the legal period of bargain sales was reduced to 60 days per annum. The

Fair Trade Committee also strengthened `the Notification of unfair trade practices in

department store' on April 2, 1989.

6.2.4.5. The consumer movement changes

The class action system has not been introduced in Korea. Because of this,

consumers cannot demand collective compensation, even when many consumers are

damaged. Therefore, the legal counsel of CACPK made a use of the existing judicial

system, conducting the criminal and civil suit against the department stores, and

resulted in outcomes similar to those of class action. These lawsuits became,

practically, the first class action in Korea.

While class action is not approved by the current system of laws, this

lawsuit became the first legal group action of the national consumer

movement.. .by consumers trusting all rights of the lawsuit to the

counsel ... (Seoul Economic Daily, Mar. 21, 1989).

This civil and criminal suit against the department stores was the first legal

action of consumer movement organizations.
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CACPK demanded not only corporate (especially conglomerates)
business ethics. We also pointed out problems of the retail industry
structure and the Fair Trade Law, and called for solving the problems.
We used a tool for judicial action rather than an emotional protest or

temporary demonstration. This is the first judicial action for the Korean
consumer movement (Jai Ok Kim and Vo Kyung Song, 2003).

It is noteworthy that a civil claim for damage, representing consumers,

was the first attempt in the 20 years of the Korean consumer movement,
to solve disputes between consumers and enterprises by the judgment

of the Court. In other words, consumer organizations, which have not

been satisfied with non-legal actions for consumer issues, filed this

civil suit in an attempt to a set a precedent for similar consumer
damages in the future. (Dong-A ilbo, Mar. 22, 1989)

In an interview with a newspaper, president Dong Hwan Kim said, `this suit was filed

in order to secure a legal judgment to reduce the hassle that consumer organizations

have to fight every time a problem arises between consumers and their adversaries.

(Dong-A Ilbo, Mar. 22, 1989).

Meanwhile, this was the first victory of the consumer movement in Korea

against conglomerates. "This action, that consumers fought with giant retail

enterprises, must be recorded as an historical event in Korea, in which justice won

over power" (CACPK News Release, August 13, 1993). CACPK announced that

winning the lawsuits was a legal victory for consumers and it upgraded the Korean

consumer movement. First, it added a new strategy to its long list of strategies used in

the past. Second, they successfully developed a new strategy, and utilized external

resources such as legal professions and the media. CACPK had continued their actions
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over a 4-year period, until their lawsuits were won. Their persistent passion not only

won the lawsuits against large plutocratic enterprises, but also attracted many paid

memberships and increased support.

The Korean consumer movement was upgraded as it used many different

strategies in their campaign - in essence a holistic approach. The employed various

strategies such as public statements, street demonstrations, press conferences, public

meetings and boycotts in an integrated approach to reaching their goals.
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CHAPTER 7. FINDINGS AND MODIFICATION OF THE
FRAMEWORK

The evaluation framework was applied to two consumer issues in Korea; the

carcinogen detected American wheat (hereafter the contaminated wheat), and the

fraudulent bargain sales of department stores (hereafter the fraud sale). Among the

issues that have received significant attention by consumer movement organizations

(hereafter CMOs), these two issues were selected for the following reasons. Both

issues clearly represented major concerns of consumers. The fraud sale issue was

listed as the most important of the top 10 issues in 1989 Consumer News, and selected

as the most popular issue over a 20-year period by the Korea National Council of

Consumer Organizations. The contaminated wheat issue was broader than a consumer

issue, but identified as a top issue by activists from social movement organizations

(hereafter SMOs). The researcher gleaned this information through direct or phone

conversations with over 15 consumer activists. In addition, both issues were judged to

be typical of the types of issues generally handled by CMOs. Fair trade, food safety,

and environmental issues are the three types of issues used by CMOs to typify most

consumer issues. In addition, they were comparable in importance and in being able to

mobilize CMOs.

The two selected issues were also different in important ways for testing the

evaluation framework. First, the issue characteristics were quite different. The

contaminated wheat was a food safety issue, but also an unfair trade practice issue.
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This characteristic of the issue attracted not only CMOs, but also SMOs. On the other

hand, the fraud sale was a typical unfair business practice issue. There were specific

consumers who had been damaged economically, and 10 department stores that

benefited from the unfair business practices. The victimization of consumers made it

possible for them to participate directly in the campaign, but, at the same time, the

participation of other SMOs was limited by the content of the issue. Another reason

for limited participation of other social movements may have been that, when this

issue occurred, joint activities of SMOs, in general, had not yet been activated. In

contrast, the contaminated wheat issue did not have specific victims and visible

damages. Also the wheat in question was not yet in markets. Because all consumers

were potential victims, the issue attracted consumer attention. However, it was hard to

induce their direct participation in the boycott campaign against the contaminated

wheat.

Another difference was in the goal achievement ofeach campaign. The

fraudulent bargain sales lawsuit campaign (hereafter the lawsuit campaign) was

immediately seen as a success, since all goals were achieved. The campaign to stop

the use of the carcinogen detected American wheat (hereafter the boycott campaign)

failed in most of their immediate goals, but was later judged as a success, since major

social changes resulted directly from campaign efforts. These changes included a

growing and persistent skepticism of government policies, long run changes in wheat-

buying habits of consumers, some improvement of government policies, and

formation of a new social organization focused on issues of imported foods. The new
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organization was created by and drew members from both farmer and consumer

groups.

Third, the infrastructure for the two campaigns was very different, including

leadership, organizational structure, major resources and tactics used. The boycott

campaign drew on both consumer and farmer activist leaders, along with a large

number of supporters, creating a rather complex organizational structure that included

a number of political activists. Their knowledge allowed political tactics to be used

effectively. These tactics included lobbying, negotiation sessions with key government

committees, and petitions to governmental officials for policy change. However, the

lawsuit campaign was led by a much smaller group of consumer leaders and lawyers,

with a simpler organizational structure. Two leaders selected legal action as the major

tactic, taking arguments directly to the court system. In reality, both campaigns used

outside resources, but the sources and types of resources varied.

7.1. Environmental context

Emphasizing the environmental context of the campaigns was critically

important because factors in the environmental context generated the consumer issues

and affected mobilization of the movement's actions.

7.1.1. Social and economic forces

Critical consumer issues may arise when there is a substantial market change.

Consumer activism is a collective response of organized consumers to negative market
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changes. Both issues arose in response to side effects of free market mechanisms. The

contaminated wheat issue occurred after all domestic markets were opened to

international trade in accordance with the government's open market policy. Opening

agriculture markets was a threat to a weak domestic agriculture industry.

Governmental regulation of imported food and the inspection system were ineffective.

The fraud sale issue arose as a consequence of the monopolistic retail industry and

plutocratic retail companies in Korea. There had been serious concerns about high

market concentration of the retail industry and serious problems of anti-competition

practices. Finally large department stores directly damaged consumers by their unfair

competition and trade.

7.1.2. Political opportunity structure

While social and economic forces had a strong effect on the emergence of

these two issues, the two issue campaigns showed that political opportunity structure

explicitly affected the infrastructure and dynamics. Both issues occurred during the era

of political democratization after the June Struggle of 1987 in Korea. Political

democratization helped the Korean social movement transform itself into a civil social

movement for improved quality of life, and it increased professional groups'

participation. Because of this political trend, during the boycott campaign, 34 social

movement organizations became allies. The lawsuit campaign linked to professional

lawyer groups. Along with the receptiveness of the first democratic government,

beginning in 1993, the boycott campaign mobilized extensive lobbing efforts against
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government authorities. For instance, Citizens' Union arranged a direct negotiation

meeting with the Minister of Health and Social Affairs to convince the government to

destroy the contaminated wheat.

7.1.3. Outside events and activities

Outside events and actions may produce effects that satisfy movement claims

or joint effects of movement actions (Giugni, 1998). Prior to the boycott campaign, a

similar situation occurred in the import of Australian wheat, and the Ministry of

Health and Social Affairs improved the inspection process as a result. Because of this

improved process, contaminated American wheat was discovered. Thus a prior event

contributed to the emergence of this new issue. During the time of the boycott

campaign, twelve of the largest food companies in Korea illegally distributed imported

wheat without government inspection. This event served to refocus public attention on

the boycott campaign, increasing distrust toward the government food safety policy.

Serendipitously, a'Beef fraud sale' of major department stores occurred during

the lawsuit campaign. Because this event happened during the lawsuit against the

fraud sale, it provoked public anger against department stores. This publicity resulted

in legal claims that pushed the Government Prosecution team to take the next legal

steps. As a result, outside events for both campaigns encouraged movement actions by

arousing public opinion (media and consumers). Changes in public opinion can help

movements to reach their goals.
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7.1.4. Preexisting activities of the consumer movement

A boycott campaign against unsafe imported food had begun in 1989 against

American grapefruit. That had been the most popular and successful boycott to date in

the Korean consumer movement history. Sales across Korea dropped sharply and

consumer attitudes toward imported food and the US government began to change.

The consumer movement against unfair practices of department stores was launched in

1980 and consumers' distrust of department stores already existed. However, the

movement had not yet actively and formally protested illegal and unfair trade practices

of department stores. Thus, preexisting activities provided experiences and ideas to

movement organizations as to how they could utilize tactics and resources.

Table 20. Environmental context for the campaigns.

Political democratization

Revitalization Economic changes
of social movement related to open market policies
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7.2. Consumer movement actions

The two campaigns used most typical forms of action. However, each

campaign developed new actions, depending on the characteristics of the issue. The

fraud sale issue had specific visible victims, with claims that led them to take legal

action, while the contaminated wheat issue had no particular victims. That made it

difficult to motivate resources and induce consumer participation. Thus, the boycott

campaign tried to achieve its goals by appealing to and pressuring government

authorities.

7.2.1. Infrastructure of the consumer movement

Four components of infrastructure of the movement organizations, leadership,

organization structure, resources and tactics, were key factors for impacts of the two

campaigns. The four factors had a close relation to each other.

Leadership

Individual leaders had a major role in sustaining and facilitating the campaigns.

Types of leadership were different in the two campaigns, because of different

organizational structures. While a consumer activist and multiple social activists led

the boycott campaign, a consumer activist and aprofessional lawyers group led the

lawsuit campaign. In the boycott movement, leaders were the most influential social

movement activists in Korea. The popularity of leaders helped them get attention from

the media and the government authorities, and utilize an effective political lobby
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process. However, the popularity did not assure movement success. Many different

social activist leaders, with a wide variety of skills, adopted various tactics. Two types

of leaders existed in the lawsuit campaign. A young consumer activist and eight young

lawyers led the campaign. Having legal professionals as leaders resulted in the

movement's success almost entirely through legal action.

Organization structure

Building a strong movement organization is an important factor of success.

The boycott movement assembled a new organization, Citizens' Union, with 34 social

movement organizations (farmers', woman's, and environmental organizations),

consisting of 11 national-level and 23 local-level organizations. A subcommittee with

six major organizations performed the main activities. Each organization had different

organizational characteristics and achievements. Because of these differences,

Citizens' Union drew on various tactics and resources useful for the campaign. As a

result, building organizational structures was itself a tactical vehicle of the campaign.

This new and powerful group `Citizens' Union' also drew attention from the

government and media, and that affected the government policy changes. In

comparison, the lawsuit movement was promoted by a single consumer organization

with support of its legal counsel. A professional support group contributed to the

movement success.
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Resources

Both campaigns successfully used external resources, one by forming a new

organization with other Social movement organizations, and the other by organizing

legal counsel with lawyers. These external resources facilitated movement efficacy.

As mentioned earlier, availability and mobility of resources are related to the political

opportunity structure of the movement, and preexisting activities of the movement

organizations. More importantly, availability and mobility of resources depended on

leadership in the two campaigns. In the boycott campaign, a CACPK leader motivated

farmers', women's and environmental organizations to form a new organization

`Citizens' Union' for efficacy of the campaign. In the lawsuit campaign, the ability of

two leaders from CACPK to mobilize legal professionals and organize the legal

counsel with 8 lawyers was the key factor of success.

Tactics

Tactics must differ, depending on characteristics of issues. Tactics has a close

relationship to organization structure. The two campaigns used various tactics that

were conventional rather than disruptive. This boycott campaign combined both

political and typical consumer movement tactics such as field investigation, public

meetings, public announcements, press conferences, interviews, tests, and lobbying.

Most tactics of the boycott campaign were employed to attract public attention, appeal

to the goals of the campaign, and make its claims heard and visible. Because scientific
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evidence is very important for food safety issues, the boycott campaign conducted

tests, fact-finding, and information gathering activities. The lawsuit campaign

employed a new strategy for them, that of using legal tools. The main tactic of the

campaign was lawsuits against the department stores and it led to success.

7.2.2. Networks

The major types of networks in the boycott campaign were information

exchange and joint activities. Citizens' Union collaborated with international

organizations for information gathering activities. In response to the government's

lifting of the food safety standards, Citizen's Union immediately used its network to

get information from various international consumer organizations, such as

Consumers International, the Pesticides Trust in U.K., the Pesticide Action Network,

and so on. Another network with the Korean livestock farmers association was used to

set up the boycott against using contaminated wheat for animal feed. The lawsuit

campaign had an ongoing tie with the media. However, because the framework

classifies ties with the media as interaction with the public, this is examined in the

section on movement dynamics.

7.2.3. Movement dynamics

Interaction with the media

Both campaigns had significant interactionswith the media. Press conferences

were held to encourage the media's participation in the campaigns. The media actively
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reported actions taken throughout the campaigns. In the press conference for

announcing the establishment of Citizens' Union, a total of 21 major newspaper and

broadcasting systems attended. The fraud sale was reported more than 320 times

through all national newspapers, magazines, and broadcasting networks. The

participation of the media in the campaigns demonstrated salience of the issues and

great public attention.

Negotiation process with the government authorities

The boycott campaign made extensive efforts to interact with government

authorities. CACPK invited the government authorities to a public seminar where they

made the first statement to the public about the contaminated wheat issue. As CACPK

intended, the consumer standpoint on the issue was clearly presented to the

government. The government promised the public that the government would

strengthen the quarantine system and introduce a Green Reporting System. At the

negotiation meeting with the Minister of Health and Social Affairs, the government

promised again to strengthen the quarantine system and consider setting a standard for

agricultural chemical residues for animal feed. This was the first time that the

movement leaders conducted direct talks with the government on a specific consumer

issue. This meeting revealed the extent of US pressure on the government and the

discriminatory wheat import contract. In response to continuous demands by Citizens'

Union, the Economic Planning Board invited Citizen's Union to a conference, but the
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Citizen's Union's demands were denied. Efforts at interaction with the government did

not contribute to any outcomes during the campaign.

In the lawsuit campaign, the Fair Trade Committee and the Government

Prosecution team were the main government authorities that the consumer

organizations interacted with. In a policy forum about the fraud sale issue held by the

Democratic Party, CACPK and the Fair Trade Committee were invited and made

strong arguments. CACPK proposed revision of the Fair Trade Laws and

independence of the fair trade committee from the Economic Planning Board, but the

Fair Trade Committee objected to both. Since serious criticisms from consumer

organizations and the press were directed at the government, the Seoul Government

responded by suggesting a Joint Investigation Team of unfair transactions of

department stores, in cooperation with consumer organizations. The Prosecution had

kept up an active investigation since the beginning of the campaign, but abandoned the

fraud sale case, under suspicion of political pressure. As critical public opinion against

the Prosecution and the Economic Planning Board, as well as rumors about suspicious

bribes, grew stronger, the Prosecution arrested mid-level mangers of the department

stores. However, this provoked serious condemnation by consumer organizations,

contrary to the expectations of the Prosecution. When Seoul District Court dropped

fraud charges against the 6 mid-level managers, 10 consumer organizations

immediately responded by uniting and announcing a public denunciation statement.

After one year lapsed with no trial, CACPK pushed for trial, but the appeals court

rendered another verdict of `not guilty' in the criminal court.
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The lawsuit campaign continued negotiating with department stores for

compensation of consumer damages. When this failed, CACPK filed a civil suit for

monetary damages caused by the fraud bargain sales. After the first two lawsuits were

filed, department stores tried to recover their positive image with various efforts,

including stopping all bargain sales. Following table illustrates the interconnections

between factors in the framework.

Table 21. Diagram of the consumer movement impact structure

Environment
context

Social &
economic

forces

Political
opportunity

structure
<..................

Outside
events & t
activities

Preexisting
activities of

the movement

Movement
actions

Infrastructure
N

Networks

Movement
dynamics

Impacts

................................................

Consumer
attitude
changes

Political
changes

* - indicates issue 1, - indicates issue 2.
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7.3. Impacts of the movement

Many researchers have supported the notion that goal achievements and goal-

related outcomes denote success of campaigns and, thereby, consumer movements,

whereas broader changes may include unintended consequences. This framework

suggested that success of the movement could involve goal achievements, as well as

broader changes that the movement ultimately seeks. In addition, unintended

consequences that occur as a result of the movement were considered.

However, there were still two problems in evaluating movement success which

must be taken into account: 1) success is not always uniformly evaluated, raising the

question of subjectivity, because movement participants and external observers may

have different perceptions of what counts as success, 2) the notion of success is

problematic because participants may overstate the intention (Giugni, 1998). To avoid

these problems, evaluation of the campaigns was based both on interviews with

movement leaders (participants) and newspaper articles (external observers).

The framework was used with two specific campaigns ofthe Korean consumer

movement. The framework identifies impacts of the movement classified into five

types of change: cultural, consumer (public) attitudes, political, market, and consumer

movements. These impacts may not always relate to the specified movement goals.

The two campaigns had various degrees and types of impacts. However, as designed,

the framework did not directly specify campaign goal achievements as an impact. In
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reality, the framework did examine all intended and achieved impacts, thereby

including most movement goals and more.

In terms of goal achievement, the boycott campaign failed to achieve its

primary goal, while the lawsuit campaign successfully met all of its stated goals. The

boycott campaign was the largest single-issue consumer campaign ever. This

campaign failed to convince the government to abandon the contaminated wheat

within the campaign period. However, it resulted in various changes such as consumer

attitude and market changes, and eventually the policy aspect oftheir goal was

achieved. The lawsuit campaign achieved its goals. It won the lawsuits for civil and

criminal damages, and resulted in revised Fair Trade Laws. Following table

summarizes the types of impacts that may occur, as will be specified in the revised

framework.

Table 22. Dimension of movement impacts

Intended
consequences

Unintended
consequences

Impacts Positive
changes

Goal related
outcomes

(Goal achievement)

(success) Broader changes
Negative
changes

Goal related
outcomes

(Goal failure)

Broader changes

indicates positive changes, indicates negative changes
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7.3.1. Consumer attitude changes

Changes in Consumer attitude appeared. Consumers actively participated by

buying domestic wheat rather than imported wheat. Over a longer time period, the

boycott campaign has changed consumer propensity for imported agricultural products

and American-made products. The boycott campaign educated consumers to recognize

potential dangers of imported agricultural products, as well as government's

unwillingness to protect them from unsafe products and failure to counter export

countries' pressures. The lawsuit campaign was reported more than 320 times through

all national newspapers, magazines, and broadcasting systems. Through this,

consumers learned that they could protect themselves from unfair practices of

conglomerates.

7.3.2. Market changes

Market changes were dramatic as a result of the campaigns. Impacts of the

movements clearly appeared in markets. For instance, in 1993, the year of the boycott

campaign, annual wheat consumption per person decreased, and the corresponding

food companies' sales sharply dropped. In the same year, the sales of domestic wheat

doubled and its production increased 5 times. Another market change was that food

companies started producing domestic wheat products. Their products were well

received by consumers and allowed at least one company to greatly expand.
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Within days, sales of department stores dropped 50%. For the year of the

lawsuit campaign, in1989, most department stores had a minus growth rate for the first

time in their business histories. Another significant change was department stores

introducing the `autonomous agreement for fair competition among department stores'

and an exclusive office for customer services and protection.

7.3.3. Political changes

As the boycott campaign asked, the quarantine system for imported products

was strengthened. In addition, allowable standards for agricultural chemical resides for

animal feed, and the Green Reporting System were introduced beginning in 1994. The

lawsuit campaign convinced the Fair Trade Committee of the Economic Planning

Board to revise the Notification on special sales' and `the Notification ofunfair trade

practices in department store' in 1989, both of which were campaign goals.

7.3.4. Movement changes

The boycott campaign created a new organization through the convergence of

the social movement and the consumer movement in Korea. This became a landmark

case, in that the most popular social activists and influential organizations were united.

For the consumer movement, it was the first time that all different types of social

movements participated with them on an issue, and many movement organizations

joined in a specific consumer campaign. After the campaign, a new joint organization
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of producers and consumers emerged, and the Korea Agriculture Revival Movement

was established.

The lawsuit campaign introduced the first class action suit in Korea. The civil

and criminal suits were the first legal action and first victory of the Korean consumer

movement against conglomerates. The success of the lawsuits led to a large increase in

paid memberships, and support from many professional groups.

7.4. Modification of the framework

The evaluation framework was modified in three ways, based on findings. First,

goals specified by movement organizations are added as one component in movement

infrastructure in order to clarify their goal achievement. Second, for ease of classifying

data, the subcategory "networks" is now included within Movement dynamics.

Networks with NGOs are classified as Internal dynamics, and processes and

interactions with the public (media), government authorities, and other power-holders

are classified as External dynamics. Third, the typology of impacts is changed,

dividing impacts into two types: goal related outcomes and broader changes. Goal

related outcomes indicate achievement of goals stated by movement organizations.

Broader changes include consumer attitude changes, political changes, market changes,

and movement changes.

Raising consumer awareness and changing attitudes towards consumer

problems and issues can be classified as social (value) changes. For instance,

persistent consumer purchasing behavior changes result in consumer preference and
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value changes in the long run. Cultural effects of the movement could be found only

on a long-term basis, and therefore it was difficult to identify a cultural result of the

movement for a specific single issue. Also it was hard to distinguish cultural effects

from social changes. Thus, cultural effects are excluded from the modified framework.

Table 23. The modified evaluation framework of consumer activism impacts

Environmental contexts

o Social & economic forces
o Political opportunity

structure
o Outside events & actions
o Preexisting activities of

movements

Movement actions

o Infrastructure
o Movement dynamics

A

C7

Impacts

o Goal related outcomes
o Broader changes
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Table 24. The modified factors of consumer activism impacts

Key concept Category Sub category Factor

Social & economic forces

Political opportunity structure

Vulnerability
EnvironmentalEnvir

Outside events and actionscontextx
Preexisting activities of
movements

Goals

Leadership
Infrastructure Organizational structure

Resources

Tactics
Efficacy and Movement Internal dynamics: Networks
efficiency actions with NGOs

Movement External dynamics:
dynamics Processes and Interactions

with the public (media),
government authorities, and
other power-holders
(business, etc.)

Goal related Goal achievement
outcomes

Social changes (consumer
attitude changes)

Responsiveness
of Political changes (policy &

owerholders
Impacts Broader policy making changes)p changes

Market changes (business
practice changes)

Changes in consumer
movements
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This research was designed to evaluate consumer activism and its impacts. To

analyze impacts of consumer activism, a framework was developed through the

review of existing analysis frameworks in social movement studies. The framework

was tested in the context of the Korean consumer movement. Selected campaigns of

the Korean consumer movement were evaluated in terms of impacts. A modified

framework was suggested based on findings.

Social movement theories provided theoretical and conceptual frameworks in

evaluating impacts of consumer activism. New social movement theory, emphasizing

importance of structural conflict in understanding social movements, focuses on

cultural and social effects of social movements. In comparison, a Political process

model focuses on political context and political outcomes of social movements.

Similar to the Political process model, Resource mobilization theory gives insights for

examining organizational characteristics of movements and their political impacts.

The research employed a content analysis for two campaigns, and semi-

structured interviews with key informants. Main sources for content analysis were

movement organization archives, newspaper articles, and government records.

Newspapers and interviews were the primary source to identify and classify impacts of

the campaigns. To avoid subjectivity in the evaluation of impacts, both interviews

with movement leaders (participants) and newspaper articles (external observers) were

used. Impacts of the campaigns were evaluated using three approaches; 1) examining
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the environmental context (especially political environment) of movements, 2)

analyzing organizational factors of movements, including social networks and

movement dynamics and 3) assessing multidimensionality of changes (impacts) based

on social structures. The synergy of the framework is revealed through the connections

between and interactions among these three entities.

Developments and trends of the Korean consumer movement were studied to

identify significant consumer issues and environment context of the issues. Consumer

issues in Korea have shifted focus three times over last 30 years, along with major

social, economic, and political changes at national and international levels. In the

1970s, consumer issues were typically related to revealing poor quality products and

encouraging consumers in rational buying. Issues of multinational corporations,

monopolistic business practices, product (especially food) safety standards, and

legislative consumer protection systems became important in the 1980s. In the 1990s,

the consumer movement made significant growth and began to focus more on energy

and the environment, an excessive consumption culture, fair trade in international

markets, and safety from chemical hazards (GMO, Endocrine Disruptors, etc.). For the

Korean consumer movement, the 1980s was an era of consumer rights and sovereignty,

while the 1990s was the era of consumer representativeness in political decision-

making and consumer responsibility for ecological sustainability.

To apply the evaluation framework, two issues (campaigns) were selected:

carcinogen detected American wheat (the boycott campaign) and fraudulent bargain

sales of major domestic department stores (the lawsuit campaign). Their salience and
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importance to many consumers were primary considerations in selection. Also

representativeness, whether they were typical consumer issues, was considered.

Unique characteristics of the two issues were an additional criterion for selection, to

allow a better test of the framework. A two-stage process was used to select the issues.

Consumer organizations' documents and newspapers were analyzed to identify the top

consumer issues, followed by interviews with key movement leaders to confirm the

choices. The framework was then applied to two specific campaigns of the Korean

consumer movement.

In the framework application, environmental context and the movement action

factors were tested using the two selected issues (campaigns). Social and economic

forces clearly explained the emergence of the issues. Importation of unsafe food in

international trade, and unfair business practice of conglomerates are negative

consequences of social and economic changes. In particular, the sudden introduction

of economic trade policies, and the monopolistic retail (industry) structure provoked

the issues, respectively. Political opportunity structure influenced mobilization of the

movement actions. Because political democratization supported revitalization of social

movements, consumer movement alliances with social movement organizations were

possible. The same was true for professional groups' participation in social movements,

resulting in links to professional groups. Outside events and actions in the

environmental context supported emergence of the issues, as well as movement

actions in the campaigns, by arousing public opinion. Preexisting activities of the
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consumer movement also supported the movement actions by providing movement

experiences and skills.

Goal achievement (policy change) was assisted by having multiple leaders that

facilitated a variety of political tactics in the boycott campaign, versus having

specialized leadership that followed only one routine tactic, legal action, in the lawsuit

campaign. A new consumer organization (Citizens' Union) was formed, and drew

media and public citizen attention to government policies that, subsequently, were

changed. Incorporating a professional lawyer group supported the success of one

campaign. In addition, mobility of resources affected success of both campaigns.

Especially NGOs (Non Governmental Organizations),1NGOs (International NGOs),

and professional groups were used as main (external) resources for the consumer

organizations. Most tactics were used in order to attract public attention and pressure

government authority. Especially providing scientific evidence and professional

support as underlying tactics led to success.

Information exchange and joint activities were major types of networks for the

consumer movement. Because of the international nature of the imported food safety

issue, the consumer movement used INGO networks. This shows that types of

networks depend on characteristics of consumer issues. The consumer movement

heavily relied on interaction with the media in order to communicate to the public, as

well as to the government. Thus the movement made special efforts to encourage the

media's participation. The movement organizations held extensive negotiations with
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government authorities to achieve their goals and these efforts contributed to success.

Active negotiation with industry was not a major part of these two campaigns.

Four types of impacts were found: consumer attitude changes, market changes,

political changes, and consumer movement changes. The framework specified five

types of changes including cultural effects, but cultural effects were difficult to judge,

given the time frame of the documents used and the researcher's inability to verify

comments made by the experts. Although changes in consumer attitudes, markets, and

the consumer movement were not stated as movement goals by campaign leaders,

these broader changes clearly appeared as a result of the two campaigns. Because of

movement dynamism, impacts emerged during the process and/or as a result. Also

types of impacts were closely related to each other. For instance, consumer attitude

changes are manifested in the market place and, in turn, cause markets to changes.

Consumer attitude changes appeared in various ways as a response to the

consumer movement campaigns. Consumers changed their propensity for imported

food and their purchasing behaviors by buying domestic wheat products in the boycott

campaign. This illustrates that the consumer movement was an effective education

process for consumers to become aware of imported food safety. Similarly, in the

lawsuit campaign, consumers learned that they could protect themselves from unfair

practices of conglomerates.

Since the consumer movement organizes its efforts to respond to consequences

of the market system, changes appeared dramatically in markets as a result of the

campaigns. Overall wheat consumption declined during the year of the campaign,
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however increased demand for, and new products of, domestic wheat were created. A

sharp total sales drop and business attitude changes toward consumer protection

appeared during and after the lawsuit campaign. The consumer movement produced

consumption pattern changes, and business practice changes as well.

Political changes also occurred. For both campaigns, the specific goals were

political in nature. Goals specified by the two campaigns were related to changes in

policy and political structure because the sphere of consumer issues is broad and

imbedded in government policies. The political goals were successfully achieved.

Specifically, the campaign to stop the use of the carcinogen detected American wheat

failed to achieve its primary goal, to abandon the wheat, but achieved revision of the

imported food inspection system and establishment of the Green Reporting System.

The fraudulent bargain sales lawsuit campaign successfully met all oftheir stated

goals, the civil and criminal lawsuits against department stores and the revision of the

Fair Trade Laws.

As an unintended consequence, the consumer movement grew as a result of its

activity in the two campaigns. New trends in the consumer movement were brought

about through the boycott campaign. Joint action in conjunction with strong networks

of NGOs was experienced for the first time, and the first joint consumer and farmer

movement organization was created. The consumer movement contributed to the

development of the social movement industry. The lawsuit campaign upgraded the

consumer movement by introducing the first class action in Korea, making this the

first legal victory in the Korean consumer movement against conglomerates. The
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success of the consumer movement also increased consumer and society supports for

its work.

The researcher made three modifications in the evaluation framework based on

findings. First, goals specified by movement organizations have been added as one

component in movement infrastructure in order to clarify their goal achievement.

Second, networks with NGOs are included in Movement dynamics as Internal

dynamics. Third, typology of impacts has been changed, dividing impacts into two

types: goal related outcomes and broader changes. Goal related outcomes indicate goal

achievement stated by movement organizations. Broader changes include consumer

attitude changes, political changes, market changes, and movement changes. Raising

consumer awareness and changing attitudes towards consumer problems and issues

can be classified as social (value) changes. For instance, persistent consumer

purchasing behavior changes result in consumer preference and value changes in the

long run. Cultural effects of the movement would take place over a long-term, and

therefore it was difficult to identify a cultural result of the movement for a specific

single issue. Also it was hard to distinguish cultural effects from social changes. They

are ongoing and are best viewed from an historical perspective. Thus, cultural effects

are excluded from the modified framework.

Importance of the research

Impacts of consumer activism are rarely documented and clarified through

scientific analysis. This research proposes an analytical framework for evaluating
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consumer activism impacts, identifying important factors that generate and shape them.

It has the potential to contribute a systematic approach for future studies. Also, a

pioneering tool of this type could lead to greater consistency in evaluating the

outcomes of diverse efforts on behalf of the consumer.

Social scientific knowledge and scholarly research of consumer movement

impacts were limited. It is expected that this framework of consumer activism and its

impacts will contribute to the body of knowledge.

For the Korean consumer movement, evaluating the movement and its impacts

can contribute to its future development and scholarly research. Few researchers have

focused on the Korean consumer movement and no systematic research has been done

on its impacts during its thirty-year history. The Korea consumer movement entered

into the institutionalization stage in the late 1980s. This developmental stage, one that

is critical to the continued life and vitality of the movement, makes this study

particularly timely by providing direction for its future development.

Limitations and suggestions for further research

Lack of theoretical and empirical analysis of consumer movement impacts is

primarily the result of methodological difficulties. This research employed two

methodologies to complement each other; content analysis, which has been used in the

majority of social movement impact studies, and qualitative interviews as a secondary

method. However, applying different mythologies would be a suggestion for future

studies. This could include direct surveys of consumers, and efforts to build
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evaluative techniques into ongoing consumer campaigns. Focus groups consisting of

the experts involved in an issue could also yield different results.

This research made extensive use of data from consumer movement

organizations and all available government archives and newspaper articles. However,

not all related documents are kept systematically for long time periods. This was

particularly true of government agencies that may have discarded memos, or

unpublished reports and documents after a three-year period. Conducting evaluation

processes along with the current issue campaigns would avoid this problem.

Due to the great variety and volume of data, the researcher needed to select key

documents for each issue. Some researcher bias may have entered into this process.

This researcher relied on newspapers as a main and exclusive information source of

public opinion. However, the public media may not have clearly reflected the opinions

held, since no direct surveys had been conducted relative to consumer attitudes on

these issues.

This research studied impacts of consumer activism, only selecting two

campaigns of the Korean consumer movement in a given time period. Thus, the

findings of this research cannot be generalized to impacts of all issues addressed by

the Korean Consumer Movement.

The framework worked reasonably well for the two issues addressed, but

broader testing of the framework is needed to validate its efficacy. Applying it to more

issues and/or different methodologies would contribute to the development of the

evaluation framework. Designing research of comparable issues in different historical
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eras or countries is strongly suggested in order to develop explanations for a given

type of impact in a particular context. Cultural impacts of consumer activism are

worth considering as a single topic of research in the future, especially if the same tool

is used with consumer movements in different countries.
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Appendix A. List of interviewee

1. Boycott campaign to stop the use ofcarcinogen-detected American wheat.

Young Hoon You

Farmers' movement leader, the former Secretary General of the Korea
Catholic Farmer's Meeting, the former CEO of Domestic Wheat Co.

Kwang Pha Kang

Consumer movement leader, CACPK board member, an advisor of
Agricultural Chemicals Committee of the Ministry of Agriculture and

Forestry

2. Lawsuit campaign against fraudulent bargain sales of domestic department stores

Jai Ok Kim

Consumer movement leader, the former the executive director of

Citizens' Alliance for Protection of Korea (CACPK), the current

CACPK president

Vo Kyung Song

Consumer movement leader, the former president of CACPK, the vice

president of Consumers International,

Son Ho You

A lawyer, the former congressman
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Appendix B. List of Consumer movement organizations Archival

Korea National Council of Consumer Organization (KNCC)

Monthly magazine `Consumer', the first edition(1978. 1) - 2003.1

The KNCC 20 Years, 1976 - 1996

Citizens' Alliance of Consumer Protection of Korea (CACPK)

Newsletters `Citizens' Alliance', the first edition (1991.4) - 2002.11

The CACPK History, 1983 - present

Korean Consumer Movement for Consumers' Supremacy & Sustainability,

1983 -2002

New Release Records, 1983 - 2002

Newspaper Clippings, 1983 - 2002

Annual Activity Reports, 1983 - 2002

Research Files, 1985 - 2002

Korea Catholic Farmer's Meeting (KCFM)

The 30 years' Farmers' Movement, 1966-1996

Annual Activity Reports, 1991 - 1994

Korea Wheat Revival Movement (KWRM)

The History of KWRM, 1991 - present

Korean National Council of Women (KNCW)

Annual Activity Reports (Electronic)

National Council of the Housewives Classes
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Annual Activity Reports (Electronic)

YWCA of Korea

The history of KYWCA, 1965 - present

Consumers Union of Korea

Activity reports submitted to KNNC, 1976 - 1996

The history and annual activity (electronic), 1978 - present

Korea Women Association

Activity reports submitted to KNNC, 1976 - 1996

The history and annual activity (electronic), 1968 - present

National Council of the YMCA of Korea

Activity reports submitted to KNNC, 1976 - 1996

The history and annual activity (electronic), 1960 - present

Korean Federation of Housewives Clubs

Activity reports submitted to KNNC, 1976 - 1996

The history and annual activity (electronic), 1969 - present
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Appendix C. List of data for the campaigns

1. The boycott campaign to stop the use of carcinogen detected American Wheat

Proceeding reports, Citizens' Union for Stopping the Use of Carcinogen Detected

American Wheat, Citizens' Union, July 30 - September 22. 1993

Activity Report on Food Safety and Agricultural Chemicals, CACPK, July 22,

1992

Record of the Press conference, Citizens' Union, August 10, 1993

Official letter to the Minister of the Board of Audit and Inspection, Citizens'

Union, September 20, 1993

News Release, No. 28, 93-7-256, `Stop Diversion of Contaminated American Wheat',

CACPK, October 30, 1992

News Release, No. 3, 93-2-104, `Report on field investigation', CACPK, February 8,

1993

News Release, `Withdraw the Government Decision of Wheat Diversion and

Compensation for Flourmill companies', the Korea Catholic Farmer's Meeting,

August 3, 1993

Public Statement, `Withdrawing the reduction of the allowable standard and

`reinforcing the existing standard', CACPK, September 1, 1993

The Conference proceeding `Safety Issues of Imported Food', CACPK, September

24, 1993
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Unofficial Record of the negotiation meeting with the Minister of Health and Social

Affairs, CACPK, August 17, 1993

Public Statement, `Our Stand about the Government Decision for Animal Feed

Diversion', Citizens' Union, August 10, 1993

Petitions of Citizens' Union, August 19, 1993

The Conference record, the Economic Planning Board, September 21, 1993

Official statement, No. Sasu 641.1-7082, the National Cooperative Federation of the

Livestock Industry, August 12, 1993

Official Documents, `the Decision of Inappropriateness for Imported Wheat for

ShinHan, Daesung, Youngnam, ShinGoukDong Flourmill Companies', the

Ministry of Health and Social Affairs (MOHSA), February 2, 1993

Official document, No. Siykyou 65430-908, the MOHSA, August 9, 1993

Official Documents, No. Sikyu 65430 -950, the MOHSA, August 19, 1993

Official document, No. 51507-65, the MOAF, August 27, 1993

Official Documents, No. Food Division: 500-3074, Revision Notification of the

allowable standard of agricultural chemical residues for agricultural products,

August 27, 1993

Official Documents, No. Sikyu 65430-989, the MOHSA, August 28, 1993

Official Documents, No. Tongchoi 41444-68, Economic Planning Board, September

15, 1993

Official document, No. Sikyu 65433-264, the MOHSA, March 14, 1994

Food Hygiene Act, Korea Government
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2. The lawsuit campaign against the fraudulent sales of department stores

Meeting minutes of the CACPK legal counsel (1989. 1.23 - 1991. 3. 18)

Proceeding reports of the lawsuits (1989 - 1993), CACPK

Monthly Newsletter `Citizens' Alliance', issue 8, March - April, 1993

New Release, No. 13, 89-4-593, `Report on the 1St Civil trial', CACPK, April 23,

1989

News Release, No. 6, 90-2, `Report on the 1St Criminal Decision of Not Guilty',

CACPK, February 13, 1990

News Release, No. 22, 92-9, `Our stance for Supreme Court's Decision of Guilty',

CACPK, September 15, 1992

News Release, No. 27, 92-10, `Welcoming Civil Verdict for Dependents', CACPK,

October, 30, 1992

News Release, No. 30, 93-8-055, `Winning Criminal Lawsuit on Supreme Court',

CACPK, August 13, 1993

News Release, No. 37, 93-10-157, `Consumers meeting for a legal Victory', CACPK,

October 22, 1993

Pubic Statement, `Against Non-guilty Sentence', Korea National Council of

Consumer Organization, February 20, 1990

The Conference proceeding `how to achieve fair business practice of department

stores', CACPK, September 16, 1991

The Conference proceeding `Legal Review on Fraud Sales of Department Stores',
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CACPK, October 19, 1992

The Written Judgment of the second trial for Criminal Case [Dismissal 90 No

3510 - Guilty for fraud], Seoul District Criminal Court, September 3, 1991

The Written Judgment for Criminal Case [Remand the case to Seoul District

Criminal Court, 91 Do 2994], the Supreme Court, September 14, 1992

The Written Judgment for Civil Case [92 Na 23102, Dismissal - Compensation for

damages, etc.], the Seoul High Court, October 30, 1992

The Written Judgment for Civil Case [92 Da 52665, Sentence - Compensation for

damages, etc.], the Supreme Court, August 13, 1991

The Decision [No. 88 - 105, Correction Order for violation of the Fair Trade Law of

10 Department Stores], the Fair Trade Committee, December 28, 1988

Annual Sales of Major Department Stores, 1987 - 1994, the Korea Association of

Department Stores
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Appendix D. List ofnewspapers articles

1. The boycott campaign

Date Newspaper Title of the article

93.2.4 Dong-A Ilbo A large amount of carcinogen was detected from the

American wheat, it exceeded the allowable standard 32

times

Segye Times Carcinogen was detected from the American imported

wheat, it exceeded the allowable standard 32 times and

10,000 tons of the wheat was totally disused

Maeil Carcinogen was detected from the American imported

Business wheat, it exceeded the allowable standard 132 times

Newspaper
Korea Daily The deadly poison was detected from the American

News imported wheat, 10,000 tons ...132 times of the

allowable standard

The JoongAng The deadly poison and carcinogen were detected from

Ilbo the American imported wheat ...132 times of the

allowable standard

Kyunghyang American wheat was given the incongruity decision for

Shinmun the detection of carcinogen exceeding 132 times of the

allowable amount
Hankook Ilbo Carcinogen in the American imported wheat (10,000

tons, the market value of 13 billion KW), Detected
excessive carcinogen by 132 times

Kwangju Ilbo The deadly poisonous agricultural chemicals were

detected from the American imported wheat, it exceeded

the allowable standard 132 times

Korea Herald Wheat imported from U.S. found to contain carcinogen

93.2.5 Dong-A Ilbo The carcinogen wheat might not be returned, the contract

did not permit any claim for the clearance without
passing the quarantine system

93.2.9 JoongAng Ilbo Wheat contaminated by agricultural chemicals was

imported for the US in large quantities, it exceeded the

allowable mount by 132 times ...it was shipped prior to

the safety inspection, [the CACPK] detected the fact'

Kukmin Ilbo The US fabricated the certificate for wheat concerned,

"conformed to the Korean standard" without performing

the proper inspection
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Maeil The American wheat concerned did not pass the safety

Business inspection, [the CACPK] confirmed
Newspaper
Jeil Business Carcinogen detected American wheat was imported

Newspaper without any safety inspection, [the CACPK] analyzed

relevant materials

Korea Daily American `Carcinogen wheat' brought in the country was

News shipped during the on-the-spot inspection for agricultural

chemicals [the CACPK] investigated

Kyubghyang The on-the-spot inspection for the imported wheat was

Shinmun "useless". The CACPK, the US notified the result 12
days after being entered at Busan port

Segye Times The US fabricated the inspection result for the imported

`carcinogen wheat', the US did not keep the Korean
standard ...big discrepancies between the received

certificate and the inspection result

93.3.9 Dong-A Ilbo [the CACPK] held a social gathering while greeting the
world consumer rights day

93.3.10 Korea Daily The CACPK held the seminar `for securing the safety of

News the imported wheat'
93.3.14 Korea Daily The American carcinogen wheat was left alone for a

News month without being disused, the importer ignored the
order of the MOHSA and stored it in a storage at Busan

port, it was worried over being sold under the name of

`feed'
93.3.15 Korea Daily The deceptive talk of carcinogen wheat importers

News
(Editorial)

93.4.7 Seoul "The residue inspection for imported flour powders being

Economic sold at a market" the CACPK
Daily

93.8.1 Hankyoreh Compensation for the amount of a loss incurred by

Shinmun `contaminated imported wheat'. The government wrote
off the storage fee of 7 billion KW for 10,000 tons of
wheat diverted into feed

Hankyoreh The quarantine for the imported product came to nothing

Shinmun
(Editorial)

93.8.4 Hankyoreh The statement of the CACPK, requesting the disuse of

Shinmun the American wheat concerned

93.8.9 Segye Times Protest to the use of the American wheat that was
detected excessive agricultural chemicals, citizen's

or anizations inaugurated the joint organization
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2. The lawsuit campaign

Date Newspapers Title of article
89.1.11 Dong-A Ilbo Cheat of Department Stores, getting the original price

during bargain sales

Seoul Bargain Sales of Department Stores are cheats ...40-70%

Shinmun discount rate at the original price
Hankyoreh Paying thru the nose by the cheat on discounted price in

Shinmun department stores
Daily
Hankook Proved to be false of the discount sales in department

Daily stores
Chosun Daily Useless bargain sales in department stores

89.1.12 Hankook Falsehood of Bargain Sale in department store, Don't

Daily ridicule good consumer (Editorial)
Dong-A Ilbo Anger toward Department store cheat, Consumer groups

in plannin countermoves
JoongAng CACPK's Complaint against department store cheating
Daily the discounted price
Kookmin False Sales of Department Store (Editorial)
Daily
Maeil CACPK's Complaints against 10 department stores for
Business the fraud
Newspaper
JoongAng Unanimous Voice of the Government party and
Economics Opposition party "Bargain Sales of Department Store is

out of regular course"
Seoul CACPK's complaints against 10 department stores for

Shinmun the fraud charge
GyougnHyang Related to faking the discounted price, CACPK
Daily complained 10 department stores for the fraud
Chosun Daily Department stores are under extraterritoriality? Cheat and

S ecial Sales should be restricted strongly (Editorial)

Seoul IfDepartment Store cheats. (Editorial)
Shinmun
Chosun Daily Complaint against the false bargain sale of department

store. It comes under the fraud and the unfair transaction.

CACPK' statement to "Restore Profiteering to
consumers"

89.1.13 GyougnHyang Consumers' continuous complaints and impeachment

Daily against the false bargain sales of department stores
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Chosun Daily False sales.. .root up! Flooded with complaints in each
Consumer Group... planning measures such as a boycott

89.1.14 Seoul Impeachment against fraudulent bargain sales of

Shinmun department store

GyougnHyang New area of Consumer Movement... Fraud of Large-
Daily sized company should be expelled even though it takes

several years.

Hankyoreh Deceiving bargain sales ...CACPK's complaints against
Shinmun 10 large-sized department store
Daily
Distribution Indulgence of unfair transaction by domestic major
Economics department store revealed as the result of survey executed

by Fair Trade Committee
Industry and Complaints against 10 department stores

Consumer Life
Chosun Daily Deceived. Planning a boycott and group complaint.

Fraudulent bargain sale of department store made people
angry. Criminal punishment is appropriate. Flooded
complaint call to Consumer Groups

GyougnHyang Full biography of Department Store
Daily
GyougnHyang Do not let us purchase goods in department store.
Daily CACPK Counsel will take a boycott against 10

department stores on the 14th and 15th. Democratic Party
organizes investigation team

Hankook Impeachment against Arrogant department store

Daily
89.1.21 The KT Prosecutors Investigate Fake Mark-downs by Dept.

Stores

The KH Sales, account books of major dep't stores under prove

89.2.10 The KH Six arrested in fake dep't sales, Lotte pockets highest
KRW 644 million in profit

89.2.11 Dong-A Ilbo Owner of De 't Store should be responsible
89.2.24 Daehan CACPK seems to institute civil complaint against the

Economic fraudulent dep't sales
Daily

89.3.4 Distribution Signs of legal confrontation by civil lawsuit. Department
Economics Store Council rejected to compensate saying "not cheated

the price". Busy CACPK in preparing "civil lawsuit"

89.3.6 Korea Welfare CACPK filed a claim to compensate damages to
consumers against the fraudulent bargain sales of

department store
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89.3.9 Health Daily Truth and Problems of Unfair Transaction

89.3.13 Maeil Different view on Sales in Department Store

Business
Newspaper

89.3.17 Dong-A Ilbo Shortened bargain sales period into 4o days p.a.

Department stores' holding back an urge to recover its

trust

89.3.20 Dong-A Ilbo CACPK's complaint against 3 department stores for

compensation

JoongAng Victims from bargain Sales filed a lawsuit against

Daily department stores

Chosun Daily Claims for compensations for damages from fraudulent

sales start. The first legal struggle to secure consumers'

right
89.3.21 GyougnHyang Claims for compensations for damages from fraudulent

Daily sales start.

Hankyoreh Civil Lawsuit against the fraud sales

Shinmun
Daily
Hankook Claims for compensations for damages from fraudulent

Daily sales

Seoul CACPK's Claims for compensations for damages worth

Shim-nun of KRW 20 million from fraudulent sales

Maeil Claims for compensations for damages from the fake

Business sales against 3 department stores including Lotte

Newspaper
Kwangju CACPK's Claims for compensations for damages from

Daily fraudulent sales of department stores

89.3.22 Dong-A Ilbo Compensation against the fraudulent sales left to the legal

judgment, Awareness on `Multi lawsuit' seem to be

bigger takin this lawsuit for compensation

Seoul Remarkable lawsuit for compensation against fraudulent

Shinmun sales of department store. Preparing a turning point of

consumer movement through law. The sentence seems to

be the standard for compensation to victims.

Hankook Dispute on Sales in Department Store

Economic
Daily
Dong-A Ilbo Dispute again on Sales in a temporary counter of

department store

89.3.25 Distribution CACPK filed a lawsuit against 3 department store for

Economics compensation of damages
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89.3.28 Seoul First public trial on the fraudulent sales

Shinmun
89.4.10 Maeil Internal sickness in Department Store Sales Promotion

Business after the cheat stirs
Newspaper

89.4.21 JoongAng Bargain Sales period Restriction to 60 days p.a.

Daily
89.4.28 Women Daily Bar ain Sales period for 60 days by the Board

89.5.11 Maeil Eager to solve consumers' dissatisfaction thru service

Business improvement and advice

Newspaper
90.2.20 Dong-A Ilbo Morality and Law, actual responsibility of enterprise

should be strictly and closely investigated
Dong-A Ilbo Ridiculed consumers, promoted illegal commercial

transaction, fake sales.. .Judgment of acquittal

Seoul Judgment of acquittal to the fraudulent sales of

Economic Department store
Daily
Hankook Legally innocent fake sales of department store through

Daily Judgment of acquittal... problems in public confidence

Chosun Daily Criticism on permitted limit of "Fake in Commercial

Transaction"
Hankook Judgment of acquittal to the fraudulent sales of

Daily Department store

GyougnHyang Application of Law, intentional "cutting the press".

Daily Meaning and effects of Judgment of acquittal to the
irregular sales of Department store

JoongAng Judgment of acquittal to the irregular sales of Department

Daily store

90.2.21 JoongAng Judgment of acquittal to the irregular sales of Department

Daily store, Resistance of Consumer Groups

Chosun Daily Determination of Revision on Fair Trade Law, 10
Consumer Councils protest against Judgment of acquittal

to the irregular sales of Department store

Chosun Daily Innocent irregular sales (Editorial)

Hankook Victim not Victim (Column)
Daily
Hankook Fraudulent Fake Propriety to clients

Daily
GyougnHyang Consumers appeal to whom? (Editorial)

Daily
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Seoul Judgment of acquittal to the fake sales (Editorial)

Shinmun
90.2.22 Kwangju Does it mean that illegal sales are possible?

Daily
90.2.26 Law-Abiding Adverse criticism on the permitted limit of commercial

Daily cheats
Law-Abiding Judgment of acquittal to the fake sales of Department

Daily store

90.3.3 Hankook Department Store

Daily
92.9.15 Dong-A Ilbo Originally the irregular sales were the fraud (Editorial)

JoongAng The fraudulent irregular sales, Overruling of the original

Daily sentence by the Supreme Court
Dong-A Ilbo The fraudulent irregular sales, Overruling of the original

sentence by the Supreme Court
Dong-A Ilbo "Warning" to irregular sales of department store

Chosun Daily "False sentence of acquittal to the fake sales of

Department store" Sent back and Overruling of the
on inal sentence by the Supreme Court

Hankook Overruling of the original Judgment of Acquittal by the

Daily Supreme Court
GyougnHyang The fraudulent irregular sales

Daily
Seoul The fraudulent irregular sales

Shinmun
92.9.16 Hankook Taking overruling of the original Judgment of Acquittal,

Daily Trust in distribution industries are stressed and habitual

practices of ignoring consumers seem to be ameliorate

Beef fraud sales

Date Name of Title of articles
newspaper

90.2.16 Seoul Shinmun Cheated sales on imported beef as Korean beef, 8

major department stores under investigation

Dong-A Ilbo Tough Korean beef in department store, Imported
beef-30-40% of milk cows mingled

Maeil Business Large-sized Department Stores' Cheat on Beef

Newspaper
Hankyoreh Cheat Sales of Imported beef as Korean beef

Shinmun
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Hankook Ilbo "Cheat" on Korean beef in department stores

90.2.17 JoongAng Daily Beef Affair in Department Store.

Seoul Shinmun Shameless commercialism abusing its trust

Chosun Daily Cheat on Beef...All-night investigation on 9
department stores

Hankyoreh
Shinmun

25% pure of beef in Korea

Hankyoreh
Shinmun

Thorough Investigation on Conspiracy with supplier

Maeil Business
Newspaper

Hard to recover the trust of Department store

90.2.18 Hankyoreh
Shinmun

For rooting up Department Store's Cheat Sales

Seoul Shinmun Partial confirmation on cheat sales of Beef

90.2.22 Seoul Shinmun 6 in custody for beef cheat

Kwangju Daily 6 in custody for beef cheat

Dong-A Ilbo Black Commercialism revealed in investigation and
prosecution

Maeil Business
Newspaper

6 services in custody

GyoungHyang
Daily

Expensive Shop looking for money with feverish eyes

Maeil Business
Newspaper

Measles ofCheat Beef Sales of Department Store

Dong-A Ilbo 6 in custody for beef cheat

GyoungHyang
Daily

6 in custody for beef cheat in department store

90.2.26 Dong-A Ilbo Untrustworthy Department store

90.5.11 Maeil Business
Newspaper

Drifting Sentence seeing how the wind blows, Almost
retard sentence on beef incidents

Daily Industry Strengthened Self-Examination of Department Store
for Trust Recover against fraudulent Korean beef
Crisis


